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ENTERTAINMENTS.

The Harvest for the
The

Greatest,

MEN’S,

CXjOTHIISTGr,

ending

SALE

tlieir church on
Tuesday, June 5tli, and continue
at

until

Friday eveuiug.

The proceeds to make xepairs
Admission Free.

Marsh’s

Fanny

S°'eManI!gcrar«,an<i 1 ,11SS

the church.
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on
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IN THE

LOVJE3

what

we

With

CAMERON

advertise both

as

to

MAKE AND PBICE.

QUALITY,

m OPEN THE BALL

FANNV MARSH.

ISADORA

PUBLIC,

Before enumerating the many great bargains we propose to introduce wo wish to call attention to the tact that we never yet advertised a humbug, and that the goods wo offer for sale are precisely

Theatre.

TO-DAY, GEAN1) MATINEE,
MISS

wliou we have disposed of over Fifty Thousand Dollars
worth of fashionable made garments to a

HAPPY

an

Al’ROS

MAN,

COMNENCING TUESDAY, JUNE 5th,
and

onslaught

an

ALL WOOL

on

PANTALOONS, tor $2.50-—

warranted ALL WOOL, goods made by several of the leading manufacturers in America and guaranteed equal to any $1.00 PANTS
SOLD IN THE UNITED STATES.

—

CHASE !

TO-NIGHT,
Mias Cameron

in Two Plays, ilic

—

AND

—

Faiut Heart Never Won Fair F^ady.

Friday evening,—Benefit of Miss Isadora Cameron,
The Hunchback. Saturday evening, last night
of Miss Isadora Cameron. Monday evening, Juno
ltth, last night of the season, and last appearance of
MISS FANNY MARSH.
juldtf

DUCK

WHITE

A new .and immense invoice of these

garments, consisting of over
ONE THOUSAND PAIRS, WOULD BE CHEAP AT $5.50, and
guaranteed cheaper than the cloth and trimmings can be bought at

ing

st

public good by catling attention totlic very

Remarkable

Bargains in New Spring Clothing

Boston & Portland Clothing Store.
Overcoats!

Spring

EIGHT DOLLARS—Will bny you a very handsome Oxford Mixed Melton Overcoat, which certainly would be cheap at Twelve.
TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a handsome and very stylish looking
Overcoat, the goods are strong and durable and are thoroughly
w ell made.
Don’t tail to look them over.

SUITS !
EIGHT DOLLARS—Will buy. lor you a whole Suit, COAT, PANTS
and VEST.
Not cheap trash, made to sell and disappoint the buyer
but GOOD HONEST goods, stylish looking and
Fashionably cut.
TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a suit ot clothes made from nice
heavy
Scotch Goods, in different figures, all new and very pretty. It is unnecessary to say that these goods give great satisfaction in wear,
TWELVE DOLLARS—Will buy you a suit of clothes fit for almost
any
man to wear, and suitable lor any occasion. After
looking at these
goods you will naturally ask the question “How is it Done.”

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING !

Boston & Portland
189

“2!__dtf
i on tan rurcnasc at

DAVIS & CO.’S

& CO’S
In uutold quantities and prices, commencing with a Black and White
Rib Cottonade Pant tor 75 cts.
Heavy Double and Twist, Salt and
Pepper Cottonade Pant, 85 cts. 2-3 wool Vermont Gray Pant,
$1.25, sold everywhere for $2.00. Check Diagonal Worsted Pant,
$1,50, and undoubtedly the biggest trade ever known.

ZMZZEUsTS
$4.50,

“THOMAS RUSSELL,”
SOLE AGENT.

Obtained

a

DIPLOMA for

A

SPOOL

TO

COTTON

SALE

AT

WHOLESALE

rh'K'

DRESS

Middle

$10.00

'K'n^hiwr

AA

T<A

V

JL '+-T

vat*

COATS

AND

Blue

Indigo

now on our counters and

(&/■

aa

SO
a

$1.00

Sole Kight for this City

PARASOLS

ready

DAVK & CO.

Suits

more

day.

YOUNG

^unequalled, combining convenience, compact
ness, comprehensiveness and beauty. A great vari
ety of styles, sold at reduced prices, for a limited
period.

SAMUEL

WE COMMENCE with
which cost

Free street Block,

FANCY

Portland.

In ALL

113 Middle

A

BLOCK,

Maine.

$1.00,

BAY

Drapery

up to 6.00.

in great variety.

A.8K

!

PRICES AS LOH THE LOWEST
The public are invited to examino our extended
warerooms, large new factory and immense stock of
goods.

Coffee, Spices,

«*

20

it

a

tt

t»

.t
«

MORRISON

§0.00

n

8.00

.«

10.00

Our

delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rates.
If not taken the full season, or four months, the
scale of prices will be
10 lbs.

15
20

£50 FORE STREET, Portland, Maine
ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
nolG

Mew

3.00
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to proper reduction,
^“Complaints against the drivers for neglect,
carelessness or any other cause, left at the office, will
receive prompt attention.
Yearlv customers solicited,
Arthur II. Soule.
Norris G. Curtis.
dtf
mylO

Styles

Dress Suits at
SHIRT WAISTS

BARNES. Accountant.

speciality

opened, examined, balanced, and closed;
Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigated; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attentions bankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates,
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring

with us.

W&Ssep30tI

tioard vessels at sea.
sale by Grocers generally.

For

Wm. SHarp,
Commercial Strcef, Pori land, Me.
dtf

area

$1.00 !

—

day
doing
prices, we
those desiring their services can have it at their former prices, 108 Federal street, between Market and
LENNAN & CAREY.
Pearl streeis.

The Low

dlw

jne5
Grass lor Sale.
Morrill’s Corner, Peering, Apply

,[EAI"ilulTI!KS

formerly occupied by
JAMES & WILLIAMS,
and .intend to

Albert

Youths’ and Children’s

Price

People’s

Clothiers,

I

jul

PORTLAND,

MB.

Brsl-clasi Coals
market rate3.

at

lowest

MERRY,

tfc.,

&C.

THE HATTER.

JAMES A

237 Middle Street.

my24
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End

Prices.

CHEAPEST

Qjant*drt*

^oods, aad have lately auded

SHIPPING

hi,id nod

j

d3w

THE

BEST

"“^Possession

no

Redaction in

THE

M»“

on

WILLIAMS,

’

Licensed by the City Government.
Money in sums from 23 cents to thousan ds of dolars to loan on
Watches, Diamonds? Ladies’ and
cent’s Jewelry, Clothiug, &c,
Sewine
ihines. Furniture, MerchandisePianos,
by the case or othervise, ionds, Notes, mortgages aid goods of
lescription. We have a private office and all every
nmactions are strictly confidential. All
propertyleft
“
is insured
against loss by lire or
P. S. A largo amount of above goods
sale at half value to pay advances.

Addison Goodhue.

170 Commereial Si.

Great

A PRINCIPAL LOAN OFFICE.

>r

I, Randall.

We have disposed of our Coal business both
wholesale and retail to Messrs. A. I. Randall
& Co.,
who will continue at the old stand.
We can cheerfully recommend the new firm to
all
of our old customers, as
they will keep constantly en
hana 9ne of the largest and best Coal stocks to
be
mum! in the city, and will also
guarantee satisfaction
m every case.

Straws,

HAMMOCKS ,
BUGGY UMBRELLAS,

TO

& CO.,

keep

A. I. R AND AIL & CO.

you have but to call and ho convinced.

UNDER PREBLE HOUSE,

to

MANASSE1I SMITH’S
48 Exchange St.

COAL & WOOD STAND,
No. 170 Commercial St.,

=

t'PPOs-ife U. S. Hotel.

C. B. B. FISK

horses

of

We take pleasure in announcing to tlie public that
we have taken the

I

TIME EVER

day

shoeing
experiment
at twenty-five per cent. Je?s than their former
HAVING
this
abandon the idea of
so, and

ju5d&wlw

BLOUSES

Those goods

BEAR I3\T MINI}
Iui,m lv.w!SlBR|LLI4ST EFFORT TO SELL THE
*DE

Notice to Horse Owners.

AT

Mobby

----

Ju2

CO AL !

THE HATTER’S.

ATTEMPTEDBYAN^FIRM^ON^ARm ,d^?(Tket S(lnarc>
That Good Clothing at Low Prices there is
is the order of the
OF1

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and 1 laddies,
a very nice article for family use, picnic parties, and

tried the

Astonishing

Low Prices !

50 62 and 75 cents.

■XtS .‘f'TMWoWaiXr

Orders lett
the services of a thorough accountant.
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded by
mail, promptly attended to.

on

37,45,

SAILOR

BOOKS

aug26dtf

MERRY,

dtf

eodly

HATS,
AT

J. II. HOOPER.

_ap21

WILLIAM M. WHITTEN,

and

and well.

I>. H. BICE.

Our Stock is the Largest,
the Handsomest
And onr Prices the Lowest

Parents must injustice to themselves LOOK through this
department.
FOR A CHILD FROM 3 TO 9 YEARS we SELL a suit for $1.00
JRON-CLAD, made EXPRESSLY FOR
CLIMBING FENCES and SLIDING DOWN CELLAR DOORS.
Handsome SAILOR SUITS, high Button made, of BLUE FLANNEL,
$3.00. Not coarse hut fine and good.

2.50

D. H.

cheap, promptly

OF ANY CONCERN EAST OF NEW YORK.

2,00

daily, per month,

"

Forniiure made to order and repaired

etc.

WHITTEN,

Beyond all question

Ice will be

/

Cr. Tartar,

—

Boy’s and Children’s Clothing !

tt

GOODS

AND

trimmings

I

a

Decorative Work

manner.

we are determined to cut down our immense stock. Because
the times are hard and money scarce. Because we don’t propose to
find ourselves overloaded with SUMMER GOODS NEXT FALL. And
FINALLY, BECAUSE WE WANT TO.

**

and

(lone to order in the most tasteful and
satisfactory

Because

Scale of Prices for the Season:

Retail

HILLS FURNITURE.
UPHOLSTERY

ONLY think oi it! $1.00 for a Coat, Pant and Vest, warranted
perfect in every particular. Sizes ranging from age 15 to 20. Sizes
irorn 33 to 36. We say on onr honor tha tthese suits cost us more
than 3.00. ONLY TWENTY SUITS IN STOCK. SO BUY

1S77.

and

Dealers lu

HOLD YOUR BREATH !

WHY DO WE DO IT YOU

15

Manufacturers, Wholesale

CS^Circulars giving full description and price sent
application, All orders promptly attended to.
eod&wtf

Striped Linen Suit for $1.00!

dtf

lbs, daily, from June 1st to Oct. 1st,

ME.

on

our

QUICK.

10

Walter Corey & Co„

Street,

PORTLAND,

PANTALOONS !

SHADES, KINDS and QUALITIES from $1,00

STOP !

Charles B. Thurston & Co.,

1S77.

suit of Everett Check Worsted for

dlw

(For the State of Maine,)

—

Send for descriptive Price List.

my22

a

Fifty Cents.

DAVIS & CO.

Agents,

DEPARTMENT.

by the quantity.

YOUTHS’

Foot Power Scroll Saws, Designs,
Latlies, Tools &c.

3 FREE STREET

5.63

shall sell in lots of

The best bargain ever oflered in Portland.

NEXT COMES our $6.00 Sack suit, Patch pocket, wide binding, and
sold for 23 per cent BELOW ACTUAL COST.
On our $10.00, 12.00 and 11-00 SUITS we have redueedj our prices
20 per cent.

WOODS,

Portland.

us

wo

3 Pairs for

IillTdl&DOW,

expected Wednes-

previous efforts eclipsed. We unhesitatingly pronounce
present stock far superior to any ever produced by us before.

THUitSTOK,

which

Trice aud Style to suit
the Times.

All onr

GENERAL AGENT.
3

MEN’S

Pnre Zinc,

Superior toMarble orGranito
tor Cemetery purposes.

■;

are

!

We Tliis Day offer 1 Lot

in Boston for $1.

to

our

TAOS

several New and Improved Varieties.
Our New Patent Tag, the
“CLIMAX,” has doubble the strength of any Shipping
Tag ever before pro(luced, and tor marking Bales of Cotton, Wool, Bundles of Iron, Steel.
Pipiug,
Heavy
Hardware, and
other goods subject to
rough handling, they aftord
the utmost security, and cannot be excelled.
a*k your PRINTER or STAm&SKA1*111*
TIONLRJor our new prices, or call on

DENNISON Si C0-, 19 Milk St., Boston.
Jan29

dBm lstp

OYSTERS,

IMPROVEMENTS.

Takeu fresh from the beds every day
through tbe
months, and for sale by the barrel, bushel
gallon, at tho lowest market prices by

bummer

h
d

themselves, aud surprised us with ill better
•oots, and we are able to satisfy all our
customers.
In addition to the above
named stock we have an

or

timmons

&

nAtvfi»,

Wholesale Oyster Dealers, Shippers and Planters.
Stores—Nop. 159 Commercial Street, aud 15 and 1C
Market Square. Only 40
per quart solid at retail,
dlw
__

M. G. Palmer.

w18

an

THE

Aslios Hauled.

Address
ji]v(j

PRESS.
JUNE 6.

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases

indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.
Eveeyregular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal.
_

The City Finances.
The report of the committee on appropriations at the City Council meeting on Monday
night is very pleasant reading. Acting in
the direction pointed out by Mayor Butler in
his inaugural address, the committee has

completed its task in a manner creditable to
itself and gratifying to tax payers. Under
the act of the Legislature of last winter limiting the power of tho city to create debt, it
became impossible to provide for the
payment of interest on the defaulted railroad
bonds by borrowing money. It
was, therefore, imperative upon the committee to include these sums—$69,000 on the r. & R.
bonds and $81,000 on the P. & O.
bonds,
making $150,000 in all— in the tax levy for
this year. It was exceedingly desirable to do
this without increasing the rate of taxation.
The problem thus set before the committee
has been very satisfactorily solved. Last
year the amount of the appropriations, after
deducting the city income, was $764,496.40.
This year, the corresponding amount is
$610,564.22. Addiug to this the interest
which must be paid on railroad bonds—
$150,000—and we have a total of $700,564.22
to be raised by taxes, showing an actual decrease of $3,932.18 in the tax
levy.
This surprising and gratifying result comes
from a hold but careful cutting down of
appropriations for the several departments,
largely in the matter of streets, sewers and
salaries. A reduction, prudently kept within
the line of safety, has al30 been made in the
percentage set aside for sinking fund. The
whole amount of the reduction is the
large
sum of $161,832.18—more than
enough to
counterbalance the addition of the railroad
interest. So that the rate of taxation for this
year need be no higher than for several years
Another agreeable feature of the city’s sitthe fact that for almost the first
time since 1832 the city debt is decreasing.
As the committee state in their report: “At
the commencement of the present financial
year for the first time our treasurer was enabled toj report a decrease in the debt of
$21,000 and at the beginning of next year he
estimates the reduction will be $00,000
more.
These are not large sums it is true, but they
afford a hopeful indication that our liabilities
have reached their height, that the tide has
begun to turn and that the course of the city
ha3 been laid, financially, in the right direction.” The city is fortunate too, in
having
no floating debt, no mass of certificates of indebtedness such as disfigure the finances of
many towns. The careful and conservative
management of Treasurer Ilersey has been
very useful to the city.
The Mayor and his associates have taken
hold in good faith to carry out the policy foreshadowed in Mayor Butler’s admirable inauThe thing to be done is to
gural address.
uation is

adopt the

same

dent

everywhere

men

rule for
are

the

city which prufinding it necessary

adopt in reference to their own affairs.
Economy, retrenchment, avoidance of unnecessary expenditure, husbanding of resources)
self-denial,.are practiced by individuals and
will be equally good for the city.
With the
application of these practices the outlook is
hopeful and all things seem favorable to prosperity without any serious financial difficulty.
Our interests are in good hands and our citizens may be assured that practical
good sense
rules in the counsels of our city government.
to

mmrnr Special
Bargains

Suits, $11.25.

200

unlimited assortment.

Our whole stock Is
being sold
regardless of all former Prices.

for sale.

Striped Coat, sold

180 sold of these garments last week.

in

specimens.

handsome White Buck Test.

a

CENTS.

in very great variety.

tor this beautiful style of Photograph, and lifted
np
at great expense, he invites all his old
patrons and
the public generally to call and examine

CENTS

nice Black and White

for

FIFTY

Kid and Lisle Gloves

Coat $6.00, Vest 1.75, Pants 3.50.

buy

—

Carbon Photographs

VESTS.

Flannel

Genuine Silk and Wool

will

F )R

Above goods particularly adapted to the season.

THE PERMANENT

and at

f

—

L. takes pleasure m staling that he is now
iully prepared to execute the last new style ol Photo portrait,

Cast from

Retail by all the leading Dealers
throughout the City and State.
mh28
d& w3m

Ladies’Merino Vests

Mr.

RY

Dcerlng, Miliiken & Co.. Locke, Twitchell & Co., A. Little & Co., Woodman,
Trne & Co.,
J. P. Rand,
Sweetser & Merrill’s,

Street,

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY

No house iu the universe can show a more complete line of these garments than we show. Don’t paytrom $35.00 to 12.00 for a Coat
and Vest when you can buy equally as good of us from 20.00 to
25.00, made and trimmed equal to the best in the land.

AT

CENTEffiALEXHIBITM.
FOR

4T' 51

HAS BEEN MADE ON MANY OF Ol'Jt LEADING SUITS.

WHICH IS THE

GRANTED

Twenty-live Cents.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
214

and Short Sleeves for

Having purchased the

Jm.

HIGHEST J AWARD

High Neck

a

cost to make 14.87.

“Excellence in Color,
Quality and Finish.”

Children's Merino Vests,

ST7ITS,

complete suit Coat, Pant and Vest to match, made of Everett check worsted, and cost to make by the hundred 6.87. If this is
not a big trade we ask what is i
6.00 will buy a sack suit of Vermont grey goods. 2-3 wool goods.
7.50, Black and White check wool suit, always sold for 9.00 by us,
and by others from 10.00 to 12.00.
7.00, a handsome sack suit, patch pockets, wide binding, made of
Westerly Union fancy cassimere.
10.00 will buy a light grey all wool suit, sold last year for 18.00 and

Clothing Co.,

POUTeItTENTION TO ILL

ONE PRICE AND

Up.

New and Original

Middle Street.

The largest assortment and handsomest styles to be found anywhere.
$3.50 will buy an elegant black diagonal worsted Pant that cost us
$4.87 to make.

Best Six-Cord

VEST!

During lliesc hstrd times when business is dull, employment hard to
get, wages extremely low, suid money very scarce, we are certainly do-

retail.

Dress Pants, $3.50, $4, $4,50 and

JOHN CLARK, Jr.

Beautiful

a

A very large and handsome stock to select from.
Styles. Prices extremely low to suit the times,

$3.00 ALL WOOL PANTS!

HONEY MOON

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

WEDNESDAY MORNING,

AT THE

EVER INAUGURATED IIV MORTAE

Tlie Ladies of Newbury St. Church
will Loll!

CHILDREN’S

&

ONE DOLLAR for

People ! Only

Grandest, and Most Attractive
Sale of

BOYS’

G, 1877.

1ST E X T !

W HAT

St., Portland.

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
m ill subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in
vance.

JUNE

_MISCELLANEOUS._

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

POI&TLAXD

WEDNESDAY^MOKNIKG,

PORTLAND,

m. p. bicker,
JLibby’* Corner, Detring.

A noticeable aim of the Postal Commission which, after recently visiting many portions of the Southern states, arrived at Nor-

folk, Virginia, on Saturday, is their avowed
desire to increase the amount of postal service
performed in the South by stage-coaches,
hacks and other inferior modes of conveyance, the object in view being the creation,
in thousands of rural districts hitherto neglected, of facilities for the circulation of newspapers and delivery of letters analogous to
those which have always been supplied to the
interior towns and townships of the Northern
states. The Postal Commission was primarily interested in the establishment of fast
mail facilities between all the leading cities of
the country, and that branch of its duties has
received attentive consideration, but it is now
makiDg an earnest effort to accomplish the
important additional object of quickening the
intellectual life of many interior districts of
the South.
Mr. Lincoln was once waited upon by a
delegation of Southern gentlemen, who
wished to complain to him of the unruliness
of the blacks living among them. He listened
to them with patience, and after a short
pause, said he was reminded of a little story.
“Out in Illinois,” said he, “a school teacher
once saw a little boy crying in his seat.
He
called the youngster to him and asked what
was the matter.
‘Why,’ said he between his
sobs, “that boy next to me won’t let me
stick pins into him.” Mr. Lincoln made the
application that the Southern gentlemen
were crying because the blacks would not let
them stick pins into them.
From now until the close of the election,
France will be in the highest fever of excitement. The Due de Broglie and Fourtou
have turned the entire government, from the
highest to the humblest part of it, into the
most unscrupulous political machine. No
device, no resort o f power will be left untried
to sustain the new MacMahon regime. The
friends of the Republic, under the leadership
of that sturdy veteran, M. Thiers, will make
a grand and heroic fight, but it must be conceded that with all the enthusiasm roused by
the [combined followers of the .ex-President,
Jules Simon and Gambetta, the battle will be
an exceedingly hard one.
A

mm IJ*

Hi.

nhn.n

n.nn

tice in railroad construction has just come to
light in Roumania. One of the railroads follows the bank of the Danube with remarkable closeness, and with so many sinuosities
that general astonishment has invariably been
caused by a first examination. The reason is
that the Roumanian Government paid a certain subsidy per mile, and Strousberg was
naturally anxious to make the road as long as

possible._
Sisice 1772 Russia has doubled her territories. Within eighty years she has advanced
150 leagues on the road to Vienna and to
Paris.
She has swallowed up half Sweden,
tud of Poland as much as would make another Austrian Empire.
She has conquered
from Persia about as much as the area of
ulreat Britain. From Turkey she has wiested
}y successive wars and treaties states as large
is Prussia was before the war of I860.
The Legislature of South Carolina is getIt Iras now declared vacant the
leat of the only Republican lelt among
he eight circuit judges of the state. He was
ilected by tha unanimous vote of the Legisature a year.- ago and his title is perfect. But
hat is no it npediment to the revolutionists.

iiDg on.

Congressman Cox

was

hurried

iVashingt'jn by impertinent inquiries

of
about
There

out

lis indorsement of nephew Butler.
ire some subjects so solemn that even a great
kmericcm humorist does not like to joke
ibout t'pem.

Current Comment.
Political capital is dreadfully scarce in
Ohio. It is only a silver dollar and each party is very much atraid the other will use it

first.—Philadelphia

Times.
Ilendricks is to have a high time in New
lork before his departure for
Europe. He is
to be entertained bv Governor
Tilden, and to
be dined and wined by the Manhattan. He
sails on the 13th.
The Boston Post says Minister
Noyes has
a good, honest way of
pronouncing French;
he emphasizes the silent letters instead of
skipping over them in the frivolous way that
a native Frenchman would do.
A Paris journalist had been sentenced to
fine and imprisonment for insulting the President. The enforcement of such a law in
this country would fill the prisons and suppress the papers. It is only in the United
States that nothing is respected.
The latest discovery is that there are six or
eight Congressmen, counted as Democrats,
who are in favor of a liberal candidate for
Speaker, and the talk about electing a Republican to that place is revived once more. The
legs of the rumor are too feeble yet to enable
it to stand alone.
If the New York Times and the Tribune
don’t look sharp they will be drawn into the
same political line by their vivacious female
correspondents, who are going for the admlnist ration with their war paint on.
Why
do the “braves” linger in the lodges ? —HartCourant.
ford
Gen. Grant is the first American to have
“the freedom of the city of London” tendered to him. In its acceptance he will appear before the city chamberlain, take the
oath of fidelity, and sign his name in a big
book. Some of the city officers will sign with
him, and make themselves responsible for his

good citizenship.

If the animus of the Democratic party toward the negro, and towards the financial
obligations of the country, was honestly set
out in their national platforms, nothing kept
back and no lies told they would not carry a
northern state in a hundred years. The work
of the next campaign will be to observe the
distinction between nledees and Derformancei.—Jl. V- Bedjield.
The oustiDg of Judge Carpenter bears off
the palm among Democratic outrages in
South Carolina.
He was elected to the Columbia Circuits by a unanimous vote of the
Democrats and Republicans in each branch of
the Legislature, which preceded the last
Chamberlain Legislature. There is no possible flaw in his title.
The reason for unseating him is to obtain a Democratic Judge for
the district in which the capital is.
W. P. Dallas, an Arkansas youth, while
traveling on a railroad one day last week, got
drunk and avowed his determination to
“shoot a nigger” before he reached Little
Rock. Finding no other game handy, he
popped away at a colored brakeman, causing
him to fall from the train and injuring him
very badly. These conciliated people must
be permitted to have their little amusements.
West Point has seventy-six students in its
graduating class—the largest number in several years. In their ranks are the sons of
two Confederate generals, a son of the Hon.
John Bigelow, Secretary of State of New
York, a son of General Benjamin F. Butler,
a son of General F. P. Blair, who, by the
way, odd as it may seem, are room-mates and
high friends; and a colored cadet named
Flipper. Of the Board of Visitors this year
are Senator Blaine and General T. W. Hyde
of this state.
The unhappiness among Indiana Democrats about Gov. Williams is increasing.
He
who was formerly fondly termed “Uncle
Jimmy Blue Jeans” is now stigmatized as a
traitor to his nartv. and

a

mtapniriptl

man.

He is said to “have turned upon his own people,” to have “given up his pretensions of
economy and reform,” to have “become part
and parcel of a corrupt movement,” and to
have “gone back upon the history of his
whole past life.”
And has he shed the beloved blue jeans, too ?
Those were all the
“history” the country ever heard anything
about.
The pronunciamento of the Presbyterian
Assembly against Sunday papers draws from
the Chicago Post (which doesn’t print on
Sunday) the statement that strictly orthodox
clergymen are in the habit of calling on Saturday in person upon managing editors of
newspapers to inform them that a “regular
sugar-stick” will be proclaimed from their
desks on Sunday, and soliciting the presence
of a reporter, knowing that the matter has to
be “set up” on Sunday for the Monday paIn view of such things the Post conper.
cludes that the Sunday question is complicated, and “that there are about as many motes
in the religious world’s eyes as there are
beams in unbelievers’ eyes, concerning it.”
Congressman Gibson is ahead of Mr. Ban*

dall on the “extended commercial relations”
with Spanish America. He has called upon
Secretary Evarts and urged such a policy,and
points to bills he has offered in Congress authorizing the President to appoint commissions composed of thfee persons to meet similar commissions appointed by Mexico, Brazil
and Central America, to consider the relations of the United States, commercial and
political, with those countries, and to frame
arrangements to secure a more extended intercourse. This is a good deal more efficacious than writing a letter which nobody can
understand. Besides Mr. Gibson is in favor
of the Texas Pacific subsidy.
Sews and Other Items.
The Secretary of the Treasury prohibits district attorneys hereafter from receiving over
$4000 in fees.
The women journalists of Chicago are now
Bnmerous enough to have a clnb all to themselves. They call it the Inland.
A delegation of Mormons have notified Gen.
Crook that there will be no trouble in Utah
unless Brigham Young is arrested for complicity in the Mountain Meadows massacre.
A

proposition

is under consideration

to sus-

pend all work in the iron furnaces throughout

Pennsylvania

for 60
labor troubles.

days, owing to prospective

The Chicago City Conned has created a sen9ation among strawberry venders and others
by decreeing that a quart box must hold a
quart.
The remaios of 13 officers who fell with
Custer are to be buried at Leavenworth, Kansas, with funeral honors by the whole city, on
the 33d inst.
The ex-President is not

the only American
Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe has been entertained by Lord Honghton,
and has received many distinguished attentions,
of which her intellectual and social accomplishments make her abundantly worthy.
now

lionized in London.

Gov. Vance of North Carolina has written a
letter advising the planters of North Carolina
to plant corn in the place of cotton, wherever
the latter has faded.

In view of

prospective

high prices in coneequence of the European
war, he thinks the experiment well worth a
trial.
Gen. G. W. Custis Lee has added greatly to
the interest of the Mount Vernon mansion by
permitting tbe display of some of the original
property of Washington now owned by the
family. It consists of the bedstead on which
»r
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handsome writing desk and bookcase.
Ia the annual report of the Michigan State
Board of Health, Dr. Scott describes a diseas®
that he thinks is a result of using tobacco. Tbe
patient feels a violent pain in tbe left side and
believes that his heart is affected. Tbs trouble
Is a rheumatic condition of tbe wall .of the
a

Chest. Abstinence from tobacco cures.
More than half.the ltnssian officers in 1“ divisions of about 8000 men, which were enoamped near Bucharest, formed a temperance league,
pledging themselves at tbe outbreak of the war
not to drink, smoke or gamble, and they have

kept tbeir

oaths. The Czar was much affected
when he heard this, and declared to the officers
that if his ancestors had commanded such au
army, the whole world would have been theirs.
A number of Quakers from the fruit-growing

district of Delaware called

on

President Hayes

Thursday, and one of them invited Mr.
Hayes to take a trip in the fruit-growers'
steamboat, the Mary Washington, saying:
last

“Friend

Hayes, I have

a

word

to

say.

Tbe

Mary Washington was built by the fruit growers mainly.
As it is a temperance boat, and
thou art, 1 see, a warm supporter of that good
cause, l thought it migbt be a farther inducement to
known.”

smiling,
charge.

accompany us, if that fact were
"Oh!” blandly replied the President*
“Mrs. Hayes has that matter in

(Correspondence ol N, Y. World.l
The Tomb of Washington.
Wlioi the Women of America
Hare Done
anil What Mil
Kcmaia* la Do.

Mount Veknon, May 30 1877,
The little steamer Arrow leaves th Seventh

street

wharf, Washington

for Mount Vernon
can be no more
way of passing one of these sunny

every day at 10 o'clock.

There

charming
days than by taking the trip
book grandiloquently calls

to what the

tourists

the

guide-

the "American
justified during the

Mecca”. This title was
Centennial rush by the number and
eagerness
of the pilgrims. Now that the interest ia all
associations of the past, which was an
epidemic last summer, has to a degree subsided, the
deck is only comfortably full. One or two
blase Washingtonians, a party of sight seers
from Baltimore, half a dozen
Englishmen,
and

attaches of

legation,

some

country people with their children, and a onearmed soldier from Fort Foot
complete the
number. The boat swings off its
moorings

and starts briskly down the river.
Arlington
rises on the further right hand
bank, and below
to the left is the arsenal where, says the
guidebook, “Mrs. Surratt was hung for the mnrder
of President Abraham Lincoln." It seems hard
that this poor woman shonlk be znalgined even
in the guide to the “American Mecca." Sorely it would have been as easy to write “hung
on suspicion of having a casnal
acquaintance
with the marderer of President Abraham Lincoln." As it is a tall Englishman in a Glengarry cap glances indifferently at the cannon
balls piled along the shore. What are such
trilling incidents in republican history to him?
“And did you go to the races?" he
languidly
ask of his companion.
“I did, and I 1-a-a-fed,” says the
other, with
a preternatural solemnity of countenance that
contradicts his words.
In this onarter of the Potomao do name exists but Washington. The Mary Washington
puffs tranquilly down the stream. The Martha
Washington whistles derisively as she passes
np. The City of Washington, followed by a
trail of black smoke, hurries past ihe ancient
town of Alexandria, where on the door of a
dilanidated warahnnaA «... moA >>wa.km^nn
& Son.” Further down we pass Fort Washington, with its picturesque ramparts surmounted by what some one has compared to “ponderous black ginger-beer bottles," with the corks
out.
Seventeen years ago a very jolly party from
Washington took the same trip. It was in
I860. The boat was the Harriet Lane, and the
expedition was in honor of the Princa of Wales
then visiting the country. There was a band
of music on board, and champagne, dancing
and general jollification.
When the boat
reached its destination there was no pier, as
there is now, and the party was obliged to land
in boats, one of which the royal gnest insisted
upon steering himself. Safely deposited on the
bank, they found the "American Mecca" little
more than a wilderness. An
overgrown pathway led up tbe hill. Even the tomb seemed
neglected, with the marble mausoleum behind
the rusty iron bars, on the end of which in violation of all the rules of good taste, appeared
the name of the owner of the marble-yard in
Philadelphia, where it was made. How characteristically American, no doubt thought the
visitors, toadvertise one's trade within even the
sacred precincts of Washington’s grave! The
house itself was in sad need of repairs. The
pillars of the portico were giving way, the roofs
were crumbling with age, the inclosed passages
which connected the main building with tbe
out-houses were in ruins. The garden in which
Washington in his retirement took a tender
was overgrown with
grass and weeds.
he condition of the whole estate, once so wall
cared for and cherished, was a glaring mortification to those whose duty it was to show it to
the visitors, and a reproach to the country
whose indifference has let it come to such a
pass.
It will be remembered that at that time tbe
place had been comparatively recently purchased by the “Women of America" from Augustine Washington, whose means were inadTbe Mount
equate to preserving the estate.
Vernon Association, headed by the first ReMiss
bad
taken
gent,
Cunningham,
possession,
but their hands were tied from lack of funds,
all the money, 8300,000, which they had by intense exertion been able to raise being only sufficient to buy the land.
A small revenue was
secured from the daily boat which brought visitors from the city, but even this was soon cut
off by the war, which broke out a few months
afterwards.
During the five years that followed tbe Potomac was a battlefield and Mount
Vernon was completely closed to outside interest and to outside cate, and things went more
to ruin than ever.
It was during the war that
a soldier succeeded in entering the tomb and
off
of
one
the talons o( the eagle on
carrying
the shield of the sascophagus.
The outlook on landing has changed very
much for the better in seventeen years. A carriage road winds np to the house from the neat
little pier.
Some trees by the roadside are
marked, "From the grave of Napoleon.”
At
the tomb the crowd halts and peers curiously
through the bars, while the guide in a loud
monotone gives the somewhat unpleasant details of how many leaden coffins had served
their purpose before the stone one was suggested by the generous marble-man from Philadelphia, whose name, by the way, had been effaced,
leaving an ugly smear across the foot of the
monument. The crowning glory of the place at
this season is the garden, the delicious oldfashioned llower garden, with box hedges at
least a hundred years old, and roses such as one
never sees elsewhere—great branches of pink
bloom, which if reproduced artificially would
pronounced quite unnatural. The air is heavy
with the scent of mock-orange blossoms and
full of the hnm of bees.
At the house everything now is the pink of
neatness and good order.
It would of course
be waste of time to describe again the much-bewritten mansion.
Washington himself spoke
of it in writing to Mme. De Lafayette as a
“small villa." This describes it exactly. Those
who expect an imposing strncture are disapThere are many far finer specimens
pointed.
of the old colonial house elsewhere in Virginia.
The rooms as a rule are small and the ceilings
low. As much of the original furniture as possible has been collected and replaced.
Every
year adds to the amount—a sideboard contributed by Mrs. General Lee, the little table upon
which were placed the medicine bottles during
the last illness, the bell-rope which hung by the
The collection of relics bids
death-bed, etc.
fair to rival in the way of dilapidated shoes that
in Independence Hall last year, and in the way
of old clothes that of the Patent Office at presIt is really to be regretted that more disent.
crimination is not shown in this furor for mementoes of the past We look at a great man’s
sword and his field-glass and his saddle holsters
with interest, reverence perhaps, bat when it
comes to a pair of shabby trowsers hung up by
the band, and a very long and very stout stocking,marked “G. Washington, 2, 97," tho risibility of the most devont pilgrim cannot fail to be

5ride,

excited.
Apropos of the same subject, the courteous
superintendent, Colonel Hollingsworth, tells
some most astonishing tales of relic-hunters,
notably of the “interior" class called out by the
Centennial.
One man was making off with a
rail from the banisters, and on being remonstrated with remarked that it was Governmant
property and that he bad as good a right to it
as any one else—an argument so firmly established by precedent that it was hard to dispute.
Another visitor, a woman this time, actually
climbed over the gate, nearly as high as her
head, which as a very necessary precaution was
placed across an upper-stairs doorway, and suoceded in hiding the ornaments from the mantelpiece in her pocket. With relic-hunters as
with autograph-collectors, conscience does not
exist, Neither furniture, doors, shelves, woodwork, pictures, nor even the handsome bas-relief on the dining-room mantel-piece have been
sacred loom the hand of the whittling vandal.
Of the horse-chestnut tree planted by the Prince
of Wales before the tomb not a vestige remains,

twig being ruthlessly torn from the
last year. As a precaution the guard
supplies himself now with boxes of relics, such
as sticks, acorns, moss and stones, which he
pathetically implores the visitor to take away
with him. Next to the relic-hunter the information-seeker is the most strictly objectionable
of Mounc Vernon’s visitors. Some of the questions asked are truly marvelous. One lady,
after gazing fixedly at General Washington's
sword, wished to know with some marks of incredulity, if he were really in the army. On
being assured that he was, she wished to know
which army—“the rebel army or the Union
the last

ground

army:

a am
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with pardonable prevarication,
“that he was very much of a rebel.” Another
desired to see the room where Lafayette died.
After some, difficulty she was induced to believe that Lafayette had only paid a visit of a
couple of weeks to Mount Vernon and had
died years afterwards in Farts.
“Ob, well,” she replied, “it doesn’t make
any difference, somebody died here, at any
rate!”
Still another better informed but more susceptible fair lady shed copious tears over tbs
ice-house, in the belief that it was the old
grave.
The Mount Vernon Association have held
their annual session for the transaction of business during the past week. They expect to be
able to make a most favorable report of affairs
during the year. Too much praise cannot be
given to these ladies for the work they have
accomplished. They have met and overcome
many difficulties since the close of the war,
wh ich was a sad blow to the organization.
Each state has its representative, a lady of
social position, who works, as indeed they have
all worked, con amore. The association have
always been crippled from want of money.
That upon which the place is at present kept
variety of chance sources—beup comes from
quests, and the proceeds of entertainments
gotten up for its benefit, such as those given in
New York during the past winter. The Vice
Regent from New Jersey collected sufficient
funds in that patriotic little battle-field of the
Revolution to restore the south portico, which
was in ruins,
Luring the past year the revenue
was materially increased by the Centennial visitors, a ceitain percentage of each fare on the
boat falling to the association. There is besides a lunch table for visitors, and the produce
of the farm, which bring in a certain amount,
not by any means, however, sufficient to support the place and pay the salaries of the nuThe desire of the associamerous employes.
tion is for an endowment fuud which, suitably
invested in Government securities, will bring

perintendent

them in an income which will
place them
above the need of chance
help. This is surely
little enough to ask when we consider that
neglect of this place would be little less than a
national disgrace. There is a nucleus, a very
small one, of this fund raised already, and
most of it has been subscribed in New York.
A statement has
appeared in various papers
placing the amount of the endowment fund at
$35,000 and stating that $17,000 of debt had
been paid off. This is incorrect. The amonnt
of the fund, all told, 18 less than S10,000, and
there is not and never has been such a debt,

Men and Women.
Fredrika Matilda, Queen of the Netherlands,
who has just died at the Hague at the age of
fifty-seven, was well known in this country for
the interest which she took in the work of Mr.
Motley, and the courtesy with which she encouraged and facilitated his researches.
The marriage of Mr. Edward Burgess and
Miss Caroline Sulivant on Saturday called
forth the following from the Boston Post:
“When the Grand Duke Alexis visited this
country the first time he was fortunate enough
meet Miss.Sulivant at a hall. Before he left
the country he wrote to Miss Sullivant’s father
—a somewhat distinguished Ohio botanist—
aud

respectfully

his

asked for

daughter’s pic-

ture, in order to preserve the finest type of
American beauty that he had seen.” The lady
is a blonde, tall and statuesque.
“An old club fogy” reminds the London
Truth that when Puckler Muskau was in England some forty years since, being one night at

Almack’s, he personally complimented Lady
Jersey, who was pardonably vain of the clearof her complexion, on “her beautiful
leather.” The fair Sarah stared.
“Bordou,”
resumed Puckler Muskau, “I did mean your
ness

ladyship’s peautiful bide.” “Skin, your highness, skin,” whispered a friend to the prince.
“I did not zay shiD,” retorted the prince in a
most

dignified manner.

“Shentlemans do not

look at ladies’ shins.”
A

nhilosoDhical

observer has

this to

sav

about "the old maid of the period”; "She don’t
shuffle round in 'skimpt’ raiment and awkward shoes, and cotton gloves, nor has she hol-

BY TELEGRAPH.
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laugh

musical as a bobolink’s song.
She
nicely fitting dresses and cunning little
ornaments about her plump throat, and becom-

ing

TIIE TURF.
JTune Heeling nt the Cornixh Trolling
Park.
[Special to Press.l
Cornish, Jane 5.—The June meeting at the
Cornish Trotting Park| commenced today with

good attendance of spectators. There were
two races, the first for horses which never beat
three minutes, and the second for horses that
never beat 2.40.
Presumpscot Girl won tho
first in three stright heats, Ivanhoe second, LitEdwards distanctle Mack and Charles
ed for running.
Safety was drawn. Time,
3.03, 2.55, 2.55, 2.55. The winner, Presumpscot
Girl, is owned by William Allen of Portland.
Ivanhoe is owned by E. C. O’Brien of Deering.
In the 2.40 race the following was the score:
S. J. Hezelton, Portland, ns. 1>. g. Centennial.1 2 0 11
3. H. Milliken, Saco, ns. br. in. Nettie. .2 10 2 2
A. Ricker, Cornish, ns. bi. g. Judgment.3 3 3 3 3
Time—2.45, 2.47, 2.43, 2.49, 2.45 j.
Third heat was a dead heat.
Two races will be trotted tomorrow, one in
the 2.50 class and the sweepstakes.
J.
[To the Associated Press.l
Drowned While Bathing,
Bockland, June 5.—While three young men
were bathing from a boat at Bound Pond, in

Union, yesterday afternoon, one of them, Jes.
Fuller, 23 years of age, was drowned.
Fire in Snco.

Saco, June 5.—The tallow and tripe factory
of L. L. Hill was burned to the ground this
morning. Insured for $550 in Bangor company. Loss $1000.
Biddcford Appi oprintioue.
Biddeford, June 5.—The city government
passed the appropriation bill, which amounts
in all to about $95,000. Five hundred dollars
was

appropriated tor independence nay.

MASSACHUSETTS.

little knots and bows.

She goes to con-

Mr. Layard is the subject of a romantic aneodote in Figaro. It says that when he was 20
years old and lounging through Mesopotamia he
was captured by an Arab tribe and made the
chief’s cook, in which position he waB greatly
admired, and called by the women ot the tribe
"the blue-eyed.
He did not enjoy his slavery
and alter a while managed? to commuBieate
with his friends, and at the end of a good deal
of talk the Arab chief consented to exchange
his prisoner for a grayhound, celebrated in that
country for hunting gazelles. His first halt on
his return to civilization was at the encampment of Botta, who had been making longitudinal excavations, and to his despair without
result. Layard was struck by a clever idea—to
out transversely. That happy thought decided
his vocation—he became an archaeologist.

“The only memory I don’t like,” says Layard
gayly, “is that I was once exchanged for a dog.
My only consolation is in the fact that a Selongui grayhound is considered by Mussulmans as
an especially,noble animal.”
A great-great-great-grandson of the English
antiquary Borlase, who was a friend of the
poet Pope, has been lecturing in London on
California, and Mr. Conway sends to the Cincinnati Commercial

summary of his remarks.
he said, “that in journeying around the world and visiting every country he had found no other at all so interesting

mystic Park.
The weater and track were fine and 2000 people were present.
In the first race, 2,22 class, purse of $800,
there were seven starters.
It was won by b g
Comee, blk m Maybird second, br s Commonwealth third, b m Hannah D. fourth.
Time—
2,22, 2.22, 2.21, 2 23i, 2.25.
In the second race, 2.50 class, purse of $8C0.
there were 13 starters. The race was won by
br s Voltaire, br g Powers second, br m Wild
Time—
Lily third, b g Prank Sayler fourth.
2.27, 2 24, 2.24, 2.24, 2.25J.

NEW YORK.

Such a social and civil phenomenon can never be repeated at
any near time.
Its anomalies defy generalization and forecast.
Even its earliest age of Digger Indians upset
Buckle’s theory of the kind of people who
ought to fiourish amid such a climate and soil
The three Ages of California preceding the
Stars and Stripes were brilliantly sketched—
Digger, Aztec, Spanish. The Spaniards went
for gold and to spread Christianity, and they
did inspire a suitable dread of their deity.
They (Spaniards) were clever in picking out
sites for cities. It is droll to think of luxurious
San Francisco as having been founded by a
brotherhood of the most rigid ascetics. Borlase
said that a gentleman there hearing that he had
antiquarian tastes, offered to take him out to
a place where there were some houses as old as
1856.”
Here is Mr. Hogg’s account of his first meeting with Thomas De Quincey, as contributed to
the forthcoming new and authentic life of the
famnna nnin

*Tf.

voo

In ilia anlnmn

rtf

the year 1819 that I first saw Thomas DeQuinAt that period much of my time was
cey.
taken np in connection with 'Hogg’s Instructor.’
As I was attending to some matters in
this office, I was informed that a gentleman ur-

gently wished to see me.
Going down I was
confronted by a noticeably small figure, attired
in a capacious garment which was much too

large,

and which served the purpose of both
under and overcoat.
Although I was well acquainted with the fame and writings of Thomas
JDe Quincey, and had read accounts of his personal appearance, the figure now before me
failed to realize the idea I had formed of the
English Opium-Eater. It was sometime before
the extreme refinement of the face was noticed
—not, indeed, till the voice, gentle, clear and
silvery, began to be heard; when the eye ceased
to be diverted by a certain oddity in the general
appearance, and was attracted by the brow,
which from its prominence gave an aspect of
almost childlike smallness to the under face,
and by the eyes, which combined a singular
power of quiet scrutiny with a sort of dreamy
softness that suggested something of weariness.
With an air of quiet good breeding he told me
who he was, and the object of his visit, which
was to offer me an article for the Instructor.
I
was much pleased at the offer of the services of
so distinguished a writer.
The contribution
which he bad brought with him was forthwith
drawn from the capacious inner pocket of his
coat; bnt, before being handed to me, I was
both surprised and amused at a small handbrush being drawn from the same receptacle
and the manuscript carefully brushed before it
was banded to me.
This operation was one
which 1 afterward found that he invariably performed. The contribution was then and there

accepted.”
In our various processions through the main
hall of the building, we always passed the great
double doors of the chapel, which opened upon
it. Sometimes these doors would be ajar giving
us a glimpse of the interior, where some one of
the Catholic pupils were often seen kneeling in
A Canadian

girl

named Susanne P—
was lrequently punished in this
manner, for
giving way to sudden outbursts of angry violence without apparent reason, save that she
had an unusual quantity of red hair. This was
supposed to be the infallible accompaniment
of a temper, and indeed, might well be the
cause of it, as in those days the owner of red
hair was alternately snubbed and ridiculed for
that misfortune by her dark-haired companions. “Red Hair”—this was the name given by
unappreciative school girls to Susanna’s macmncent iocks, Dy which even l, ignorant little
thing that I was, well remember her. She had
large black eyes, which by contrast with her
hair added to the singularity of her appearance.
These eyes she was accustomed to fix on vacancy, whatever that may be, while she would
clasp round her knee a pair of very white
hands spotted with freckles, which were, as I
noticed, iust the color of her hair. She would
forget the book she was studying, and let it
slip gradually off her knee, till it fell to the
floor with a loud bang, which often made Sister Mary Austin jump in the middle of a yawn,
and draw upon Susanne the attention of the
whoie school. She was a silent, reserved girl,
except when she fell into one of her sudden
passions, and on such occasions she had a way
of hiding herself behind the waves of her bright
hair, which had an electric sparkle and vitality
singularly in contrast with her pale, still face.
Every hair seemed instinct with separate lile,
and her great eyes fairly caught a dull glow
from the influence of this superb chevelure. I
could not forbear looking at her compassionately when I saw her so often in the chapel,
kneeling motionless as marble under the living
hair; and lowly as her head was bent,I thought
I oould detect a glance of recognition
sliding
from under her eyelids.—The
Burnimj of the
penance.

Convent.

__

miNOK telegrahs.
Seventeen year locusts are plenty on Staten
Island.
The first caisson of the Poughkeepsie bridge
was safely landed yesterday.
John Reilly was killed in Baltimore yesterday
by the fall of a rock loosened by a blast.
The Universal Peace Union held their 11th

anniveisary meeting yesterday.
An investigation has been begun into the
loss of steamship San Francisco.
A fire broke out in Saxton’s
River, Vt., at
midnight, and at last accounts was threatening

the destruction of the whole town.
The Wallkill Valley Railway was sold yesterforeclosure, and bought by creditors
?a^«?.D^er
for $128,000.
Bertha Von Hillern
attempted to walk 50
miles in l- hours yesterday, but was
compelled
to stop four times. Sbe completed her walk in
12 hours, 50 minutes and 23seconds.
Senator Morton and other members of the
Senate Committee appointed to investigate the
the origin of the election complication, will
leave to-day in a special car for Portland,

Oregon.

The American Allopathic Medical Association began a four days’ session in Chicago
yesterday. Dr. Bowditch of Boston delivered
the address.

present

Three

(hundred delegates

weie

to

Turkish Army Deficient in

The

Cavalry

and

FRANCE.

Arlillcry

jHutzliug the P.rss.
Paris, June 5.—A circular of M. Fortou,
Minister of tbe Interior, to the prefect, instructs
them to reverse all licenses for hawliiog and
selling newspapers, books and pamphlets, and
only allow those agents offering proper guaran-

Turkish Fortresses on the Danube

Very Strong.

social order to retain licenses. Prefects
instructed to prosecute any persons,
were also
who in cafes and othor public places speak lahe
reports calculated to disturb the public trantees to

Resignation

of the Greek

Ministry.

quility.
THE

ASIATIC CAMPAIGN.
DENMARK.

Circassian Iiinurrection.

The

of the Anniversary of tbe
Coustilutiou.
Copenhagen, June 5.—The anniversary of
the granting of the constitution is being celebrated. A crowd of 20,000 persons are marching through the streets. Owing to political
feeling, precautions have been taken against
riotous demonstrations before the King’s residence. The police are strengthened and part
of the garrison are confined to their barraoks.
Celebration

London, Junes.—The News’ despatch Cron
Vienna says it is thought probable that the Oir
cassian insurrection may dow spread and elos
the military roads along .the Caspian sea. Or
ders have been sent to Astrahan to embark re
inforcements to be landed on the eastern Cau

cassian shore.
_

ON

THE DANUBE.

No Russians Across the River.
June 5.—A correspondent at Rust
chuk says that despite the reports published it
English journals, not a single Russian soldie:
has yet crossed the Danube. Attention is now
concentrated on Nicopolis and Oltenitza, bui
everything now is comparatively quiet at thos<

A Righteous Iudictmeut.
New York, Jane 5.—Gaff, Pleishmann &
Co., dealers in swill milk, have been indicted
by the grand jury of Queen’s county for cruelty to animals, and for selling adulterated and
poisonous milk to the inhabitants of Brooklyn,
miscellaneous.
Tom Scott says the Pennsylvania railroad is
not reducing rates.
The 9th annual communication of the Grand
Lodge of the state of New York was opened today in the Masonic Temple.
The poor gnides, watchmen and elevator laborers in and around the United States post
office in this city have been ordered to uniform
themselves in a semi-military manner.
The World says the effort to oust Internal
Commissioner Baum in favor of B. Wilson hag
been abandoned, and Marshal Pitkin will not
resign, preferring to be removed by President

Hayes.
Efforts to remove Steamboat Inspector Shepherd at Buffalo, to make room for an Ohio politician named Tehrenbacb, are being strenuously opposed by New Yorkers. He is to have a
similar position in Cincinnati by the removal
of

Capt. Deverney.

WASHINGTON.
Cabinet meeting.
Washington, June 5.—The Cabinet meeting today decided to appoint Thomas B. Bray-

an commissioner for the District of
Colombia.
The Cabinet discussed the needed reforms in
the enstoms service and redactions in office of
U. S. Marshals throughout the country.
Various mailers.
Revenue receipts today $253,103; customs

$420,308.

Prom recent advices received

by the Depart-

ment of the Interior it is probable Sitting Ball
is now at Wood Mountain in Canadian territo-

the U. S.
arrived at Fortress Monroe.
The President has signed the commission of
ex-Gov. Thomas A. Osborne as Minister to
Chili.
The Secretary of the Treasury has issued
regulations under which the baggage of nassengers entering the United States from Canada
by the Delaware & Hudson, Central Vermont
and Southeastern railroads will be examined by
the United States inspectors of customs at
Montreal, instead of at the first port of arrival
in the United States. The delay of passenger
trains at Eouse’s Point, St. Albans and Newport, Vt., will be obviated.
The Secretary of the Treasury has referred to
a committee, consisting of Treasurer Wyman,
Mr. MoPherson, chief of the bureau of printing and engraving, and Comptroller Knox, the
question as to what estimated amount of fractional currency has been destroyed and is never
to be presented for redemption, and upon their
report will decide whether the law limiting.the
outstanding fractional currency and silver coin
to 850,000,000 will permit the issue of additional
silver to cover the currency destroyed in circulation.
Sailing vessel Saratoga with 125 boys on
board training for naval service, ran aground in
the eastern branch of the Potomac just after
leaving the navy yard Sunday, where she remained until 3 this forenoon, when the Tallapoosa succeeded in getting her afloat. The
Tallapoosa after leaving the Soratoga in Chesapeake bay will proceed to New York with
freight, where she will await the arrival of
Secretary Thompson and the chiefs of the
bureaus of the Navy Department, and take
them on a tour of inspection of New Eagland
navy yards.
The monitor

steamer

Essex,

Lehigh, convoyed by
has

points.

The same correspondent gives an account o:
gallant exploit by a band of Circassians and
Bashi-Bazouks, about 100 in number. The;
volunteered to cross the river at midnight, it
the face of the Russian batteries, and capturt
the Russian sentinels. They succeeded in sur
rounding the guard house, attacked the guard
killed several Russians, and took some prison
At
ers. They also captured 50 head of cattle.
examination of the prisoners revealed the fac 1
that Ginrgevo and the neighboring village:

a

crowded with Russians. Much excite
ment was created by the statement by one o
the prisoners that a Bulgarian church in Rust
chuk had been undermined by ltussiai
intriguers with a view to haviDg it blown up
and the Turks accused of the crime, so as ti ;
arouse
the indignation of the neigh'jorinj
Christian states.
The Number and Condition of the Turk
of
ish Army—Strength
the Danubi [
Portresses.
The Times correspondent with the Tnrkisl
army says the Turkish army on the Danube ii
slightly deficient in artillery and very deficien ;
in cavalry. The cause is exclusively for thi
The Turkish governmen ;
want of money.
have still more than 400 breech-loading caonoi
idle at Constantinople for want of horses am
harnesses, and there are multitudes of mei
well qualified to be dragoons, bat there is m
money to mount them. The armament o
troops is all that is perfect. The infantry havi
Martini army rifles and the cavalry Wincheste
rifles. According to most trustworthy informa
tion the present strength of the army, exclusive
of reserves iu course of formation ou the othe
side of the Balkans, is 230 battalions of in
fantry, 72 squadrons of horse, 300 cannon am
about 8000 fortress artillery and engineers.
Of these 45 battalions arel stationed at Wid
din, 36 at Knstchuk, 65 at Shumla, 28 at Varm
and 36 at Silistria. The remaining 20 battal
ions are devided between Nikopolis, Sistera
Turkaixhe, Dabrutscha and various places ii |
Dannbian Bulgaria.
Every battalion on ai
The
average is assumed to contain 750 men.
contributions from Nish are considerably be
low this standard, but on the other hand num
bets of Redif battalions have 1000 men am
even more. Therefore the total number of infantry is about 172,000, and of cavalry, reckon
Accordingl;
ing 100 men to a squadron, 7200.
the army of the Danube, including the fortress
is
and
close
engineers,
npon 200,000.
artillery
As to organization there is want of every
thing indispensable in technical unity and sys
tem. Until within|a few weeks there were m
divisions, brigades or regiments. The battalions lay scattered about without often knowing
from whom to receive orders. After the decla
ration of war the divisions and brigades wen ,
formed, bat this was of little practical valut
when it is considered that the troops and com
manders were changed about at the caprice o
one superior officer.
The army is virtually directed from Constantinople where all the movements are plan
ned and orders issued by the so called Counci I
of War. This council is composed of a num
her of generals who are mere puppets in thi
Abdul
bands of a few ignorant upstarts.
Kerim Pasha is a mere executor of the will ol
this body. He possesses military experienci
and a sharp judicious eye, but is wholly want
ing in energy and power of rapid action am
is seconded by no general staff.
Ab regards the fortresses in European Tur
key incredible results have been accomplished
Widdin, Rustchnk, Silistria, Sbumla and Varna, especially the last two, are now quite forThe fortifications almost entirelj
midible.
consist of independent works, mostly of earth,
butconstructed in strict conformity with modThat the Iius
ern principles of armament.
sians will succeed, perhaps at no distant date,
than
in forcing the river is more
probable, bui
it is equally certain that in face of the tougl
and enduring qualities of the Turkish soldieri
they will,only after the spilling of much blood,
force the barrier opposed to their onward proggress in the shape of the fortresses of the Dan
ube.
The River Falling.
Constantinople, Jane 5.—Travellers fron
Rustchnk confirm ths reports that the water
4 U
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sion has been gaining ground during the las
Russians
will
the
three days that
ver;
shortly endeavor to cross the river Danube a
three different points, making Rustchuk thi
AH the womei
chief object of their attack.
have left the town. The foreign consuls excep
the English leave in a few days.
Russian Pontoon Parly Driven Off.
says this

morning the

Russians while prepar
the river at this point and layinj
their pontoon bridges from here to Guirgevo
were surprised and retiring, the Turks tool
possession of some heights in the rear of th
town and opened lire this morning with con
siderable effect.
The accuracy of the Turkisl
tire was remarkable.
Three boats were des
it
and
it
is evident they have gun
troyed by
ners other than of Turkish extraction. No Rus
sian response.
Russians seem disposed t
abide by the policy of submitting to any losi
until ready to move in force.
cross

I«f. Carmel Totally Destroyed—Twenty,
two Bodies Found in the Buins.
Cincinnati, June 5.—Mount Carmel, Illi'
nois, which was totally destroyed by a tornado
last evening, was a thriving town of about
30,000 inhabitants, on the Wabash river.
The court house was destroyed, two newspaper offices, three churches, two schools, and
about twenty business houses. About a hundred dwellings were destroyed or damaged,
either by the storm or fire.
The losses are estimated at 8300,000 to 8500,000.
The same tornado damaged a number of
buildings in other towns, lying in its pathway.
At Walton, Illinois, the residence of Willis

Walkup was overturned,
Mrs, Walkup.

seriously injuring

A despatch from the scene states that the
fire was subdued after six hours’ steady work
by the firemen. The loss of life cannot be
stated at present. Twenty-two dead bodies
have already been found. Help was brought
from adjoining towns by special trains to assist
in caring for the wounded.
The Commercial’s Mt. Carmel special tonight
says the two converging lines of devastation
prove that the tornado of yesterday partook
largely of the character of a cyclone. The first
wreck was a frame farm house which was
blown out at the sides, letting the roof down
Thence the wind swept
upon the foundation.
over a small strip of timber and was met by a
counter current of wind from the west which
did no serious damage except to fences. These
currents met on 4th street below Main with a
force which is described to have resembled the
crash of timber or flapping of sails, and in the
space of a few seconds the air was filled to
overflowing with the debris of one hundred
dwellings, public buildings and business bouses.
Some of the wreck was carried a distance
of a mile.
The furious eddying of the storm
carried the Methodist church steeple in a contrary direction, landing it 300 feet away in front
of a saloon. The bell was dropped in the midA little boy coming
dle of the street near by.
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tbe bouses and landed unhurt at his house a
half mile nortn.
The Presbyterian cnurch is
razed to the ground.
The loss of property by the storm and fire is
estimated at half a million dollors, but tbe interest in that is absorbed in concern for the
dead and missing.
This correspondent furnishes no additional names of the killed and in-

jured.
Forest Fires in the West,

■

■

RUSSIA.
The Czar’s Demands.
New York, June 5.—Kiernan’s London despatch says that Gortschakoff’s note to Lon
Derby, of which Count Schouvaloff is bearer
states that the Czar does not want aDy territo
rial increase in Europe, but only desires auton
omy for Bulgaria and the independence of Rou
mania and Servia. He demands the cession o
Armenia, from Bayazid to the coast, but no ;
including Erzeroum.
TURKEY.
Precautions against the Greeks.
London, .Tune 5.—A despatch from Vienm
says the Porte, as a precaution against the
growing war agitation in Greece, has ordered
the calling out of the militia and reserves it
Epirus and Thessaly, and the distribution o
arms among the population of the frontier dis
tricts.
THE SUEZ CANAL.
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London, June 5.—In the Commons this af
ternoon a despatch was laid on the table ad
dressed by Derby to Lyons, British Ambassadoi
at Paris.
Derby informs Lyons that Greai
Britain declines the proffer of De Lesseps tc
keep open the Suez canal to all nations, and
had intimated to ltussia that any attempt to
blockade or otherwise interfere with the canal
or its
approaches would he regarded by England as a menace to India and grave injury tc
the commerce of the world, incompatible will
the maintenance of the British attitude of passive neutrality. At the same time it was intimated to the Potte and Khedive that England
was firmly determined not to permit the canal
to be made the scene of any combat or other war
like operations.

New York, June 5,—A despatch from De-

troit says that the forest fires in the lower peninsular of Michigan extend from Towns to Harrisonville, 40 miles along tbe shore of Lake
Huron, and for an indefinite distance inland.
The destruction is very great. No towns are in
immediate danger, hnt unless heavy rain comes
none can tell where or when the fires will cease.
The smoke on Lake Huron is so dense that navigation is dangerous. A Detroit despatch says
fires are also raging in Delta, Marquette and
Schoolcraft counties, in the upper peninsula.
The Typographical Union.
June 5.—At the second
International Typographical Union very little business of importance
was transacted.
Detroit was selected as the
next place for the convention. A uniform constithe
Union
was presented section by
tution for
section, discussed and adopted. A discussion
on numerous resolutions,
together with the
report of the president, occupied the time of
the convention.

Louisville, Ky.,
day’s session of the

_

JT1ETEOKOLOKICAU.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY FOUR

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal

)

>
Offices, Washington, D.O.,
J une (>, (1 A. M.))
For New Englnadf
lower pressure and temperature, winds variable and shifting to northeast, cloudwy eather

and rain.

WarJIVoles.
The Times’ special from Ostrak says that
Suleinam Pacha’s vanguard is expected to react
Keistaz Monday or Tuesday.
It is believed
that he will attempt a division towards Grahovo. Several Montenegrin battalions have been
sent to

hold that road.

The Telegraph’s Bucharest correspondent reports that a part of the ltoumaniau militia has
disbanded, and the remainder will probably be
dismissed because of the emptiness of the treasury.
Several Turkish iron-clads have left Corea foi
Alexandria to escort the Egyptian contingent
to

Constantinople.

In the Commons yesterday Secretary Bourke
stated that Kussia had agreed to observe maritime declarations of the treaty at Paris, both
as regards nations directly interested and also
with reference to Spain and America. He said
the powers never asked nor gave any opinion
with reference to Derby’s reply to Gortschakoff’s circular.
The Kussians attempted to lay a pontoon
bridge across the Danube at Kutschuk yesterday morning, but were fired upon and retired.
The London Times’ statement relative to the
shoot'mg of the Polish leader Ivrysinoki, is declared totally unfounded at St. Petersburg.
A grand military council under the presidency of the Sultan was held iu Constantinople

yesterday.

The Greek patiiarch has issued a pastoral recommending the Orthodox to remain faithful

to the Sultan.

1

via Havana. June 5.—
There is no news of importance. The passage
of Voldes auross the Ilio Grande created no
sensation. The judges oi tbe Supreme Court
were installed and the new Cabinet took their
portfolios on the 30th ult.
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June 5—Evening.—Cotton dull and
;asy at 1-16 decline; ordinary uplands and Alabama
it 9jc; ordinary New Orleans and Texas at 10c; oriinary stained Die; middling uplands and Alabama

it tl 9-16c:

>7c:

New York No 3 at

52$c;

13 12i @ 13 15
H ow.psl';
seller August. Lard is

steamer Mixed at 54*

seller

murderers to be Hanged.
Nicholls has
signed the death warrants in the following
cases: Adven Everque (colored) for the
iqurder of Richard James (colored) in this city in
107(1.
_ir_
s

un

the murder of Maria Louise (colored), Jan. 7,
187G, in New Orleans; George Morris (colored)
for the murder of Sarah Jones (colored) in this
city, Nov. 13, 1825. The condemned men will
be executed iu the Orleans parish prison yard,
June loth.

br

Binghampton—Tecumsehs 4. Crickets 2.
Hornellsville, N. Y.—Memphis Beds 9,

Starving Indians.

Omaha, June 5.—Private telegrams from
Atlantic City, Wyoming, state that the
Shoshone Indians are in an almost starving

condition. Their supplies are lying at Green
Biver and Bryan stations. Some fears are
entertained by settlers that the Indians will be
driven to commit depredations to keep from

starving.

Farewell to Bor. Hendricks.
Indianapolis, Ind., June 5.—A public farewell has been tendered ex-Gov. Hendricks
before his departure for Europe, to take place
at the Bates House Friday evening. Senator
McDonald has been invited to deliver the farewell address.
Hiolea Child Recovered.
Philadelphia, June 5.—The chief of police
has received information of the arrest of a vagrant woman named Fannie Brown at St.
and the recovery of a 7 year old child,
Mary Masterton, stolen from here on the 19th
of April.

iling uplands

Wilmington, June5.-Cotton

officiated at the wheels.

MARRIED.
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QUALITY,

McPhail & Go’s

Tailoring Emporium,

SQUARE,
Billings & Co’s Upright,

BOURNE'S SQUIRE,

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

PIANO STOOLS, PIANO COVERS,

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,

Cabinet

Shoulder Braces,
Spinal Supporters, Club Foot Shoes, &c.,

CASH

hand and made to order.

and

for sale and to let by

Co."

Railroad.!.',!!!! 3*
Call.

werp for Cardiff.
Shi fra Queenstown

'ears.

3J bonds. 50

[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2J o’clk,
it rear ot No. 42 Anderson Btreet. [Springfield and

--

iDg, Dublin.

>t

most*of the^day*,

Sandy

uontb.

"» W7i ‘ur 8II,y d“>8 aad 1834

[Funeral services

this afternoon at 2 o’clock.
3urial at convenience of the family.
In this city, June 4, Mrs. Alary L. Regan, aged 21

Exports

fS3

ears

year.

J

Europe.

Dress Linens
TYI-'
i lain
in

6 months.

in this city, June 5, Lorenzo, son of John A. and
late N. Gillis, aged 7 months.
In Cape Elizabeth, June 4, Air. Joseph Thurston,
ged 73 years ti months.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at the

essence of Allred Thrasher, Point Village.

j
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Largest
—
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New

Shades

at

Ihe

300 Marble

All

improved Dry Air Refrigerators
in all styles and for all purposes.
The largest and beat assortment in Maine.

Trices

J. F.
No.

lowest,

MERRILL,

60 Cross Street,

Portland, Me.

N. B.—Refrigerators made to order of any size or
form. Orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to.
mayl4dijyl

HORSE NOTICE.
can be tour more horse* accomodated at
the New Boarding Stable on Clark street, beDanfourtb and Spring St’s. This is the most
pleasant Stable in the city, each horse having u
good window to get good air and light.
Also the
best of care at prices to suit the times.
Rear entrance on Brackett St. head ot Gray St.
Please call.
*HtlJOHN K% A.V

THEKK
tween

_>12w

Medical Asso-

CHAS. O. HUNT, Secretary,

as low as the

and warranted to give satisfaction. Manufactured
aud for sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

Maine Medical Association.
12th,

Ladies and Mis«e»

Refrigerators!

No.29 46 Exchange Street.
ot the Maine

for

for

ju2dtf

CO.,

Meeting
ciation will be held In the City Building, FortT1IE
13th and 14th. 1877.
une]
Juue

and Children,

Owen, Moore & Bailey.

us.

GEO. 1. WHITNEY &

Goods
—

Silk Umbrellas for Lndicn nnd Gentlemen.

ot our own manufacture, and tlie cheapest suit we
sell upholstered, one-half pure Hair. Best suits all
pure Hair.
All our Furniture put in the best order and delivered free of charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and buying that we shall not be undersold. Parties about
purchasing will certaiuly save mouey by calling on

my22U3w

“

13

Iiinen Oenl’a (.'•liar,, JO cent,, with
curved linen bands.

Nary Blue Paranoia

100 Parlor Suits,

I

“

New Hijlea Light Colored Neckties
Gents and Boys.

BOUGHT FOR CASH, and WILL
BE SOLD LOWER than can
be bought in this
market!

Annual

“

10

Ganzc Underwear,
Gossamer Underwear,
Fine Wool Underwear,
Gent's Night Shirts, $1.33,
Gent’s Bathing Suits, $1.93,
Boy's Colored Shirts, S3 els.

Top

—

AT

Ladies, Gentlemen

Library Tables,

on

33

Fine Colton Hosiery,
Heal Lisle Thread Hosiery,
Black Silk Hosiery,

TEN PIECES EACH.

Channel.

30“

—

FOR

fatal fata

my

....

Slimmer

at Prices that will astonish every
one.

J Libby, Bueknam, for

....

35 cts

537 CONGRESS ST.

Exchange St,,

AND

....

jn-5daw

f. i HOT & CO’S,

—

....

TUKESBURY & CO.

may tie found at

46

....

—

oflered in Portland,

ever

Pendleton,

London.

—

—

Saw-

Calcutta Apl 27, Ivanhoo, Heriiman, for

the

Linens
Linens
Linens
Linens
Linens

FURNITURE,

Ar at Batavia Apl 18, Proteus. Orcuts, New York.
Sid fm Batavia Apl 19, Wakefield. Carver, Padang.
Sid Apl 19, Wakeliold, Carver, Padang.
Sid fm Sourabaya Apl 7, Thos Fletcher,
Sydney NSW.
Cld at Rangoon Aj>l 14, P R Hazeltine, Heriiman,
Sid Du

all

in

LOWEST PRICES.

Apl 23d, N Boynton, BlanH

Thurston,

—

May 14, Aquila, Gerrard, for

11,

Merchandise.

my22dtf

no23Elultf

May 23, P N Blanchard, Lor-

Sid tin Chriatiansaud
Hook.
Ar at Sydney, NSW,
chard, New York.
Sid fm Maulmain Apl

John, N.B., papers please copy.
in this city, June 4, Lucy A., only daughter ot
Charles A. aud Clara L. Dyer, aged 4 years aud 1

New York Stock and Money
Market.

JHUSIC,

Musical

3 Free St. Block, Portland.

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Sole Agent for Geo. Tienmnn St Co.
New York.

(Latest by European steamers, l
Cld at Liverpool May 23, Louis Walsh, White, for
Rio Janeiro and Callao.
Sid 23d, Kate Davenport, Mallett, Mobile.
Oft Minehead 20th, Wetterhorn, Wyman, Liverpool
for Bath.
Oil the Skerries 22d, Saratoga, Kendall, from Liverpool for Bombay.
Passed the Lizard 21st, Rosie Welt, Welt, fm Ant-

In this city, June 5, Caroline, iufant daughter of
?red A. and Lucy A. Lord, aged 5 weeks.
In this city, June 5, Air. James Downing, aged 44

Organs,

INSTALLMENTS.

Samuel

SCHLOTTEBBECK,

Dealer in and Manutacturer of

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Aujier May 3lst, ship Charter Oak, Staples,
New York lor Yokohama.
Sid fm Bombay April 25, ship John Clark, Pendleton, Havre.
In port Apl 30, ship Carrie Clark, Storer, for Havre
At Calcutta Apl 27, ships Clarlesa B Carver, Dow,
for Falmouth, E; San Joaquin, Waite, for Mauritius.
Ar at Ba8sein Apl 1G, ship John C Potter, McClure,
tor English Channel.)
Montvideo, (and sailed
Sid fm Cadiz prev to 2d inst, sch Kocheko, Harraden, Gloucester.
Ar at Reval May 30th, barque Fanny J McLellan,
McLellan, New Orleans.
Sid fm Hamburg 2d inst, barque Edwin Reed,
Higgins, New York.
Sid fm Havre 2d iast, ship John Patten, Duncan,
United States,
Ar at Falmouth 2d inst, barque Malleville, Harlow,
(or Waite) from Rangoon.
Ar at St Thomas May 20th, brig Caroline Eddy,
Dodge, Boston; 23d, Kiemlin, Wyman, Rio Janeiro.
Cld at Annapolis, NS, May 31st, sch Minnie C Taylor. Taylor, for Cuba, with lumber.
Cld at North Sydney, CB, 1st inst, sch Winnie Lawrie, Spear, Philadelphia.
Ar at Lingau, CB, May 31, brig Sarah Gillmore,
Clifford, Boston via Halifax; seb Alma, Johnson, fm

DIED.

OR

SHEET

ELECTRICBATTERIES

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, schs Montezuma,
Rumrell, from Elizabethport for Boston; Mail. Merrill, Gardiner for New York; Com Kearney, Warr,
Calais for orders; Adrianna, Snowman, Wiscasset
for New Bedford.
Sid, scbs Adrianna, Com Kearney, and Spartel.
Passed by 2d, sch Nellie Star, Poland, from Portland for Philadelphia.
Ar 4th, brig Atlas. Powers, from Sagua 17 days lor
Boston; schs C W Morse. Marr. fm Philadelnhia for
saco; w in u margin, Rich, Perth Amboy tor Salem;
Olive Avery, Tupper, New York lor Newburyport;
S S Bickmore, Thompson, Virginia lor orders; Wm
McCobb, Ball, do for Port Jefferson.
Sid, brig Atlas; schs Ann Elizabeth, Wm Tice, W
D Cargili. C W Morse, S S Bickmore.
BOSTON—Ar 4th, schs Daniel Webster, Haskell,
Jacmel; Isaac Orbeton, Crockett, Port Johnson; Atlantic, West, Bangor.
Cld 4th, scbs O D Withered, Gartleld, Baitimore;
Skylark, Small, Philadelphia.
Ar 5th, sch Susan Frances, Smith. Lamoine; Flora
E McDonald, Kane, Kockport for Brazos, (with loss
of jibboom.)
Cld 5th, schs Seth M Todd, Norwood, for Calais;
Mariel, Anderson, Portland
LYNN—Ar 31st, schs Sami Lewis, Hammet, Ellsw'orth; Fairdealer, Dodge, Bangor.
Ar 2d, sch Volant, Lord, Bangor.
Ar 4tb, 6ch B L Sherman, Alley, Port Johnson.
NAHANT—Ar 4th, sch Sea Bird, Stanley, from
Rondout.

Halifax.
Ar at Pugwasli, NS, May 19. sch Annie Gus,
yer, Pictou, (and cld 23d for Vineyard-Haven.)

SUPERIOR
LOWEST PRICES.

—

Surgical Instruments,

A. 0.

STOCir

FRESH

MIDDLE STREET.

on

dtf

PIANOS!

_snlw

New York.

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
my30

Pantaloons Made to Order

at Fernald’s

PENNELL,

No. 17 Union

32 Exchange Street.
my!2
Mtt

S11 2d, sch A H Sawyer, Cook, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, schs Geo B Somes, Norwood,
and W H Sargent, Parker, Fall River for New
York;
Flora A Sawyer, Norwood, Providence for do.
Ar 3d, scbs Maria S, Knowlton,
Dennysville; Mary
from
Providence
for
Eliza,
Round Pond.
Ar 4th, sch Com Kearney, Wall, Calais.
Sid 2d, sch Ida L Howard, Rich, lor Round Pond.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 3d, sch Adrianna, Snowman, Wiscasset.

In this city, June 4, by Rev. J. F. Morgan, Ilora;io Daniels and Miss Emily J. Lamb, both of Westbrook.
In Brunswick, June 5, by Rev. E. H. Byinglon,
leo. Wm. Jenkins, Esq., ol Boston, aud Miss H. Elen Chase of Brunswick.
In Bath, May 19, Paul S. Merriman of Harpswell
md Susie D, Randall of Brunswick.
111 jsapies, April 15, Francis Alains and Miss Ella
Soble, both of Otistielu.
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“5000
...<lo...«60 51
8 Laconia Manufacturing
400
18 Boston & Maine Railroad.
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3 Eastern
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BANKERS AND BROKERS,

FOE

TRAPS,

INJECTORS.

excuaugeu ior oilier
on the most favorable

—

WATER

“The Beit.” This is the only Injector that will
lift water 20 feet from a well or cistern,and deliver it
into the Boiler against any pressure of steam. Every
Injector is warranted to do all we claim for it. They
will be put in for responsible parties upon trial.
Send tor Illustrated Circulars.
Work done in any part ot the State, and satisfaction in prices and workmanship guaranteed.

—

liostOD Stock Market,
[Sales at the Brokers* Board, June
5.]
$500 Eastern Railroad 3£’s, new bonds..

ratet

RETURN

for Dry Houses, Factories, &c., the best and cheapest— warranted to work. These will return all the
water of condensation front colls back into the boiler
against any pressure, and without any care front
the Engineer,
Agency lor NATHAN A DREYFUS’

Philadelphia.

to G

of uomestic produce for the week «i; 251
against #5,574,347 for the
corresponding week of
Golu opened and closed at 103}, with most sale.
« 1«5|.
The
paid for borrowing
’4 Per cent, and flat. Clearances #21,2'land
The
customs receipts
SM’1
to-day wero #205,000.
The Treasury disbursements were
#00,000 for inter-

4 n:i_4*_uu-iM_n_I_m_ n_

BONDS

shipped.

Acting Lubricators,

KNOWLES’ STEAM PUMPS.

—

European Markets.

Foreign Import*.
MATANZAS. Tho Brigh Star—240 hhds 111 bxs
10
hhds molasses to G S Hunt & Co.
sugar
PECTOU, NS. Bark Anna Rich-901 tons
us 01
of coal
to Grand Trunk Railway.

iasc

Self

for Steam Chests and Cylinders, all sizes, constant
ly on hand.

H.M.Payson&Co

barque Lavinia, Eaton. Caibarien; brigs
Berry, Berry, Havana; Don Jacinto. Croston, Sagua; schs Old Chad, Wylie. Havti; Henry
Parker, Lewis, Mansanilla: L A Edwards, Miller,
Fernandiua.
Cld 4tb, barque Henry A Litchfield, Drummond,
Sydney NSW; scbs Almeda Wiley, Wiley, Frontera:
Zeila, Hallowell, Perth Amboy.
Passed through Hell Gate 3d, scbs
Billow, Haskell,
from Port Johnson for Belfast;
Abbio.Jngalls, Ingalls, do for Boston.
NEW HAVEN
Cld 2d, sch Thereso A Keene,
Keene, Baltimore.
4tb» 8cl1 Walter Palmer, Cole,

Louisville, Junes.—Cotton
steady; Middling
iplands 10}o.
Norfolk, June 5.—Cotton steady; Middling upands at lojc.
Augusta, June 5.—Cotton is lirm; Middling upends at logc.

Daily Domestic Itecelpt..

NATHAN & DREYFUS’

ur

Securities
terms by

tucket.
Ar 4th,
Martha A

is

London, June 5-12.30 P. M.—American securi;ies—Erie Gj; New York Central at 85; Illinois Cental 50Jc.
Liverpool, June 5.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
ictive and firmer; Middling uplands at 6d: do Oreans at 6 3-16d; sales 15,000 'bales, including E00
bales lor speculation and export.

Gauges, Gauge Cocks,
Steam Radiators,
Force,
Deep
Well and Cistern Pumps, Drive
Well Points.

CAT ,TT .TTITI

uuugni

,

Plumber's Goods, Rubber, Hemp and
Asbestos Packing, Rubber
Hose, Steam and Water

To Consumptives.

Ar 2d, barque John E Chase, Davis, Liverpool; sch
A Trainer, Oskins, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, ship Kate Prince, Hamilton,
Norfolk; brig J F Merry,Bradley, Matanzas 13 days;
schs Ella Pressey, Pressey, Baracoa 11 days;
Speedwell, Rboades. Jamaica: Jonas Smith, Christian,
Bermuda; P Hazeltine.Wadlin, Jacksonville; Laina
Cobb, Cobb, Darien; Charlie Buck!, Foss, from Paw-

is lirm; Middling

Portland Wholesale Market.
Tuesday, June 5.—Tho markets are quiet to-day
generally speaking, but there are a tew changes to
note, Granulated Sugar is lower and is
quoted at
12Jc, while Extra C. is rather dull atlljo. Flour is
rather looking up and prices are
improving. This
is partially owing to the advance in
wheat and
to the renewed demand
to
the small sales
owing
which have beon made ot late. Com is
steady at 66c
for car lots and 68c for
bag lots. The prices on
other articles are unchanged.

pipe
Brass and Iron Fittings,

Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime has now been before the public for ten years, and has steadily grown
into tavor and appreciation. Thia could not be the
case unless the preparation was of high intrinsic
value. The combination of the Phosphate of Lime
with pure Cod Liver Oil, as prepared by Dr. Wilbor,
has produced a new phase in the treatment of Consumption and all diseases of the Lungs. This article can be taken by the most delicate invalid without
creating the disgusting nausea which is such a prominent objection to the Cod Liver Oil when taken without Lime. It is prescribed by the regular faculty.
Sold by the proprietor, A, B. Wilbor, Chemist,
Boston, and by druggists generally, julsneodlw

Mary

June 5.—Cotton is firmer; Middling

dlw

Steam, Gas & Water

S. SCHRYVER, No. 490 Congress St.,
Importer, Cotter, nod Polisher of Dio.
mood.
julsndlm

Calais.

^Mobile,

FINANCIAL AND COIttPflERCIAL.

FANCIERS.
worth of Diamond and Diamond
Jewely al half the original com!
Diamond Eardrops, Diamond Pins, Diamond
Stud3, Diamond Lockets, Diamond Crosses, Diamond Kings,in Solitaire and Clusters, ami a good variety of unset gems ot various sizes of the very first
water. Parties having uncut diamonds, or diamonds
with imperfections, can have them recut and repolished to perfection. Fair allowance made with
parties that want to exchange diamonds, at

RICHMOND, VA—Sid 2d. sch Fleetwing, Kcnniston, Wilmington; Albert Dailey, Nason, Portsmouth
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 2d, schs Whitney Long.Biekmore, Boston; R M Brookings, Brown, do.
Passed down 31st, sch Henry Adelbert, Meady, fin
Georgetown for Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, sch Pride of the East. Lord
from Eleuthera.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d inst, brig L F Munson,
Huntley, Boston; sch Clara Sawyer, Brauscomb,

iplands at lOJe.
Memphis, June 5.—Cotton quiet aud steady; Midllmg uplands at 11c.
Savannah, June 5.—Cotton quiet; Middling upends at logo.
Galveston, June 5.—Cotton firm; Middling upends at 10J.
New Orleans, June 5.—Cotton is
firm; Middling
iplands at 11c.
June5.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands

Lottery Drawing.
New Orleans, June 5.—At the lottery
drawing to-day, number 871G7 drew $100,000;
number 34754 drew $50,000, and number
37419
drew $10,000. General Beauregard and Jubal

cenL

Snowman,

at XI 5-lGc.

Charleston,

jut

$5,000

5-20

_

227 Middle St.

DIAMOND

McDonald, New York.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 1st, sch Annie W Barker,

37c.

iplands at 10}c.

jUmis,

n

OOME8TICPORTS.

Receipts—0UO bbls flour, 15,000 bush wheat, 47,000
bush Com, 1100 bush Oats, 00 Barley.
Shipments—100 bbls flour,2,SeO bush Wheat, 21.000
bush Corn. 2100 bush Oats.
Grain in store June 1th—Wheat 111,000, Corn 1,326,000, Oats 64,000.
At the afternoon call of tli9 board Flour was
quiet.
Wheat dull;Amber Michigan at 1
804; No 2 at 165;
No 2 Red Fall 1 70. Com dull; High Mixed at 50c;
No2 on spot 48|c; seller June at 49c; teller
July at
501c; seller August 53c; rejected 47c.
St. Louis, June5.—Flour firmer; family brands
3 00 @8 75. Wheat higher; No 2 Red Fall at 1 08
g 1 68j cash; No 3 do 1 604 ig 1 61 J. Corn is easier
mdslow;No2 Mixed at 42} @42j cash; 42} @43c for
seller June; 441 <g 44£ seller July;
45i@45jc seller
August. Oats dull aud lower; No 2 at 37 ig 374c on
east side on track.
Rye dull and lower to sell at 074
g 68J. Whiskey is steady 107.
Receipts—525 Dbls Hour, 10,000 bush wheat, 40,>00 hush com, 25,000 bushjoats, 0,000 bush barley,
3,000 bush rye, 000 head hogs, 000 head cattle.
Detroit, June 4.—Flour is quiet and dull; best
brands ottered 9 50. Wheat 1 <g 2 lower;extra White
Michigan at 1 91, closing weak. Corn quiet and unchanged; No 1 Mixed at 62|e. Oats are in limited
lemand; 2000 bush No 1 sold 49c seller June.
Receipts—380 bbls flour, 00 bush wueat, 745
t>ush com, 5,260 bush oats.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 2331 bush wheat, 2103,
bush com 311 bush oats.
Milwaukee, June 5.—Flour quiet and unchang:d.
Wheat unsettled, opened higher and closed
heavy; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 50J; seller July at 1 53;
seller August 1 38i; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 33.
Corn
lull and lower; No 2 at 44e. Oats nominal; No 2 is
juoted at 37c. Rye is held at 71 @ 72c. Barley is
weak; No 2 Spring at 72 (g 73c; No 3 at 39c.
Freights—Wheat to Buttalo at 2J.
Receipts—4000 bbls flour, 18,000 onsh wheat.
Shipments—6,500 bbls flour, 45,000 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, June 5.—Pork in fair demand at 54 00*
Lard is nominal. Bulk Meats are easier; shoulders
1} bid; short ribs at 0j bid. Bacon steady ;sboulders
>i; clear ribs 72; clear sides 8J. Whiskey is weak
md Irregular; sales at 1 06 (g 1 07.
Live Hogs dull aud lower; common at 4 00 @ 4 50;
air to good light at 4 60 (g 4 80; packing 4 70 (g 1 85;
butchers at 4 90 @5 05.
Cleveland. June 5.—The Petroleum market is
iteady at 12} for standard White.
New Fork, June 5.—Cotton dull andeasv; Mid-

The Boss-Plaisied Bace Postponed*
St. John, N. B., June 5.—Owing to the
rough water the Boss-Plaisted race did not
come off this afternoon.
The crowds were
sadly disappointed by the long period of waiting. Though the water was calmer after six
o’clock the race could not be rowed as the artides limited the period of the race. If the
water is smooth the race will be rowed between
3 and G o’clock tomorrow afternoon.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

gutf

Higgins,

KEY WEST—Ar 3d, brig Five Brothers, Randall,
Cardenas for New York, leaky.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 30tb, sch T H Livingstone,

on spot; seller
July new or old 1 54; No 2 Amber Illinois 1 75. Corn is steady; High .Mixed on spot
jOc; No 2 on spot and seller June at 49Jc; seller Ijuly
it 59Jc; seller August at 53c; No 2 White
51c; ielected 47c; damaged 39c. Oats are dull; White 47c;

aud she was taken into cusThe deputy warden of the prison
tody today.
arrived today and identified the fugitive. She
will be taken back tomorrow.

Bankers,

To

MEMORANDA.

June.

Michigan at 43c; rejected at

—

usual.

Liverpool, May 21—A mutiny has taken place on
board the shin Kate Davenport, ol Bath. Capt Mailefrt. lor Mobile, in which the mate received several
knife cuts and was stabbed in the cheek, and three of
the crew received bullet wounds, necessitating tbeir
going to the hospital. The ringleaders were arrested
a new crew

Linen Goods in all colors.

Navy Blues, Browns, Dark Greens,
Gray mixed, Drubs, &c.
Linen
Goods
in
Stripes and
Checks lor Boys’ wear.
Nearly all of the above goods
were bought at
Auction in New
York and arc certainly greut bar•v**inc

__BQly

Cld 4tb, ship A M Simpaon, Liverpool.
Ar at New York 5tb, ship Orient, Allen, from San
Francisco.
Spoken—oft South Shoal, sch W Walsh, from Porto
Rico for Portland.

Lace Shawls,
at 50 per cent,

less than cost.

ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
hag the celebrated IVeber Piano, ana
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as

£*ew lone.

and

price

A splendid assortment of W'liite
Shetland Shawls very cheap.
One lot ol Lace Batiste.

Registered,

mh26

cola.

of Black

slightly imperfect,

NO. 67 EXCHANGE STREET.

Sid May 30, barque Lizzie
Merry, Keazer, lor Cardenas and North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Cardenas May 27th, sch H T Townsend,
Wilder, North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Hong Kong April 19, ship Mary
Goodell,
Femes, Iloilo and Boston.
Ar at Sagua —, brig Mary Bartlett, Smith, Havana
sch Clara Leavitt, St Jago; 25th.
barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, St Thomas.
Ar at do prev to 24th, barque
Daring, Branscomb,
Havana.
Sid 25th. sch Kate Wentworth, Travis,New
York;
Lizzie Major, Trace*, do ; 26th,
brig Raven, Nash,
do; 28th, sch Clara Leavitt, Cardenas.
Ar at Singapore May 28,
skip Nancy Pendleton,
Cardiff.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater
5th, dredge No 4, of
Portland.
Sid fm Matanzas 27th, brig Eva N
Johnson, Yeaton, New York; 29th, barque John F Rothman, Ray.
North of Hatteras.
Ar at San Francisco 4th inst. shiD Ivv. Lowell, fm

and

or

FOR SALE B5T

Investment

FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.1
Sid fm London 20th, barque Aberdeen, Salvage, lor
New York.
Sid fm Caibarien 25th, sch Jennie Beazley. Harrington, NYork; 26th. brig Mary Gibbs, Whitmore,
Cardenas; sch Wm Wilson, Packard, for Delaware
Breakwater.
Ar at Havana —, sch F W Emery, Falker, Pensa-

July;

One lot

Woodbury & Moulton,

Fifteen steamers left Fall River and Tiverton last
week for Round Poud, Me. loaded with fish, and 25
schooners have been loaded up to the present time,
taking about 44,000 bbls in all.

L 70

description,

Second

—

from the yard of
of about 130 tons,
named E T Deblois and owned by Messrs Wells & Co
Messrs Gamage are finishing up a fine fishing schr,
to be launched in about two weeks.

Toledo, Juno 5.—Flour is quiet. Wheat weak;
No 1 White Michigan at 1 90; extra White
Michigan
1 98; Amber Michigan on spot 1
791; seller June at
L 70; No 2 Amber Michigan 1 65; No 2 Red Winter
at

Hornellsvilles 2.
At Boston—Bostons 3, Indianapolis 1.
At Lowell—Lowells 8, Athletics 1.
At Manchester—Harvards 10, Manchester 4.
At St. Louis—St. Louis 6, Louisville 1.
At Chicago—Chicagos 12, Cincinnatis 5.
At Hartford—Hartford professionals 4, Hartford amateurs 3; 10 innings.

new

Coupon

BRISTOL, May 28—Launched,
A & M Gamage, a fishing steamer

13 27J (g
in fair dessteady
a! J cash; 9 15 Ig 9 17J for seller July;9 25 (g
127j seller August. Bulk Meats are steady and uuihanged. Whiskey steady and unchanged.
Keccipts—0,000 ooia flour, 3,SU0 Dusa wheat, 200
>00 DUBh corn, 43,000 bush
oats, 0,500 hash barley.
1000 bush of rye.
Shipments—5500bbls Boui,111,0(0 ,usb wheat, <>14
100 bush corn, 35,000 hasp outs, 800 bush barlev.
J
185 bush rye.
At the afternoon call of tlm board Wheat was
aud
lower
at 1 45 (g I 45J seller July; 1 201
irregular
seller August, Corn active but lower at 45Jc seller
July; 47Jc bid seller August. Oats lower at 374c for
June or July. Pork eaeier at 13 15
(g 13 174 seller
July; 13 271 bid seller August. Lard quiet at 9 124
g 9 171 seller July; 9 271 seller August; 9 00 bid cash

Okusans, June 5,—Gov.

E L

Striped Her*

toriner

$1.00,

a

One choice lot ot Organdy Muslins in various colors.

6 Per Cent Bonds

SOUTH-WEST HARBOR, May 30—Ar, sch Ianthe
Johns, Prospect for Portlaud.
May 31—Ar, sch Globe, Dawes, Portlaud.

Freights to Liverpool—market about steady; Corn
per sail 5$; Wheat per steam at 7d.
Chioago, June5.—Flour is dull and unchanged;
Vestern extra at 6 75 @ 8 50; Minnesota 7 75 @ 9 50;
fat. 0 00 ® 1100; Winter extra 8 50
® 10 50. Wheat
rctive, lower and unsettled: No 2 Cnicago Spring at
L 43} cash; 1 47 seller July; 1 30 for seller
August;Nu
I do 1 33. Corn unsettled and
generally lower at 45c
:asb; 46}c seller J uiy; 48}c seller August; rejected
lie. Oats are lairly active and shade
higher at 373c
lash or June; rejected 28c.
Kye and Barley steaiiy
ind unrhanoHd
Port its
30

Newton, Boyd, Calais;

Bros.,

City of Portland

for Calais; Alice Dean, Gardiner, Portland.
June 2—Ar, sch Sea Spray, Holmes, Magdalen I Iands, (350 bbls herriug); Frances Ellen, Ferguson, do
(150 bbls); Huntress, Brown. New York; Fanny
Flint, Warren, Portland; S P Brown, Tinker, Calais.
Sid, sch Alice Dean. Gardiner, Portland.
dune 3—Ar, sch M L Newton, Boyd, New York:
There were 140,000 boxes Magdalen herring cured
in the towns of Lubec, Eastport, and Cutler, in 1870.
This year there wili be none in Eastport or Cutler,
and only 000 in Lubec.

>bort74®7}. Lard heavy anil lower; 188 tes new
prime steam at 0 40 @ 0 45; new quoted at 9 574; old
it 9 45 @ 9 50; 3750 tes seller July at 9
474® 9 50,
dosing 9 45 ; 3500 tes seller August 9 55 @ 9 60; 1250
ioseller all the year at 010 ® 912$.
Whiskey steady

r,
13

M L

in

Hernanis

and Plains.

One lot of Linen Kesillcs at 50
cents, toruier price 75 cents.

sntf

Ryerson, Mahoney, Lubec—J S Wins-

Boston

nanis
$1.50.

at

Congress St.

534
my29

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.!
LUBEC, Jnnel—Ar, sch Lizaie B McNicbols, Fanning. Round Pond: Quoddy, Young, Newburyport;
Virginia. Bangs, Portland; Clara Dinsmore, Chase,

g 55c; New York No 2 at 57 ® 57}c; Yellow Southern
K»c; receipts of 182,928 bush; sales 264,000; also 34,W0 bush No 2 seller June 57jc; 5,000 bush steamer
Vlixeu seller June at 66|c; 97.000 bush No 2 seller for
J uiy at 58c; 20,000 basil steamer Mixed seller
August
it 59 ® 59Jc; 48,000 bush No 2 seller August at 60c.
lots are shade lower; Mixed Western and State at
(9 ® 65c; White Western anil State at 45
® 69c; New
York No 3 at 42c; New York No 3 White 464
(g 47c;
No 2 Chicago at 49c; White Western at 454® 60c;
)ld do at 68c; White State at 62 @ 69c;
receipts 53,*00 bush; sales 43,000 bush. Coflee—Kio is
quiet and
luebanged. Sugar is quiet and quiet and uncliaugid; 600 hhds Muscovado atl0J@10§; refined is in
air demand at 11} @ lljc lor standard
A; 12*c for
;ranulated; 12$c for crushed and powdered. Mousses quiet and firm.
Kice is steady with alair ins
luiry; Carolina 5} @ 6}; Louisiana 5 @6*.
Petroeum quiet and about steady; crude at 8
@ 8J;reflned
12.000
bbls
united
crude
at
2
2
14$:
30} @ 33}, closing
ittered at 2 30. Tallow steady. Naval Stores—Kosin
inchauged. Turpentine about steady at 31*® 31}c
or Spirits.
Pork dull and decidedly lower ;uow mess
it 14 35 @ 15 00; 1000 bbls seller J uiy at 14 10.
Beef
lull. Cut Meats—Western nominal; middles steady
it 7g for Western long clear; 7$ for
city
clear;
long
!50 boxes city long clear on p t; 500 boxes
long and

LOUISIANA.

$6,000 Eastern R.

Eastman

Sch Alaska, Thorndike, Rockland-CAB Morse
& Co.

Portland;

Black

One lot of Plaiu Hernanis, 3 yards
wide.

market.

Sch Addie
low & Co.

noderate trade; ungraded Western Mixed at!52*®

Torrens, Blanchard, Jerald, Russell, Gurney,
Karl Blind and Gen. Fairchild. The names of
the most distinguished jurists alone would
nearly fill a column.

/{-terconveyance—1000 bush com meal

PORTLAND.

more.

Now Orleans and Texas 11 11-

ind Pennsylvania at 2 75 ffl 3 25. Wheat dull and in
Juyers favor with a very limited milling and export
inquiry; ungraded Spring 1 30; No 3 Milwaukee at
158 straight; No 2 Chicago atl67; No2Milwaukee
juoted at 1 75 on spot, 1 66 bid to arrive, held 170;
receipts 05,455bush; sales 30,000 bush. Kye is quiet
mdhrmat 79® 80c for Western; 97$c ® l 00 tor
State. Barley quiet and steady. Barley Malt firm;
Jorn J @ 1 lower with a good business; spot lots in

Reception in His Houor at
minister Pieriepont’s.
London, June 5.—The reception given by
Minister Pierrepont to-night in honor of exPresident Grant was a most brilliant affair.
The house was superbly decorated with flowers.
The large drawing and reception rooms were
crowded from 10 till 1 o’clock. At least 1000
persons were present, comprising all the best
and most distiugnisbed of English and American society in London.
Ex-President Grant received with Mrs.
Pierrepont and shook each person’s hand. Mr.
Pierrepont received with Mrs. Grant. All the
members of Her Majesty’s Cabinet were
present except Lord Beaconsfield, who is ill,
and almost the entire diplomatic corps attended, the Japanese and Chinese ambassadors
being especially remarkable. A large number
of members of Parliament, John Bright, Mr.
Gladstone, Tom Taylor, Win. Black, Rev.
Moncure D. Conway, Prof. SchliemanD, and
the Earl and Countess of Caithness were
among the distinguished guests.
Nearly as
maDy Americans as Englishmen were present.
the
Among
guests besides ..those mentioned
above were Prince Albert De Salms, Duke of
Leeds, Duchess of Bedford, Earl and Countesses of Belmore, Langford, Duuraven and
Ducie,
Earl of Shaftsbury, Earl of Manvers, Viscount
and Vicountess Cardwell, Lords Selborne and
Comoys, Alfred Colleslie. Sir Charles Adderly,
Mr. Spencer Walpole, Mr. Childers, the Master
of the Rolls, Admiral Milne, Sir C. Trevelyan,
Sir Rutherford Alcock, Baron Reuter, Bishop
of Gloucester, Dr. Newman Hall, Mr. Arthur
Sullivan, Baron Lionel de Rothschild, Messrs.

Early

middling

aud

Stripes, Plaids

One lot of Plaid and

CLEARED.
Sch Bramball, Hamilton, New Haven—J L Whit-

16c; do stained at 10 15-16; futures—fair business,
dosing easy at 13 to 15 points decline;saies 783 bales;
lelivered on contract 700 bales. Flour is dull and
prices without decided change, though tending in
Juyers favor, closing dull: receipts 9188; sales 10,500;
No 2 at 3 80 @ 5 OOjSupertine Western and State 6 00
g 6 35; common to good extra Western and State at
> 65 @ 7 00; good to choice Western and State at 7
05
g 7 25; common to choice White Western extra at
r 3 @ 7 50 ;Fancy White Wheat Western extra at 7 55
g 9 25; common to good extra Ohio at 6 75 (g 8 75;
iommon to choice extra St Louis at 7 00
@ 10 50; Paeut Minnesota extra good to prime at 8 00 (g 9 50.
itye flour steady and unchanged at 4 25 @ 5 25 for
superfine. Cornmeal is unchanged; Western, Jersey

Brilliant

tvmuamau/

a

Buntings in every color, very low.
Blue

One lot of Plain Black Hernanis,
pure Silk and Wool, at 03 1-3
cents, loriuer price $1.00.

Superior GKOS GRAIN Silk
only $1.00 per yard.

a

to

SUMMER GOODS I

ALSO

2d mst, 8 p m, during a heavy
squall, saw the sloop
Anna Owen, ot Boston, strike on Glover’s
Ledge,
near Small Point, and
sunk. Nothing
immediately
COUld be Seen Of thft TllPn on hnnrrl

Domestic Markets.

EX-PRESIDENT GRANT.

w

lugs

New Yobk.

_

—.

484
991
44

SDA.

We have to-day received some
Special Bargains in 24 inch Black
Silks for Sacques and Talmas.

Sloop Dolphin, Smith, Boston, cruising. Reports,

Statements that the governments of England,
Germany and Spain have come to an understanding in respect to the taxation of British
and German subjects in Cnba prove incorrect.
Germany and England have objected to any
war tax at all.
Lieut. Col. Labranche, of the 65th mounted
Royal Rifles of the Dominion, has received a
letter from the Horse Guards acknowledging
with thauks, the offer to raise a regiment of
Canadians for service in the Ea9t should England become involved in war. Col. Labranche
is now in receipt of letters from gentlemen in
parts of the province willing to join him.
Private despatches from Lima state that
Pierola, the revolutionist, and his suite, have
surrendered to the Peruvian authorities with
the iron-clad turret ship Huscar, which his
partisans had seized.

New

471
534
yo*
204

Would cult SPECIAL attention
tlicir stock ol

SA(%

iS]-je; wa

_b

Chamberlin
& Little

NOTICES?"

SPECIAL

Tue.dny, June 5.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, KB, Tia
Eastport lor Boston.
Barque Annie A Rich. Rich, Pictou, NS-001 tons
coal to Grand Trunk Railway. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Brig Giles Loriug, Anderson, Baltimore—coal to
Rolling Mitls.
Sch Bright Star, (Br) McIntosh, Matanzas—240
hhds 100 boxes sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch Aldine, Dennison, Philadelphia—coal to Sam
Rounds & Son.
Sch F St Clair Edwards, Ireland,
Philadelphia.
Sch Grace Davis, Davis, Philadelphia—It R iron to
Maine Central RR Co.
Sch Frank Atkins, Atkins, Phiiadelphia-coal to
Boston & Maine HR.
Sch Ruth H Baker, Collins, Philadelphia.
Sch Casco Lodge, Pierce, Kew York, (and proceeded to Yarmouth.)
Sch Lunet, Hinds, New York—coal toP&ORR.
Sch N M Rogers, Snow,
Orleans, Mass.
Toronto, Gott, Miilbridge—canned lobster to
J ™b
W Jones.
Sch Railroad, Webster, Castine.
Sch Caroline Kriescher,
Devereux, Bangor—stickfor

Guaranteed.
lit
Central Pacific bonds.
1094
[Jnion Pacific...4... 1074
band Grauts... 1026
Jiukiug Funds...
966

■

Liverpool... J une

Miuature Almanac.Juno 6.
Sun rises.4.17 I High water
7.00 PM
San Bets.7.40 | Moon rises.
1.05 AM

The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Jailroad securities:
Missouri Pacific. H
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st... 111

Foreign Notes.

§POKEN.

DATE

FOR

Hillrtt,

Marseilles May 19, Thus Owen, Guptill for

13 S, Ion 27 W, barque Mary M Bird
Packard .from London for Batavia.
May 7, lat 9 S, Ion 1 13, sbip Rufus fc Wood, trom
Newcastle for San Francisco.
May 17, lat 51, Ion 15, ship Alexander, Ballaid, tn»
Havre lor Bath.
No date, lat 7 S, lou 79 E, ship Oneida, Eaton, from
Bombay lor Havre.

Sardinian.Quebec..Liverpool...June

)hio <& Mississippi. ....'..
Delaware & Lackawanna.
404
Ltlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 19

Mexico, May 30,

FROM
Iork..

MISCELLANEOUS

April 12, lat

6
C
7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
12
12
13
13
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool....June 13
Calabria. New York .Liverpool... June 14
Moravian.,.Quebec.....Liverpool ...June 16
23

Island....... 911
Central.6|
]y
Paul.

lock
tfew Jersey
>t.
>t. Paul preferred...
j’ort Wayne.

..

lished

MONTENEGRIN CAMPAIGN
Defeat of the Turks.
Ciettinge, June 5.—A battle was fought to
day near Maljost, lasting several hours. Th
Turks were defeated. They lost 500 men. Th !
Montenegrin Iosess not ascertained.
Several Important Positions Taken by tli !
Turks.
Constantinople, Jane 5.—A telegram frou
Suleiman Pasha dated Monday, announces h >
had marched from Gatsko and taken severs l
Montenegrin positions, especially the import
ant fortifisation around Kristdhe (probabl;
Krotaz,) which were captured after a desperat )
fight with 6000 Montenegrins. The latter wet )
routed with considerable loss. AH Saib, com
mandant at Scutari, also announces the cap
ture of several Montenegrin positions.

t<tf#

Pittsburg R., ex.
Jhicago & Northwestern.
1
Jhicago «& Northwestern preferred

Capture of Lydia (Sherman, the Poisoner,
Providence, Jane 5.—Lydia Sherman, the
poisoner, who escaped from Connecticut State
Prison last Tuesday, came to this city next day
and stopped at the Central Hotel. The wife of
one of the proprietors recognized her by pub-

THE

MT. CARMEL TORNADO.

oake Shore.
llinois Central.

MEXICO.

At
At

_

THE

Cabinet—A Coalition
Miuistry,
Athens. Jane 5.—The four party leaders
formally agreed upon a basis of policy for a
coalition ministry.
Coumoundouros subsequently informed the chamber that the present
cabinet had resigned and a ministry representing all parties was about to be formed.
the

Santos.

City of Vera Cruz... New York. .Havana.Juno
Ville de Paris.New York II avre.J une
Suem.New York. .Hamburg_Juno
Canima.New York. .Bermuda... .June
Circassian. Quebec.Liverpool.. .Juno
Elysla.New York. .London.June
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool*’.. .June
Victoria.New York..Glasgow.
.June
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool ...June
Farthia.Benson.Liverpool. Juno
Cleopatra....New York. Nassau,. NPJune
Clyde.New York. .Havana
June
Weser.New York. .Bremen
June
Etna.New York Aspinwall.. .June
Montana.New York. .Liverpool... .June
City of New York .New York. .Havana.June
Labrador.New York. .Havre...
.June

preferred. ly
Michigan Central.394
Manama....ex.
95
Jnion Pacific Stock, .qj

Base Ball.

New York, June 5.—A Rustchuk specie [

ing to

NAME

Abyssinia.New

Crie

Resignation of

Havre.
Sid fin

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

]

GREECE.

Sid ira Cadiz May is, Sophia Kianz, Dyer, Boston.
Ar at Valencia May 17, Salistia, Partridge. Iroiu
New York.
Ar at Bilboa May lGib, Ephraim Williams Keene,

wile ot Abram Stanley, ot Sutton’s Island.
In Bridgton, May 27, Mr. Job Cushman, aged 57
years 2 mouths.
In Sebago, May 23, Mr. Jas Haley, aged 50 years.

J?

London,

■

a

California.

Expressed

were

Boston, June 5.—The opening of the Eastern circuit at Mystic park took place to-day.

Among other things
as

as

England.

a

as

certs, and parties, and suppers, and lectures,
and matinees, and she don’t go alone. She carries a dainty parasol and wears killing bonnets,
and has live poets and philosophers in her
train. In fact, the modern old maid is as good
as the modern young maid; she has sense and
conversation as well aB dimples and carves, and
she has a bank-book and dividend.

•

Russia's Demands

In Buxton, Mrs. Rebecca, wife of the Iato Mark
Rounds, aged 84 years 1U mouths.
At Cranberry Isles, May 32,suddenly, Mid. Dorcas,

*'

London, June 5.—A Calcutta despatch says
the southwest monsoou burst at Colombo, CeyIod, ou tbe 14th of last month, and ia expected
If it brings sufflat Bombay early iu June.
cient rain tbe government will be able to congratulate itself ou having passed tbe crisis of
Already official reports both from
the famiuo.
Bombay and Madras anticipate tbe commencement of agricultural operations in consequence
There have been
of the rain already fallen.
showers also throughout Mysore.

War.

t and $HO,OCO for bond?. Governments a fraction
iglier and steady.
Stock market arm and higher,tbo advance
ranging
f> om i to 1<| per cent.; at second board there was a
action of \ @ £ per cent, l'rotu the highest
point,
!' it
this was subsequently recovered.
Towards the
oee, however, there was a reaction of l @ } per cent
e tcept in case of Illinois
Central, which sold at the
b igbest point of the day.
Highest and lowest prices: Northwestern preferred
4
916 @ 9ug; Lackawanna 401
45.f;,Kock I8jand
Hu,isa!l Caual 373 @303; Erie
®
'i g Hi.1 ?n01S J?e,ltral 53* @ 51J; Lake Slime 476
I Morris & Essex
@
g 3 ^
preferred 48ft
btvPa,ul„l8i@1S*’ St PaulPacific
,,
Mail 20}
I
YorJfTC?mr5
W ® 88i;
Union Telegraph
J 20*. Western
01f@60i.
transactioiiB at the Stock Exchange aggregat
« 1 161,000 shares, including New York Central
17,200
mres, Lake Shore 31,650 shares, Northwestern pre1 :rred 200 shares, Rock Island 17,700
St Paul
shares,
* referred 6,100 shares, Delaware, Lackawauna and
[ estern 35,300 shares, Delaware & Hudson
Canal
2 720 shares, Morris & Essex 2850
shares, Michigan
( eutral 5925 shares, Illinois Central 9300
shares,
The following were the
closing quotations of Gcv< rnment securities:
Inited States 6e,1881 reg...
ifbi
Inited States 6s, 1881, coup.
115\
Inited States 6-20’s, 1»65,
reg.. .. 107
Inited States 1865, coup.U0i
j Inited States new
41s, reg.[[ \'* 107
1 Inited States new ~4Js,
coup.107
Inited States 1867, reg.jiui
Inited States 1867, coupon......
1134
Inited States 5-20’s, 1868, reg
“’*1131
Inited States, 1868, coup ..
ngi
Inited States 10-40’s, reg.‘
Inited States 10-40s. coup.1124
Inited States news’s, 81,
reg.. !!.’!.!! 11H
1 jDited States new 5s.
81, coup..,.. !.111?
1 Jurrency 6’s.
122
.The foUowing were tlio closing quotations of
I
Yestern Union Telegraph Co, ex., 614
Pacific Mail.204
few York Central & Hudson R R, ex.*. ’.! ’. 894
Srie.
64

c

Improvrd Prospect,

Turco-Russian

The

low cheeks.
The modern old maid is round
and jolly, two dimples in her cheeks, and has a
wears

INDIA.

F OREiaN.

1

American Sotrr Capsule Co.'s Metallic Boxed
Uoods uowready Address|Victor E. Mauger, New
Volk.
mysdJiu

THE

THE PBESS.
WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 6
THE PRESS

May be obtained at tbe
senden Bros., Marquis,

Periodical
Brunei *Sr

of Fes-

DepotB

Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., oh ail trains that run out of tbe city.
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter,
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens A- Co

CITY AND

VICDOTyT

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Chesiey—Tailor.

Notice—Azariah Fogg.
To Lot—House.
Lace Curtains—G. M. & C. M, Tlosworth.
Wanted—A Man.
To Lot—John Sweetsir.
Proposals for Fuel, Forago and Straw.

for

vs.

under

PRESIDING.

Tuesday.—Matthew McGlinchy.
Intoxication.
Fined $5 with costs. Committed.
Lewis Gezan. Intoxication. Fined $3 without
costs. Paid.
Wm. Mulligan. Common drunkard. Thirty days.
Committed.
Sarah McKay. Vagabond. Thirty days.
Nellie MeLear, Vagabond. Thirty days.
William Dixon. Larceny. Sixty days and labor.
Committed.
James FJynn. Keeping dog without license. Fined
$10 with costs. Committed.
A. Stanton. Assault and batteiy. Fined $10 with
costs. Paid.

The

City

Brief JottingsAgency is being painted

up

for

business.

A new concrete walk is

being

laid

on

the

Park.
John Gulliver is building a brick block of
two houses on the corner of India and Federal
streets.
P. O. Bailey & Co. sold the steamer Ida
Augusta to George M. Stanwood for §2000 yes-

terday morning.
The meeting of the Ogdensburg first mortgage bondholders adjourned yesterday without
transacting any business.
W. S. Jones of this city is authorized to publish the list of premiums offered by the New
England Fair.

I

Some of the workers from the State Canvass
of the Y. M. C. A. are to open soon a series of
gospel meetings in one of our churches.
Unless Mme. Eentz can improve upon her
preseut show, she had better not make this city
a visit next year.
The steamer Gazelle took a large number of
school children to the islands yesterday morn-

ing.
»

Some one without better employment broke
off the cock of the drinking fountain at the
foot of Green street yesterday. These tricks
are

getting far too

And

numerous.

Miss Alice Jewett is to sue
Constable Hall for making an assault upon her
when he was trying to get possession of the
house. If all reports are true, it was a firstclass squabble.
now

Steamer Lewiston

will

commence

on

her

arrangement, two trips per week, to
Mt. Desert and Machias on Tuesday next,
summer

12th, leaving
Friday evenings.
June

Portland every

Tuesday

and

The New England Fair.
The .trustees cf the Maine State Fair were
in session in this city yesterday arranging the
details of the coming New England Fair. The
indications now are that this will be the finest
fair yet given by the New England Society.
Quite a number of prominent men from different parts of the state have sent the
trustees
assurances that it will be well sustained. This

moroiog

the

trustees will visit the Park
if aDy arrangement can be
made to move the hall for implements nearer
the entrance. There are a large number of persons who wish to see this department, but do
not like to visit it in its present quarters.
Wm, F. (Jarcelon of Lewiston, superintendent of the horse department, arrived in the afternooD and reported his programme for trot-

grounds to

see

ting. There is to be $2500 offered for trotting,
and it will be divided into eight parses. There
will be two raejjs on Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday and Friday each. There will be two
$500 purses, and the others will range from
$200 to $500 according to the classes.
The premium list was revised by offering several special premiums. They are for Wiuthrop
t

Jerseys,Holsteins,and pulverizing implements.
large number of pulverizing
implements and they are to be exhibited upon

There is to be a
v-

the ground alter it is plowed. In this connection it may be well to state that several parties
from Massachusetts were here yesterday wanting to enter plows to be used at the plowing
match. This will be one of the mqst sharply

competed premiums.
It.has formerly been customary to have an
award committee of seven from the New England States, but this made trouble aud now it
is proposed to appoint an expert in each class
to be examined, and be can join others
with
him if he chooses, or make the awards alone
if he sees fit. This, It is thought, will be a
great improvement upon the old system.
The amount of premiums is larger than was
ever

shelving is that of the
racks being double-faced,
ment aud shelf numbered,

The system
Boston library, the
and each compart-

that the finding
of auy volume is now easy and expeditious.
All who have any interest in the institution
must rejoice that the old hap-hazard way has
been done away with, which required the
searcher to prowl among unnumbered shelves
only to find, after many minutes, that the volume was not to be found. Now he who wants

before and amount to something like

The finding lists

Georgo

corn

Mnncipal Conri.

summer

has been considerably enlarged.

of

so

style cases, containing, on the average, a
thousand volumes each, have been placed in the
main room.

ment on the verdict.
C. P. Mattocks for plaintiff.
Strout & Holmes tor defendants.

KNIGHT

Some marked improvements have been made
in the Publio Library of late.
New systems of
cataloguing and shelving have been introduced,
the use of the reference department is much
facilitated, and the number of volumes therein

book can consult the finding lists, give numbers of care, compartment and shelf, to the
courteous assistants, and have the wanted volume delivered to him at once.
Twenty of the

packing
license, was tried at May term of Superior Court,
1876, when a verdict for plaintiff! for $8,556.16, was
rendered. Exceptions were died by defendants and
tbe case marked law. Rescript has been received
from tho Law Court. Exceptions overruled. Judg-

JUDOS

liuprovciueuls itud tliangci-Somc Rare
Volumes—The Reference Department.

new

law Decisions,
Tho case of J. Winslow Jones et als.

^

LIBRARY.

a

AUCTION COLUMN.
Farm at Auction—Moses G. Dow.
Bankrupt Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

Burnham, to recover royalty

PUBLIC

$10,-

a

brown

pamphlet, published by W. S. Jones, and
offered for sale at a low price; a pamphlet
which should he in the hands of every patron
of the library; for without the finding lists one

only by long and wearisome search acquaint
himself with the. treasures of the library, or

can

discover the many curious volumes on its
shelves. It is safe to assume that not a score
ef persons knew, before consulting the lists,
that this book-house contains, among many
other notable hooks, the Atherux Oxoniensis of

Anthony Wood, London, 1721; or the Basle
Isocrates, 1665; or the Roma Velvs ac
Recens, Home, 1648; or the Parfait Negotiant
of Jacques Savary, the edition of 1679; or the
six-volumed Biographica Brilannica-, or the
British State Trials; or Les Religions du Monde,
the Amsterdam imprint of Jean Schipper,
edition of

1666. The Athena, Oxoniensis and Biographica
Brilannica have been lately secured, at prices
far below their intrinsic worth.
Another carious work, which came into the library no one
BlUUyy o

uun

io «

-a;

icuvu

uiauuouiipi

uupy

vjf

tions

stones and monuments in the Eastern
Cemetery, with accompanying notes; the documents relating to the Eastern land claims; paon

pers, dating from 1658, having reference to the
history of Faimouth; the Genealogical Notes;
the Willis correspondence; and the “Statistical
and Historical Scraps.”
In* addition to the
manuscripts, the Willis collection, which embraces about a thousand volumes, is exceptionally rich in works on American history and

biography, containing

many volumes now out
of print and very rare.
It is oue of the most
extensive collections of its kind in the country,
and has been too long neglected by antiquarians
and other scholars. It is of especial interest to
students of Maine

history.

Another feature of the library, which fails to
command the attention which is its due, is the

reference department. Though still weak, it
offers to both the student and the practical
man great advantages in the intelligent prosecution of their labors; advantages of which it
is to be regretted they do not oftener avail
themselves. The attendants are always ready
to extend aid to the inquirer, and gladly consider it their dnty to make this great'collection
of books of value to the citizen in any grade of
society. Indeed, there is no trade or profession
which is neglected in the selection of books,
and the artist, the mechanic, or the chemist, or
others, will find in this storehouse of information something which will be of material aid in
his peculiar work. That people should learn to

library, that each man should accustom himself to resort to it forhhose costly or
cumbersome mental tools which he cannot
afford to purchase or which he has not room to
house, is greatly to be desired. Thus the Pub-

use

the

lic Library would become much

more

of amusement or mental
It would become a valuable aid to
means

convenient resort for all men who
ijucobivuo

iu oui*d ui

nuu utaiic

tu

than

a

dissipation.
education, a
have knotty
uuioiu

tu*

formation regarding the theory or practice of
their callings. Any call for any particular
work upon aEy special industry or branch of
knowledge would be promptly honored (the
needed volume being at ouoe secured if not in
store) and the Library would thus become, as
its projectors anticipated, of inestimable value
to the city.
This reference department is not, as commonly supposed, confined to works of general information. It has of course its cyclopedias,Its atlases (it is rich in excellent maps) its gazeteers,
its dictionaries of theology, science,of literature,
of art, of biography, of mythology, of fiction, of
the languages, but it bas also fecial treaties on
particular trades and professions. A few ex-

amples

out of many: The architect or builder
find on the shelves a full set of Cassell’s technical manuals (a study of which is
sadly needed, as the Eockport and other disasters testify) relating to bricklaying, cabinet
can now

making, stone masonry, joinery, carpentry,
metal plate working, etc., Bosengarlen’s Handbook of Architectural Styles, Anderson’s
Strength of Material, Bloxam’s or BurnB’s
Building Construction, Bullock’s American
Cottage Builder, Ferguson’s History of Architecture, Gardner’s Homes, and Worthen’a Mechanical Drawing; the decorator can find Eastlake's Hints on Household Taste, Garrett’s
House Decorations, Hay’s Interior Decorator,
Bacinet’s Polychromatic Ornament, Arrowsmith’s Paper Hangers’ Companion, Masury’s
Grainer’s Hand-book,
Muspratt’s Painter,
Gilder & Varnisher’s Companion; the Garden,

finds Schenk’s well known text-book, McIn-

er

tosh’s

Horticulturist,

Elliott’s Landscape Gardening, Mearn’s Culture of the Vine, Baker's
Fruit Culture, and Fuller’s Florist; the photographer finds Humphrey’s Manuel and Towler’s Silver Sunbeam.
These are but few of a
hundred examples; for the man of any craft,
the steam engineer, the ship-builder, the mar.

make his plans for
the display. He has not decided as to whether
it will be possible to get all the articles into the
several ball or whether it will be necessary to
pitch a tent (or that purpose.

ble worker, the blacksmith, the tinman, the telegrapher, the locomotive engineer, the miner,
the millwright, the wood-carver, can be served
in the library with the manuals of his trade.
To some branches especial attention seems

Col. Need iam, Secretary of the New Englend Society,and Mr. Noyes of the Ploughman,
will visit Portland the middle of the m outh to
look over the prospect for the fair.

to have been paid.
The fine arts are represented by the best and most elaborate treatises.
We see on the shelves Allonge’s Charcoal

Building

The

this

morning to

iFlobai. Mission.—The

young ladies
having in charge the flower mission would like
to suggest to the friends of the work that if
some of the flowers could be sent to Congress
Hall as early as quarter past eight in the morning, it would be esteemed a favor, as it is expedient to have them arranged and distributed
during the cool part of the day, to prevent tli6ir
fading. Any carriages that might he at the
service of the mission for an hour

day mornings
ble.

nr

two Sntnr-

would also prove most accepta-

_

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
thejreal estate transfers recorded in this

are

Bounty yesterday:
Windham—J. J. Bodge & ux to Isaiah Lord,
lot of land for $1028.
Freeport—A. F. Woodman to inhabitants of
Freeport, twenty-eight rods, more or less, for

$35.

Amos Peaslee to Isaao W. Parker, lot of land
with buildings, for $000.
Harpswell—F. C. & I. Jordan to Daniel Anderson, twelve acres for $140.
Harrison—Fernald L. Keen to Jas. Thornes,
fifty acres for $150.
Hotel Opening—Mr. Ponce will open the
Hotel de Ponce, at Long Island to-day.
He
has invited a Urge number of citizens, as well
as the members of the City Council to attend
the opening. Chandler’s band will escort the
invited guests from the City BuildiDg to the
steamer at 10.30. A fine dinner will be served

and several out door sports will be
the amusement of the company.

provided

for

Annual Meeting.—The annual meeting of
the International Telegraph Company was held
yesterday afternooD, and the following officers
elected:
Treasurer and Clerk—A. D. Brown.
Directors—Geo. F. Shepley, R. M. Pulsifer,
Frank Jones, W. E. Gould, J. S. Bedlow, A,
D. Brown, J. B. Foster.
were

A Good Contract.—Messrs. Leatbe & Gore
have been awarded the contract for furnishing
the city of New York with 30,000 pounds of

They competed

with several other large
manufacturers all over the country, and received the contract for the simple reasou that
their samples were the best of all.

soap.

Mr.

Personal.
Chafe, editoi of the Vermont Union, is

at the Preble.
John H. Fogg, Estp, who has been ill at the
Maine General Hospital for some time, is now
able to be about the streets.

Drawing, Dnplessis’s

Wonders

of

pay his fine

Engraving,

Kuglet’s Handbook of Painting, Lessing’s
Laocoon, Merrifield’s Ancient Practice of
Painting, Benley’s Water Colors, Flaxman’s
Anatomical Studies, Winkleman’s History of
Ancient Art, Buskin’s Works, Bock’s Textile
Fabrics, Bollin’s Ancient and Modern Furni'
ture, Maskell’s Queries, Jacquemart’s Ceramic
Art, Fortnoum’s Majolica, Blane’s Ornament
in DreES, and many others.
From this scant mention something mav be
judged of tho advantages which the Library
offers to our people—advantages of which our
With
people should freely avail themselves.
its increased

facilities and bettered arrangements the institution has become of easy use
to all who choose to avail themselves of its

COUiECE tOMMESCEME.'VrS.

Chamberlain at 4 p.

Meeting

Friends.—Mr. W. O.
Newall of Lynn,clerk of the Society of Friends’
arrived in the city yesterday to make arrangeof

held here commeeting
mencing Friday morning. Quite a number of
the society will arrive here to-day aud still more
of them on Thursday. It is confidently exments for the

to be

pected that upwards of one thousand persons
will be present and take part in the meetings.
At 9 a. m., Friday, the business meeting will
be called to order by tho clerk—who is the reg-

Eev. A. Given.

Vice President—Martin Hyer.

Appleton,

once, out the colony did not see how he could raise tbe wind.
Out of $300 paid into the treasury it is all gone
but 50 cents.
The officers have all of them
wanted to start lor Texas at

voted themselves good fat salaries uubeknown
to the members of the colony.

Wedneday—Commencement Day; Charles
Clark, Marshal. Exercises at City Hall to
at 10 a. m. Wednesday evening at City
Hall, oration before the united literary societies by Wendell Phillips.
Thursday—Oration and poem before the Al-

Just as the meeting was drawing to a close
Mr. Severns, one of the members of the colony,

open

and addressed the meeting in a few plain
words.
He denounced Mr. Stanton and the
whole management, and said that if anyone
really wanted to go to Texas he had prepared a
paper to which he wanted their signatures.
Seeing tbe turn affairs were taking Mr. Stanton
ordered the lights turned out and tbe crowd
was turned into the street. Mr. Severns, howarose

umni Association.
Boston; poet, Miss

Isadora Cameron as “Constance” must attend.
This evening a very attractive hill is offered:
“The Honeymoon” and "Faint Heart Never
Won Fair

Lady.”

In the last mentioned

Mary W. Mitchell of VasCollege. Thursday evening, Class Day exercises at City Hall.
Fi iday- President Cheney will give a
reception to the graduating class and their friends.

sar

STATE

a

seat.

Fair.—A fair will be held at High stieet
church this (Wednesday ) afternoon aud evening, under the auspices of young ladies of this

city,
'and

for the sale of useful and

refreshments, the proceeds

the poor.

fancy articles,
to he devoted to

COLLEGE.

—

Thursday

and

aminations.

Friday,

.Saturday—Prize

more

June 21 and

Exhibition

of

22—Ex-

the

Class.

Sopho-

Sunday—Baccalaureate by President Allen.
Monday—Prize Essays by the J uuior Class.
Tuesday—President’s reception in the eve-

Wednesday—Commencement Day: exercises
of the graduating class at 10 a. m.; Commencement dinner at 1 p. m,; Concert in ths evening
by Miss Annie Louise Cary, assisted by the
Boston Philharmonic Club.
Thursday—Examinations for admission ;Commencement ball in the evening.
STATE

men, are at the head of the
movement and they will no doubt do
something.
They go to Boston this morning
to consult with Mr. Hanson of Texas in regard
to land and will return and(.repoit to the coloAs all of; the paying members
ny at once.

CALL

NEWS.

HANCOCK

SPECIAL.

was

at

Thn form Knil/linna
—

$1,500;

—

a-

—VV

n

*'!»•

1

A/a>IU

COUNTY.

no

insurance.

trimming.

Better black French

silk, 85cts. Nice black
dress silk, $1.00. Black gros grain silk, cashmere finish, $1,25. An extra
heavy 22 inch
silk for $1.50. A splendid * Cachemire Milano” black silk, good enough for a queen, for
$1.75. A superb “Prima” black silk, suitable
for the fir3t lady in the laud, $2.00.
All this
and more at 180 Middle street, Portland.
Horatio Staples.
A lot of Men’s Summer Undershirts and
Drawers, sl'ghtly damaged by spots, (no holes)
in

and Rin?6

Which price

and slate color, selliog cheap.
fine goods, and generally retail for
I shall sell them for a few days at 60

cts. each.

$1.00.

$1.10.

The farm of M. G. D)\v on Chnrch street,
be sold at auction Thursday at 10
o’clock. Also the farming tools.aud houso furniture later in the day. An omnibus will leave
the Preble House at 0 and !)i a. m. on the
morning of the sale.
The

Also, we bavo

SEALED

which we

Be sure and

lowed almost instantly after the flashes. The
atmosphere was so highly charged with elecmany persons were completely
prostrated by it. In the midst of the shower
the fluid struck the house occupied by Arthur
Wakefield, on Park street. Fortunately Mrs.
Wakefield was down stairs, and received no

je4eodlw

Flower. Should you be a despondent
sufferer from any of tho effects of
Dyspepsia, Liver
Complaint, Indigestion, &c., such as Sick Headache, Palpitation ol the Heart, Sour Stomach,
Habitual Costiveness, Dizziness of the Head,
Nervous Prostration, Low Spirits, <Sc.,
you need not
suffer another
Two doses of August
day.
Flower will relieve you at once.
Sample Bottles
10 cents. Regular size 75 cents.
Posilively sold by
all first-class Druggists in the United States.
sept2Q
deomly
Adgust

a

erally. Some who were near the place were so
seriously shocked as to be almost thrown down.
Many are still sick and weak from the effects of
The

lightning also struck in many places
on the ridge road.
The house of Lorenzo Staples was struck, also Horace Jordan’s, a tree by
Edward Smith’s house, and odo near Mr. Han*

Military and Regalia

naford’s, and doubtless other places yet to be
heard from.
Fortunately no serious damage
was done.
The lightning rods on Horace Jordan’s house carried the fluid to the ground in

BASE BALL ANDIFOOT BALL
HEADQUARTERS.
j

Send for Illustrated
Sole
Circulars.
Manufacturers of the Boston Shooting Sait.

for

a

wiuci

nuu

uoutiv

boarding house.
109

goods

ottered in Portland at any such

DAVIS & CO.
dtf

my29

PARASOLS I

1’iCC

UbOi

Enquire

We have any quality from a Scotch
Gingham to an ail Silk Twilled; Pearl
Handle, at prices that defy competions,

IClUlblUlG

at

CENTRE STREET.

FANS S

agency of this city for Crawley Burded Soap. Apulv at
541 CONGRESS STREET.
JuCdlw*

To Let.
upper tenement ot the house at No. 88 Clark
Street. Inquire ot JOHN SWEETSIR, No. 5

cures

more

cures

of Con-

(Jueen,”

ready to convey parties to any of the pleasin the vicinity of
Portland, on reasonable
terms. Apply to
K. C. CHASE,
No. 2 Fremont Place, or the oflico of Portland
Steam Packet Uo., Franklin Wbart.
my29dtf

$1.00, Is the

Army

503

best for the

and

CONGRESS

Navy Hall.
STREET,

Nelson & Gould,
ju5

drug in all cases, and it taken freely by consumptive
patients, it must do great iDjury; for its tendency is

Dyruj, ia

xaarrnntod

not

to

Contain

H. B. BLACK,
mao

FANS.
Palm. Jap., Chroino.'aiul Plain
Silk 3 cents to $5,00.

H, I. NELSON&C0„
443

dlw

1877.

PIANOS & ORGANS.

Brown Stallion sired by Blackwood,
sire of Blackwood, Jr. Record 2.22 1-2
at 5 years. First dam by Norman, sire of
Lain. 3.15.
Maine Blackwood foaled
1873. Is 16 hands and weighs 1075
pounds. As a three year old trotted full
mile In 3.36 1-3, and pulled a wagon in
3.40 1-4. SERVICE 860.

“CALVIN.”
Chestnut Stallion sired by Dr. Herr’s
Mambrino Patchen, sire of “Lady Stout.”
Record 3.39 at three years old. First
dam by “Old Tom Hal.” Calvin foaled
1874. is 15 3.4 hands, weighs 1100
ponnds. Will serve a few mares at 815.
For further particulars address

H. HUMPHREY MOORE’S

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME
FARRINGTON BLOCK.

notice AT

the office, will he entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will be attended to promptly.
j
dtf
myl5

nov28

dtf

i

'orest Tar

Solution,

f

"orest Tar

Couplings, all complete,
Troches, for
$5.00 at

B

Kidneys.

or Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

1

or

Sprinkling Lawns,
washing Sidewalks, Win-

Tar Salve,
[orest
or Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts,

Hall's Rubber
Burns,

dtf

mylO

Champed Hands^Salt
for Catarrh,

Fisk &

BOOTS and

Co.,

DAYIS

Silks, Velvets, Millinery,
GOODS,

&"clRTLAND,

SPENCERIAN

lice Time Card, and To.ter.■

I

PENS.I

TOU

every style of writrade generally.
A
containing one each of the

Numbers,5 by mail,

on

my23

CAN

GET

A

Cheviot Suit Made to Order, for

***Varieties suited to
ting. For sale by the

Sample Lard,

Superintendent.
ju5td

Portland, June 2d, 1877.

Work,

Opp. Preble Donne

COAL.

dition.

at Feruald’s Tailoring
ju2

_26tW
M. C. M. A.

Emporium,

S37 MIDDLE STREET’

dlw

.T

are now

ready to convey parties to any
vicinity at reasonable rates. Apply to

resorts in

con

t nnvv>

Attorney lor Mortgagee.
P. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
Ju5
fist
DESIRABLE
PROPERTY
AT MORRILL’S CORNER, Deer,
in*, bj Auction.—On TUESDAY, June 12tb, at
3 o’clock P. M., we aball sell tbe property situated at
Morrill’s Corner, Deering, on the road leading to Alten’s Corner, and known as the Levi Cram property.
The buildings consists of a large 2 story wooden
House, very thoroughly built and in good repair.
Wood sbed, connecting the House and Barn. The
Barn is new, 40 x 40 feet, with 20 feet post, and is
probably the best barn at the Comer. The site of
these buildings is the highest in the vicinity, being 15
or 20 feet above the country road.
With these buildings are about 33 acres of choice land; one half of it
is cleared, the other half makes a fine
pasture. The

VERY

field cuts about 15 tons of fine
hay, and with a small
outlay can be made to cut double that amount.
The situation and
of the soil offers unequal
advantages for early gardening. The laud can be divided into house lots to great advantage, and find
ready sale in the rapidly growing town. It is but 5
minutes walk to tbe Horse cars, Maine Central and
Portland & Rochester stations, The buildings will
be sold with 6 acres of land, with tbe privilege ot balance at a low price and upon easy terms of payment.
This sale should attiact the attention of any parties looking for a property in Deering for an investment or occupancy.

quality

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

J ul

_did

FARM AT AUCTION.
Will be sold at Public Auction, to the highest bidder,
on

THURSDAY, June 7, 1877,
at 10 a. m.. on the premises, the fine
little Farm in Deering, occupied by M. G. DOW, situated on Church Street, the first honse west of Parson Bradley Meeting-house.
The form contains
seven acres, more or less, on which are more than
300 choice fruit trees, consisting of apple, pear,
cherry, plum and peach trees; a lot ot fine raspberry
bushes. Nearly all the above trees are in bearing
condition and very thrifty.
The location is very
desiraDle, commanding a delightinl view of Portland
and its surroundings. The land is under a high
state rot cultivation, with a large and
Garden, very productive. A large portion is suitable
for Market Gardening. A part of it very early.
The House is very convenient, having 8 large
Rooms, a good Barn. Carriage House, Work Shop,
Henery, &c.t with plenty of soft water from a large
Brick Cistern, and cne of the best wells oi never
foiling water in the
Also at 11 o’clock A. M., the farming tools* consisting in partot 1 Plow, 1 Harrow, 1 Cultivator,

commencing

j

splendid

country.

Shovels, Forks, &c.

Also. 1 very choice Cow 5 years old, 1 Horse,
suitable lor lady or child to drive, 1 good Buggy
WagOD, 1 two wheel Chaise, l Lumber Wagon, and
Hay Rack, a fine Harness and lots of old ones.
Also, at 12 o’clock all the Household Furniture,
Crockery and Glassware, Carpets—some very nice;
Beds, Beddings. Stoves, and in iact all the large
variety of household goods.
Also, one fine Piano, 6 octave, in prime order and
tone.

mVSES G. DOW, Auctioneer.
An Omnibus, furnished by Fernald &
will leave the Preble House at 9 and another at half
past nine A. M., tor the premises. Fare oat and
back, 25 cents.
ju6d2t

Sawyer,

We beg to call
attention
to
tbe remarkable bargains we are
now offering in Custom Shirts in
both Fine White and Fancy. Our
celebrated HdcF

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER,

for $9.00.

6

is the greatest bargain ever offered
any shirt manulacture in the
country. These shirts are made
under onr own supervisal and ol
the very best material; are equal
in every respect to any shirt man.
ulactured in the city.
True fit
warranted in every case and satisiactiou guaranteed at

6

$9.00.

for

HILL

&

PHINNEY,
STREET.

MIDDLE

eodtf

in a 9

tor Men and

Boys.
CANES,

BUGGY UMBRELLAS,

&c., CHEAP,
—

AT

—

MAHER’S
Opposite Post Office.

ja2

dtf

_

Pure

Bone

Goods.

C. W. BELKNAP & CO.,
Manufacturers ot Steam Refined Tripe, have
added to their already extensive business the manufacture of PURE RONE HEAL for Cattle.
PURE GROUND BONE as a Pertilzer,
likewise CRACKED BONE for Poultry.
We are now prepared to furnish the above goods in
any quantity required ana warrant them perfectly
MESSRS. KENDALL Sc WHITNEY
our goods constantly on hand in
any

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, tor

quantity required, and would be pleased to show
tnem to any one wishing to examine them, or would
send samples whenever required. Please give them
■

C. W. BELKNAP A CO.

_dim

my30

Nutter Bros. & Go.

Lowest Market Kates,
-BY-

Randall
60

&

HAVE THE BEST

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

ST.

scp6_
Leaves

Cstf

••

Ocean House lor Portland.7.30 A. M.
«•
••
.3.20 P.M.

Leaves Falmouth Hotel for Ocean House..9.15 A. M.
“
..5.00 P.M.
••
..9.18 A. M.
United States.
“
..5 03 P.M.
..9 20 A. M
Preble House
*•
..5.05 P.M.
The coach will make its first trip Sunday, June 3d,
leaving the Hotels at the regular hours.
Fare ench way, 73 cents.
dim
ju2

for LAKE and BROOK Fishing. GUNS,
AMMUNITION anil SPORTING GOODS.
Agent for DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER.

48
the

JOHN RAY,
at No, 11 Commerc/al Wharf or 219 Brackett street,
dtf
jul

BAILEY,

EXCHANGE

mv21

“ZEPHYRUS” AND “RAY,”
f

a

hare

G. L.

Pleasure Wagons.

A

and in good

pure.

FISHING TACKLE

receipt of

STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanics’ Association, will be held in the
Library Room. Mechanics’ Building, THURSDAY
EVENING, June 7 1877, at 7* o’clock.
Business, amendment oi article 13th ofthe constitution relating to repairs on the building, and such
Other business as may come before the Association.
ju5d3t
R. B. SWIFT. Sec'y.

hand.
Good

Ocean House Coacli.—Season or 1877.

11th., 1877.

A change will bo made in the running time ot the
trains on the above date,

PAYSON TUCKER,

IS TEEL

3 Phaetons.
1 Standing Top Carryall.
2 Top Buggies.
2 Beach Wagons.
All the above Carriages are new

Remember the place.

ially.

P. S.—Gentlemen having Fine Boots to he reto give us a call.
All work done
at store and warranted.
fe9FM&W6m

June

AUCTION.

FOB SALE AT

ARRANGEMENT.

33P*0f superior ENGLISH manufacture, and juMtlr celebrated for Elasticity,
Durability and evenness of Point. In 15
Numbers.
THE

MOTTO—Stylish Garments,

paired will do well

Monday,

on

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

26 Sumer and 92 Hawley Sts.. Boston, MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
SUMMER

Have constantly on hand the largest and most complete stock of choice MLLLI NEK Y GOODS in the
city, all oi which will be offered at the lowest cash
mal9eod3m
prices.

AND DOMES-

and Low Prices.
Special attention given to Cutting Garments to bo
made out of the shop.
Ladies’ Cloaks a Spec-

£210 Middle Street.

|

—AND—

I

A fine lino of FOREIGN
TIC WOOLENS constantly

SHOES,

of the most Reliable Manufacture at the

RIBBONS,
STRAW

BY

SATURDAY, June 9th, at 11 o’clock, at the
ON Horse
aud Carriage Mart, Plum Street, we
shall sell at public auction, to tbe highest bidder, tbe
following property, unless previously redeemed:
I Extension Top Carryall.

PORTLAND.

mb21WF&M6m

| New Store Under Falmouth Hotel.

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

NICKERSON,

Mfirr.Wnt. Tailor

You can lind a full line of fine and medium quality

Asthma.

For Sale bn all Druggiett.

Plimpton,

CARRIAGES

dtf

480 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,

RELIABLE I

Tar Inhalers,
[orest
Inhaling
Consumption,
or

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

[orest Tar Soap,
Rheum, Skin Diseases,
or

MORTGAGEE’S SALE OF

SOFT HATS!
HALES GALLERY,
STRAW HATS I
28_

dows, &c. We will sell 50
feet of Hose with Pipe and 480 1-2 Congress Street,

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Sore

From tho Centennial Exposition, where it was
awarded the Great Exposition Medal.
Oa exhibition, far a .hart time oaly, at

A. A.

For

Co., Auctioneers.

&

dtd

241

my

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and

ALMQH,

No. 3 Free Street.

Rubber Hose

Bailey

jn6

Alhambra.

General A sent, for Maine.

3.00

Painting,

The Dancing Girl of The

W. II. FCJRBUSH & SON,

2.50

Oriental

Georgeous

endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Cash or In.u Uacnh by

season,
10 lbs. daily, per month........§2.00

Any customer leaving town, by giving

dis&wtf

or

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,

months.

15
20

47 8T. JOHN STREET.

which, for purity of tone, perfection of action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

10
15
20

Forest

F. 0.

by

SQUIRE AND UPRIGHT PIANOS, THE GEIH OFTBECEllNHL.

Season Prices for Families and Offices.

four

RUiRMERY,

I*.
my23

NO. 17 MARKET ST.

or

on
June 7tli, at 10
rooms 35 and 37 Exabout 500 yards of Fine Lyons Black
Silks; about 50 Genuine French Shetland Shawls;
also at same time, a fine line of Linen Goods. Table
Damask, Towels «£c. The above is a flue stock of
goods and every article will be sold without reserve.
We invite inspection of the goods on morning or sale.

shall

RR !

‘Maine Bkckwood.’

W U. IV33RS'

D. W. CLARK & CO.,

VYPI.A

_uu

Congress Street,

FARRINGTON BLOCK.
ju5

c’^wrop

jul

Twilled Silk, open work Ivory,
Pearl and Horn Handles.

eodlm&wsnlm

1877.

Square.

N. B.—The MONITOR OIL STOVE
combines all the advantages oI every other
stove with the additional advantage,

PARASOLS.

a

opium: It is composed of powerful but
harmless herbs, which act on the lungs, liver,
stomach and blood, and thus correct all morbid
secretions, and expel all the diseased matter from the
body. These are the only means by which Consumption can be cured, and as Schenek’s Pulmonic
Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills are the
only medicines which operate in this way, it is
obvious they are the only genuine cure for
Pulmonary Consumption. Each bottle of this
invaluable medicine is accompanied by full directions.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office,
corner Sixth aud Arch Streets, Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters tor advice mu3t be
ot

addressed.
jul

No. 28 Market

AGENT.

confine the morbid matter in the system, which,
of course, must make a cure impossible. Schenck’s

particle

Oil Stove until you examine the
MONITOR at

an

—

sell
THURSDAY,
WE A. M. and
2$ P. M., at

J. H. FITZGERALD,

Don’t buy

AND

change street,

|>uvnui,vi

Its fuel is Coal Oil. No Du*u. No Ashes.
No Smoke.
No Trouble.
It is
economical, ornamental, convenient and durable.

—*

BY AUCTION.

Yours Very Respectfully,

dtf

to

Pulmonto

v

a

OF

SALE

Shetland Shawls

Ruches 13c dozen up. Bereges and Tissues. all colors. Back Combs very cheap.
Corset Clasps 4c up. Queen Bess Collar*
ette. new. 17c. English Stuck Needles 4c
Dress Braid,
paper.
best. 6c piece.
Mottoes 1 to 5 c. Imported Turkey Red
Handkerchiefs 10c. last colors. Hamburg Edges in variety. Ladies Silk Pock*
et Handkerchiefs from 25c up.
Space will not admit of further quotations. We
simply add that our 87c. SHIRT, all finished,
made on honor, is the best for the money ever sold
in New England. Jot this down in the tablet of your
memory, and Remember our store, 968 ItllDDLE STREET, near the junction of Middle and

The Only Absolutely Safe Stove
in the World.

121-2 cts.

somewhat dangerous

a

—

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Gossamer undervests 33 to 55c. np. Gents Balbriggan
Vest and Draws 55 c to $1.00. Gents and
Youths 1-2 Hose, Plain and Striped, from
10 to 50c, Ladies’ Full Regular Hose
18, 20, 25, 31c. up. Balmoral stripes,
best styles In the market, 12 1-2, 15,
17 c. up. Domestic Hose, full length, 7,
8,10 c. up. Ladies’ Genuine Balbriggan
Hose, extra long, 38 to 44 c. up. Children’s and Hisses silk clocked Balbriggans
In seal Brown, Navy Blue, and Cardinal,
nndoubtly the handsomest and best style
in the market, from 62 to 68c. Ladies’
and Hisses’ Lisle Thread Gloves at 10,13,
15c. np. Ladles’ Town made Taffeta silk
Gloves for 87c. worth $1.25, A splendid Corset for 45, 75c. and $1.00 up. Dr.
Warner’s Corsets down to $1.15. Hadam
Fay’s 95c, all other in proportion. Hair
Brushes Tip Top 12 1-2, 13, 17c. up.
Tooth Brushes, 6, 8, 10c. np. Lace
Tidies. In choice patterns, from 20c. up.
Neck Ties and Bows all silk, new style,
at prices lower than the lowest, 20c. np.
Towels CHEAP! CHEAP! from 12 l-2c.
np. Linen and Lawn Handkerchiefs from
4c np. Lace Scarfs in Chantille, Spanish and other popular styles from 58c to
$4.50. Bustles, aU the new shapes as
soon as introduced, from 25c to $1.38.
Heavy Emb. Setts Collars and Cuffs, all
Linen, 25c. New Patterns in Colored
Setts for 20c. New style, the best yet,
Dress Protectors 20c, AU other styles
12 l-2c. Pocket Books. Here we put
the knife In. A look will convince you of
this fact. A big drive in checked Nainsook
Huslins 28 to 38c per yard. Black Silk
Fringes, we hare them and we propose
to seil them. Trimming Buttons, all
colors. Spool Cotton, best 3 •cord 2c.
Spool Silk, full lOOyards,
8c. Ball Cot»nn An
Ea
II!_a "V __1_
a

flne fresh sleek of

BLACK SILKS

NOW OPENING AND OFFERING.

Corsets !

Under

for Consumption, probably

opium, which is

—

at prices that can not fail to give satisfaction to the
closest buyers, anil make glad the Hearts of Families
and Housekeepers. Our stock is large. Our
goods
are well bought. Wo work hard.
Our expenses are
trifling. We are bound to make it lively for OLD
FOGIES this spring. The property mast move,
It has got marching orders, and must be sold.

vv<

a

BANKRUPT

FANCY GOODS

ap25dti

price in the market, and is selling very
rapidly.
JOB LOT GENTS’ MIXED HOSE for

sumption than any other remedy known to the
American public. They are compounded of vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing which can be
injurious to the human constitution. Other remedies advertised as

FIJI,I. AND' COMPLETE
STOCK OF

Monitor Oil Stove 1

juCdtf

Db. Scbenck’s Pulmonic Syaur, Sea Weed
Tonic and Mandrake Pills.—These medicines

contain

A

Our stock of PANS are uncommonly
large, and consists of any grade from a
3 cent Jap. to a Black Satin for $1,50.

THE

Neal Street.

have undoubtedly performed

Federal Streets,

WITH

shall sell

Irom the conservatories of Hovcy & Co., of Boston.
The stock consists of tbe usual varieties, and are
selected under Messrs Hovey «& Co’s., supervision.
®- BAILEIf 4k CO., Auctioneer*.
Ju5
d2t

Federal streets.

138 and 140 Grand 8t., New Fork.

The Pleasure Wagons,
are now
ure resorts

a
were never

price before.

IVISON, BLAKE.VAX, TAYLOR & CO.;

“Favorite” and “Forest

Fancy Ruffling, tine goods, only 50
piece. (Six yards in each piece.) These

One case
CE N T»

MAN to take the

A

Fifteen

Barges.

selling, and the

we are

d5t&w2w22

US Cent.,

Pleasure

the Parasols

$2.00.

N-E-C-K Il-U-F-F-L-I-N-G.

Wanted.

uaui

How it is Done.
The first object in life with the American
people is
to “get rich;” the second, bow to regain
good health.
The first can be obtained by energy,
honesty and
saving; the second, (good health,) by using Greek’s

that

$1.75.

DAVIS & CO.

himself, and that I shall not pay
debts ot bis contracting, or claim any of his
AZARLAH FOGG.
earnings.
So. Freeport, June 4th, 1877.
ju6dlw*

burgs just opened at H. I. Nelson & Co’s, Farrington Block.
jue5d3t
Buy Dr. Warner’s Health Corset of Eastman
Bros., 534 Congress St.
my26tf

Price 35 cents.

see

24.

Our Whole Stock of Good* at Cost.

as

and for Files.

fol-

below cost.

any

& Co. of Boston.

A great discovery of more value than
gold—
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam for all diseases of
the throat and lungs. It seldom fails to cure.

ofler

prices.

ALL
act and trade for

_

*“vv

o1

22.

$1.50.

Notice.
petsons aie hereby notified that I have this
day given my son, Willis A. Fogg, his timejto

Trade

--—---

can

20 IN.

to tka
manner of bidding, conditions to bo observed by
bidders, and terms of contract and payment will bo
furnished on application to this office.
Envelopes containing proposals should be marked:
“Proposals for-’’ as tbe case may be, and
addressed to tbe undersigned.
A. G. ROBISSON, Capt. and A. Q. M.

j“6

large lot

a

Serge Parasols,

PROPOSALS, in triplicate, subject to
the usual conditions, will be received at this
office until 12 o’clock, noou, on June 22, 1877, at
which time and place they will bo opened In the
presence of bidders, for Fuel, Forage and Straw,
required at the following posts:
Boston, Mass., Fort Independence, Mass., Fort
Warren, Mass., Fort Preble, Portland, Me.. Fort at
Clark’s Point, Mass., Forts Winthrop, Standisb,
Andrews, Sewall, Plicenix. Mass,; Portland, Forts
McCJeary, Knox. Sullivan, Popham, Gorges, Maine,
and Fort Constitution, N. H., daring the
period
commencing July 1st, aud ending December 31, 1877.
Payment for the supplies depends upon a future
appropriation for the purpose by Congress.
A preference will be given to articles of domestic

F. O. Bailey & Co. will eell at 10 o’clock
this morning, at rooms on Exchange street, a
stock of plants from the conservatories of

Hovey

$1.20.

Silk and Worsted Twilled

Post Quartermaster’s Office, No. 1,
159 High Street, Boston, Mass., May 31,1817.

Yet.—One lot Ladies'
Gauze Vests, high neck, long sleeves, high
neck, short sleeves, all sizes, 50 cts., at H. I.
Nelson & Co’s, 443 Congress street, Farrington
Block.
jne5d3t
Best

24 IN,

Extra Nice Bain Umbrella.

PROPOSALS FOR FCEL, FORAGE
AND STRAW.

monthly Prices.
Monthly rates apply to all not taking Ice the ichole

Deering, will

waB

badly
and perhaps fatally burned by the
explosion of
material used in making japan a few days
ago.

22 IN.

juCeodtf

in another column.

Terrific Thunder Storm in Lisbon.—A
terrific thunder storm passed over Hisbon about

very

20 IN.

goods all have handsome Carved Horn
Handle*, and will after using as a parasol bo an

CORNER FREE AND COTTON STS.

_

was

curtain

those .who wish rest and retirement. It is
situated near the famous “Seal” rocks, so
aud the management of the houso is
first-class in every respect. See advertisement

time is expected.

James Higgins of Somesville

the

Bay View House at Old Orchard Beach
situated about one mile from the railroad
station, is a moat desirable family resort for
called,

JL1ICJ

Bangor Theological Seminary.—The fiftyseventh anniversary of the Rhetorical Society
of the Bangor Theological Seminary took place
Monday evening. Orations were delivered by
C. A. Perry on “Physical, Intellectual and
Moral Force,” C. B. Wathen on “Moral Greatness,” Daniel Green on “Our Postal System,”
and Alexander Wlswall on “Delusions.”

well worth
alone.

HTBOSWORTH,

G. M.& C.

va

good order.

—

lbs. daily, from June t to October 1.§6.00
*«
«
t. 8.00
«
1.10.00
Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later
thau 1st October at the same rate per month
BE3T*as during the Season

Horatio Staples.

The

leave the Unitad States Hotel at 7.30, accompanied by the honorary members and invited
gnests, and headed by Chandler’s Band. They
inarch to the Eastern depot and there take
the train for the objective point.
A good

Saturday night.
lightning
fearfully vivid, and the claps of thunder

in

FOB

nrinpe*

These

are

85 cts.

The Infantry’s Excursion.—The Portland
Light Infantry will celebrate their anniversary

The

I

ChmnlatA

\Vehavo in stockasmall lot Scotch, Gingham,
vc Parasol., which we shall otter at

tllO following
—

plain, drab,

These

watch.
He made a complaint at the station
and the girls were arrested and the watch found
on the
former. As the young man does not
wish to appear against them, they will probably
escape punishment.

tricity

holn^

Still harping on the same old st ring.—
“The Song of the Silks.” Black French Instre
silk for 70cts and 75cts, good for

young m iu connected with a
large industry in this ciiy, fell in with Mary
Fillmore and a yourg girl named IVrkins, who
liyes on Washington street, and in the course
of a short interview with them they stole his

sunset last

--B-

F. Shaw & Bros.’ mill at Kingman took fir®
about six o’clock Saturday night, and before
an alarm could be given the whole mill was
in
dames. It burned very rapidly. It was a total
loss. The bridge and dwellings near it were
saved by every man in town
working until a
late hour. F. Sbaw & Bros.’ loss is about
$6000; insured for about $4000. J. E. Estes,
who leased one half of the mill, loses about

a

LUUUUjf(

—

PENOBSCOT

at the police station, neither of them would admit the theft, and accordingly yesterday they

tuc

COUNTY.

butheiland of Sebec were burned to the ground
last Sunday morning. A disturbance made by
a cat in the house awoke the
family, when they
discovered tho fire between the main pari of
the house and barn. But little of the furniture was saved. Loss about $1200; insured for
$700 in the Piscataquis Company.

young man could not say which one of them
did take it, it was hard to find testimony to convict them. After keeping them for four days

iw

Augusta has started up.

& Co.’s steam mill

The body of George L. Storer, lost overboard
last winter in Fox Island Thoroughfare, has
been found near the last entrance. The
body
was identified by papers found in his
pocket
boob. He belonged in the vicinity of Mt.
Desert.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

and the girls were arrested.
Both of them
stoutly denied taking the watch, and as the

uavuio.uu

PARASOLS!

Beautiful Lace Curtain, with Pole

Our No. 99 at

COUNTY.

Sturgis, Lombard

LINCOLN

Watches Stolen.—A
few days since a
young man in this city made a call upon two
women in this city who go by the names of Sarah McKay and Nellie McLsar, and reside on
Grove street.
While there a fine gold watch
was stolen from his person.
He rather reluctantly made a complaint at the police station

»u

years old.

The house of Moses and Elias Dixon in
Clinton was burned on Tuesday of last week.
Loss 81500; insurance 81000.

The year commenced under circumstances of
greater depression for the value ot your road,
and of darker prospects for its future than it
had before experienced. These circumstances,
arising from the misiortunes of the Eastern
Railroad Company, to which your road is bound
by permanent contract, are familiarly known.
The notes of this corporation issued under the
contract for the accommodation of the Eastern
Railroad Company to the amount of 250,000,
were due or speedily coming due, and the holders were pressing for payment.
This payment
the Eastern Railroad Company, the party primarily liable, could not provide for, and your
corporation had no funds to meet it. The Boston & Maine had a claim against us under an
old contract for $500,000, which it was vigorously urging. The entire year has been spent
In the attempt to disentangle your corporation
from these embarrassments, and your directors
feel that they have a right to congratulate you
upon the result reached. The attempt made in
accordance with your vote of last summer to
provide for outstanding notes by the issue of
The subscripmortgage bonds was a tailure.
tion was offered to our stockholders at a time
when new securities, especially railroad securiIt was
ties, were looked upon with suspicion.
taken only to a very limited extent, and had to
be abandoned. Various otherjprojects wsre suggested by your directors, and presented for the
consideration of your creditors and of the Eastern Railroad Company.
Finally, a plan was devised which received
your approval at your recent special rheeting.
This plan has been accepted by the Eastern
Railroad Company and by your creditors, and
has already been so far carritd out that its success seems assured.

uj

FULLjJSlZE.

Parties wanting anything in the shape of window
drapery will do well to call and examine these goods.
B
To supply a want already felt we otter a

COUNTY.

KENNEBEC

ing facts:

ku-uaj

fifty-two

Messrs.

P. S. & P. R R. Co.—The annual repoit of
the Directors of the Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad Company sets forth the follow-

grants.
Last eveniog

FOR ONE DOLLAR.

Curtains,

■_■ WVUU)

On Sunday Henry Brooks, one of the most
respected residents of Thomaston, an active
member of the church and Sunday school,
hung himself while temporarily insane. He

listen to him.

as

Shetland Shawls
our

Lace Lambrequins, Lace Shades, Muslins &c.

COUNTY.

KNOX

low price, but just then they
were busy devising means to get their president out of the hands of tbe law and would not

House of Correction

goods:

SAEE

We have marked down the prices to cost, of
splendid assortment of

Lace

We wish to dispose ot the whole stock during the
month of June. We therefore quote a few prices of

a. m. we

PLANTS,

the Junction of Middle and

dtf

MUST BE SOLD !

At 10

268 Middle St.,
near

The Entire Stock

SEE

Lace Curtains!

XX

Mrs. Abram Stanley of Sutton’s Island died
very suddenly May 31st.

a

to the

AND

THEM._apleodtf

___

On Wednesday, June 6lb.

New Store

—

CASSI MERES,

jutidtf

have left the old crowd the headquarters will
probably not long be open.
Mr. Manchester of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas road was in the city yesterday aud was
stopping at the Preble. He offered the colony

sent

AND

—

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at Id o’clock a. in.
Consignments solicited.oc3dtt

IN HIS

COLCORD,

C. W, ALLKH.

». O. BAILEY.

FITZGERALD

PERSONS

—

To Let.

energetic young

were

W.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*,
Salesrooms 33 and 3T Exchange

FIVDS

English and Class-

MUSIC HEADING.
desiring private instruction in vocal
MIJSIC HEADING are respectlully inarmed that Mr. W. L. FITCH is now
ready to receive pupils singly or in
classes, at his residence, 58
Brackett St., corner Spring.
aplOdtf

Yacht Cloths,

Cheviots,

new

at

J.

ning.

Texas.
The very best men in the compary
(not the office-holders) have gone back on him
and propose to do something for themselves.
Mr. Severns and Mr. Lawrence, .two smart,

land

IX

production,
Blank proposa's and full information

Commencement Day, Wednesday, June 27.

ever, was determined and he called his men
about him and they repaired to a neighboring
room where forty-three of the best men in the
colony signtd the paper at once. Mr. Stanton
followed Severns up and tried to coax him to
give up the revolt, but it was useless.
It is very evident that the backboue of Mr.
Stanton’s scheme is brokeu now if there ever
was anything to break, and he is quite as likely to take a co'ony to tbe moon as be is to

play

Miss Cameron assumes the character of the
Duchess de Torreneuva, one of her happiest
impersonations. Whoever desires to see an
excellent dramatic entertainment will secure

Orator, G. C. Emerv of

in

143 Pearl Street.

Sunday—Baccalaureate

exercises at Main
street Free Baptist church.
Sermon bv the
President. Sunday evening at 7.30 o’clock, annual sermon before tho Theological School by
Eev. J. L. Phillips, returned missionary from
India.
Monday—Original declamations by members
of the Junior Class at Free Baptist church.
Tuesday—At 8 a, m., annual meeting of the
corporation. Afternoon, at 2.30 p. m., anniversary of Theological School at F. B. church,
Tuesday evening, concert at City Hall under
me uirection oi me senior uiass, By
Miss Annie Louise Cary, contralto; Miss Lillian B.
Norton, soprano; Mr. W. H. Fessenden, tenor;
Mr. M. W. Whitney, basso, and the Boston
Philharmonic Club. Tuesday at 9 a. m., examination for admission to College.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

jan24

BAXES.

Saturday—Examination of Sophomore Class;
afternoon, examination of freshmen. Examining committee, Eev. W. H. Bowen, D. D.,
Eev. G. S. Dickerman, G. B. Files, A. M.
Examination of Theological School foreman
and afternoon, June 231. Examining committee, Eev. J. L. Phillips, Eev. W. H. Bowen,

SPRING 1877

given to private pupils by the subscriber.

Dollar

Commencement Day. Wednesday, June 27.
Friday, June 22—Examination of Junior

sired effect and several of the crowd beoame
enthusiastic for his suppoit.
Accordingly
when an election of officers was called for Mr.
Stanton and his friends succeeded in electing
the following:
President—A. Stanton.

it.

Fasny Marsh’s Theatre.—At the matinee
to-day the “Love Chase” will receive its last
representation, and those who wish to see Miss

TWENTY-FIVE

Commencement Day, Wednesday, July 25.
Sunday, July 22-Baccalaureate at 2 12 p.
Sermon before the
m. by President ltobins.
Boardman Missiouary Society and YouDg Men’s
Christian Association, at 7 1-2 p. m., by Eev.
H. M. King of Boston Highlands.
Monday—Prize Declamations of the Junior
Class. Music by Ballard’s Orchestra of Lewiston.
Tuesday—Examinations for entrance. Meeting of Trustees. Meeting of Alumni Association. Oration before the Literary Societies by
Presidnt Moss of Indiana State University,
Bloomington, Ind.
Wednesday—Commencement Day; Addresses
of the Graduating Class at 11 a. m. Commencement dinner at 11-2 p. m. President's
levee and concert in the evening.

Class.

Mrs. E. H. fames

ical Studies

m.

a.

AUCTION SALES-.

fine line of

a

COLBY,

done all he could, but that the scheme was too
large for him and he was willing some one else
should take the wheel.
This talk had the de-

hold their meetings and choose their
officers, and the women likewise.

own

Has

Maine Historical Society; 8
Admisa. m. Examination of Candidates for
sion to College.

Fridays

MISCELLANEOUS

Middle Street, Instruction

ident’s Exception.

listen to him.
Last evening another meeting of the colony
was held and another election ot officers was
gone through with, with abont the same result
as before.
Mr. Stanton was very humble and
said that he did not wish to continue as president longer, but was willing to step down and
out and become one of the high privates in the
He continued to say that he had
grand army.

damage beyond severe shock. The lightning
struck tbe chimney, and flew from that to the
rafters,—making some of them into excelsior,—
tore off the shingles and smashed things gen-

men

261 1-2

Phi Beta Kappa; 9 a.
Wednesdays.^)
m. business meeting of the Alumni Association; 3 p. m. address before the alumni by Eev.
John Cotton Smith, D. D., of New York; 8 p.
m. Concert by Miss Fanny Kellogg and Annie
Louise Cary, and Messrs. W. H. Fessenden,
and M. \V. Whitney and tli9 Mendelssohn
Quintette Club.
Thussday—Commencement day; 8 p. m. Pres-

EDUCATIONAL.
will give instruction in Vocal
Music* and will
continue to receive New Classes for her “Talks
up°“ *“® great
and
their works.
jpainler*i
Address Mrs, Eamee at the Falmonth Hotel, Portland.
References.—Rt. Rev. Bishop Neely, Rev. Hr,
Thomas Hill.
myll
dim

TAILOR,

a. m.

what prevented him from making the
the colony in
necessary arrangements for
Texas when he was there last. He said that
after that dispatch was received no one would

presiding officer. After Friday the business meeting will be held at 10 a. m., and 4
p.
m., and public meetings at 8.30 a m. and 7.30
p, m. All the meetings will be held in City
Hall. On Saturday morning next, the annual
reports will he made and the clerk and assistant clerk for the ensuing year chosen. The
ular

m.

dance on the Green.

treasures.
The

Clicslev,

Mondays p. m. Junior prize declamation.
Tuesday—Class day exercises: forenoon in the
church; afternoon under the Oak; evening

was

good

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Commencement Day, lliursday, July 12.
Sunday, July 8.—Baccalaurate by President

as

Treasurer—E. L. Dyer.
Secretary—Charles Choate.
Mr. Stanton and his friend, Mr.

NEW

BOWDOIN.

he did not possess the wealth
requisite.
Accordingly the members of the
colony took up a contribution last evening and
paid his fine and he was released.
Judg'mg from the remarks made at the trial
Mr. Stanton considers that the despatch which
Mr. Linberg sent to Texas calling him a fraud

iuc

Peace of Ryswick in 1697.
Another very important department of the
library, which has just been made easily accessible, by^means of an excellent catalogue, prepared by the Assistant Librarian, Mr. S. M.
Watson, is that containing the Willis manuscripts. Among these manuscripts are the
Jones papers; the Vaughan papers; the inscrip-

Arrangements have been made with the
Maine Central, European & North American,
Bangor & Piscataquis, and Somerset railroads
Mr. B. M. Knight, the superintendent of the
hail exhibition, is here and willTisit the City

included in

paper

0C0.

to carry passengers at half fare and all articles
to be exhibited free.

are

Mr. Nutntoa and His Colony.
Yesterday morning Mr. Alexander Stanton,
the President of the Texas colony, was arraigned before Judge Knight, charged with an
assault upon Mr. Linberg last Saturday.
Mr.
Stautcn denied the charge and plead not guilty,
and called about a dozen of the members of
the colony who swore that Mr. Linberg was the
aggressor. Mr. Linberg told a plain straightforward story which was supported by Mr.
Charles Day who saw the affair.
The judge
said he considered the testimony of one disinterested witness worthy of more weight than a
great many interested ones, and closed by saying that he believed that Mr. Stanton did make
the assault. He accordingly lined him $10 and
costs. Mr. Stanton was very indignant at this
and appealed from the decision. It is one
thing to appeal and quito another to procure
bondsmen for your appearauce, and this latter
thing Mr. S. could not do. Neither could he

or

now

^ Portland Me.

the
a

market. It is [free from
Odor, and is NON-EXPLOSIVE.
Call and examine.

PRICE TO SUIT THE TIMES.

39
_ap25

eodlm

whole of a Coal Yard which is

good business. Address Box 076
mylldtf

Square,

Market

PORTLAND,

ME.

'It*

DR. LUDWIG
attend, to proioional call, by Day or
Night, in

TOWN

OB

OCT

OF

TOWN.

The above Is to correct an erroneous Impression.
Portland, May 27, 1877,
_mj28dlw

GAS AND

OIL STOVES.
—

STREET.

COAL YARD FOR SALE.

ONE half,doing

Oil Stove
in the

AT

—

Jolin Kinsman's,
138 EXCHANGE STREET,
also,
Jill

a

good assortment of CAS AND WATER
E1XINC constantly

on

hand.

J2“

*

of time. They are necessary demands upon
the mistress of a family.
Cupboards, closets and drawers all need
cleaning out, and wiping over, with a little
carbolic acid mixed in water; it will keep
them pure and prevent a musty odor, which is
apt to gather in close places. As the weather
grows warm, soap grease and ashes will be
ready for their chemical combination, and are
rendered wholesome by the process.
All these thing cared for, the first of May
finds things in general preparation for housecleaning. Cleaning one room at a time, and
setting it to rights is far more expedient than
the common practice of taking up all the carpets and upsetting the whole house at once.
Commencing operations in the chambers is a
saving of work, as no dust is carried down to
the lower rooms. Every room that is occupied
constantly needs a fresh coat of whitewash
each spring, as it adds to the health of the
dwelling. Wall papers need to be brushed off,
and if smoked, to be rubbed with a bundle of
wheat bran, or slices of stale bread.
As soon as the ground is warm, do not forget to sow a quantity of sunflower seeds around the drains and under the pantry windows; they will absorb all the impurities, and
are a great protection against levers and other complaints that are engendered by the hot
weather, and they prevent the generation of
fungi, wherever they grow. They require very
little attention—simply mellowing up the earth
around the roots occasionally. It you trylhem
one year, you will be astonished to see how

POETRY.
The False Dawn.
O little birds ye can not sleep
Because Spring’s joy disturb like paiu;
Far in the dark I hear your peep
And broken twitter through the rain.
But when the nights are very fair,
And dawn and twilight seem to kiss,
One lingering like a Juliet there
While Rome# hastens to his bliss;
When with

a

lucent ring and large

The dark is wedded to the day,
The rosy girdle of the marge
Scarce melting to a tender gray;

When shy a littlo bustling breeze
Steals through the garden up and down,
And whispers to the budded trees,
"Come haste and don your bridal gown
When dew in slow and trikling rills
Runs o’er the thatch that hides the
nest,
The robin feels her younglings’ bills
Prick soft against her feathered breast.
She dreams the eastern sky a pearl.
And rayed with faintest thrills of dawn,
Her throat expands, her wings unfurl,
She falls into a trance of song.
The screech-owl laughs at her mistake;
It i6 not past the middle hour,
And all the callow birds awake
And cry for something to devour.

Aud then I hear her hush them still
Through mauy a discontented cheep.
“There, Downie. close your yellow bill;
’Twas mother’s fault, dear go to sleep.”

The pain of dumb, unuttered fears
To find expression in the dark,
Tbe mute sad longing drowned in tears
To sing at sunrise with the lark.

Ah, who can e’er conceivo the loss
Of poet with a tuneless throat,
Or bear the sympathetic cross
Of song-bird born without a note!
But wait till the true dawn arise,
And all its glory o’er us stream;
The backward song in glad surprise
Shall gush beneath that kindling beam.
—From the Few York Evening Post.

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

Boot Crops.
We cannot understand why our farmers
are so unwilling to engage extensively in,the
cultivation of root crops.

Almost every

matter of course, has his

one

garden

beds devoted to the different varieties for domestic

as a

use; but aside from the potato, it is rare to
hear of fields of beets, carrots or turnips cultiuated for stock feeding.
is
While it
the wise course to be
slow to adopt new departures from old
and well established methods of husbandry,
it indicates a lack of wisdom to hesitate
about walking in ways that have been well
trodden for half a century. In England, an
intelligent system of root culture has laid the
the foundation for a new and permanent
prosperity. By its introduction, the stock
raising capacity has been doubled, the
productive power the farm and the wealth
of the farmer advanced in a corresponding
degree. By as much as England leads the
van of scientific husbandry and stands in ad-

see or

of our

country

in

progressive agriculmuch is she indebted to a thorough
by
and skilled system of root cultivation.
A practical demonstration is of course the
most convincing and satisfactory kind of evidence ; and yet we ought to give heed to all
other enlightenment. We know that bread
is the staff of life; and yet a suitable admixture of other foods is required to keep the
body in health. Green grass in the summer
vance

ture

so

and dried grass in the winter will be the best
food for ruminants so long as the earth endures; and yet by the exercise of average
without any practical knowledge, we can decide that the dried food can
only be made equal to the green food by the
addition of some soft and juicy substances.
If the starch and sugar of the
growing plant
which furnish so much strength and nourishment are afterwards converted into
woody
fibre as the plant ripens, the lack of these succulent qualities must be supplied from other
sources. Therefore to supplement such deficiencies, to furnish milk, flesh or work, to
keep the animal in health as well as gratify
the caprices of appetite, we feed out the roots
which summer has grown for winter use. It
is true that oxen may be worked and cows
may be milked although fed through the winter upon hay alone; but always by diminishing former accumulations ‘laid up in store,’
and therefore leaving a smaiier capital for
common sense

BuLaa^owufa diaflSs

sustained such

a

C&tU©
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WhlP.1l liflvfl

drain upon their

resources

necessarily leave the barn thin and
weak in the spring, and during the entire
summer will hardly recover from its debilitating effects.
Many farmers or dairymen who keep a
must

uumuci ui

cuws,

iJruuuce

a

large quantity

oi

milk, or extend the season of its production,
by pursuing the stimulating system of feeding upon corn-meal. This like all other high
pressure methods involves a final reaction,
and is followed by abnormal disorders and
premature breaking down. All the unfavorable results from such high feeding, can be
modified if not prevented, by’the substitution
of a root diet, while the flow of wholesome
milk will probably be continued for a
longer
term. On the other hand it is by no means
a small consideration to remember that if our
cattle were fed largely upon roots during the
winter, the importation of corn would be al-

most

entirely prevented,

enough could be
raised through the slate for family use.
In selecting a single variety of roots for
field cultivation, regard should be had to the
wants of the stock to be fed, the conditions of
the soil, the expense of the crop, and the
suggestions of both practical and scientific men.
as

Some of the former class consider carrots to
be superior to all other roots for
feeding
horses, and also to be the best flavored roots
for the production of butter.
Carrots will
also endure a severe drouth, even on
dry soil;
their cultivation however requires a
good
deal of hard work, both in
thinning and
The mangel and sugar beet are
weeding.
regarded as especially valuable for the production of milk; Swedes are used for fattening
cattle and to promote the growth of young
stock, while for sheep some stock growers assert that they “have a decided
warming tendency of winter, and also force the growth of
wool and improve its quality.”
Parsnips
have not yet come into general use as a field
crop—the long roots require deep soil and the
seed is not sure to vegetate.
The common
bo raised at little cost, and is valuable in early winter or at any time when no
better root can be had.
In the analytical tables of chemists we find
that the sugar beet ranks higher than the
mangel, is double the value of the carrot, and
worth more than three times as much as the
common turnip for stock feeding.
We recollect that some dairyman has stated that as
food for his cows, thirty pounds of sugar beets
are equal to twenty
pounds of the best hay.
Can our readers make a better beginning in
root husbandry than by even now sowiDg a
large or small bed of sugar beets?

turnip

can

The Spring Campaign.
Nothing is safe from the depredations of
moths, unless it is clean. The best method of
caring for all woolen garments or bedding is
to mend up every break, tear, or rip, and wash
thoroughly, dry in the sun, fold nicely, with a
little sprinkling of fine tobacco between the
folds of every garment, and pack them all
away in a tight box or chest; cover up tightly
a

sueei,

ana

wnen tne

trosty mornings
of next October demand their
appearance,

they are all in readiness for use. Muffs, boas,
gauntlet gloves and sleigh robes all need to be
thoroughly whipped, sunned, and packed in

the same way; and you will know they will be
safe and ready at hand when needed. There
will be no care or anxiety about them for six
months at least.
Bed comforter and quilts that do not need
washing, ought to be sunned thoroughly, folded smoothly, and laid aside in a clean place,
all in good repair. It is not half the work to
set them to rights in the long April days, that
it will be if left to
autumn; and they are out
of the way. Feather beds and mattresses need
to be well aired and
sunned, and if stains are
upon the ticks, a thick coating of boiling hot
starch, spread evenly over the place and left
to dry, will
generally remove them, and keep
the beds sweet and fresh. Straw beds need to
be emptied, the ticks washed and filled with
new straw, #>r of all things, an
impure bed is
most unwholesome and obnoxious. A weak
solution of spirits of ammonia in water, is good
to wash the bedstead in, as it removes all impurities; and a little spirits of turpentine applied with a feather to all the joints and
cracks of a bedstead, will be an effective preventive against the multiplication of sleep tormentors that love to riot over their victims in
the hot summer nights. All these thing can
bo done by .degrees, as other duties will admit

S HxlRMON,
Mason amt Jobber,
238 BRACKETT
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Discharged Seamen.
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37 Plum Street.

Locust St. and corner of Cedar and
Ox lord Sts an JKniit India Carved Necklinked
silver. Will the finder nlea^p rewith
Incr,
turn to U. 8. PENSION AGENCY,
Centennial
Block, and be suitably rewarded.
Juidlw*

BETWEEN

man

ju5U3t*

re-

ADAMS,

Portland,

my30

County,

STREET.

To Let.
under St. Julian Hotel, recently occupied
by Warren Sparrow as an insurance office.

STORE

R. T.

CARR,
Fresco, Sign and House
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a

res.

L. N.

Caskets Always on Hand

YARMOUTH, ME.

201 Federal
PORTLAND.

jc(,iuu

dtl

Enquire
u}2l

Street,

Chas. J.

on

I

MODEL

A

('oinplaulM, Npiual Affection*, Nervous
Pain* and Irritation*. f£pilep*y or Fit*

The Best Plaster in the World of Medicine. Price
25 cents.
Sold by all Druggist.
Sent by mail on
receipt of 25 cents for one, $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for
twelve, carefully wrapped and warranted by WEEKS
& POL'TER, Proprietors,
Boston, Mass.

___W&S2w
Pure Milk lor Family Use.

WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
and citizens m general who contemplate a
change
in their supply of milk, that 1 am inepared to furnish a superior ouaUty of pure milk at reasonable
rates; all orders left at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me,
where the battering testimonials of sofne now

1

jaking will be slntovn to those who wish to investigate. I shall employ uo boys but deliver the milk in
CYRUS LOWELL, Agent.
person.
dec25
dlw*tf

TO BUILDERS!
an

new

so conintrested.
trap
structed that it is impossible for the sink spout to
till up.

MON.,
I’i Exchnn c etrect.il

A. «. NOYEM &

HOTEL

rooms

TO~LEASE.

Consumption
Positively

s
v

ASII A ROBBINS,
360 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. V.
mylO
dly

J
u
r<
u

rs

KEITH.

]

Superintendent of Public School Buildings.
Portland, May 29,1877.
my29dtd

SIR

■

DAIILGREA

HTTILL make the Season of 1877,
TT
number of Marcs, at the

PRESUMPSCOT
In

LOUIS

lor

a

limited

PARK, DEERING,

charge of

BRACKETT.

TERMS.
I Icbnou,

$15.00;

Single Service, $10.00;
Insure, $£5.00.
SIR DAHLGREN is a beautiful Bay Stallion, 15 3-1
anda high, weighing 1000 pounds, foaled June 2,
873. Sire, Whalebone Knox, he by Gen. Knox.
First Dam, by Sherman Knox. Second Dam, Kate,
Messenger, of great roading qualities.
For further particulars inquire as above, or of
E. W. GREELI,
Cor. Quebec and Merrill Sts., Portland,

Good

my8

seventy-cTne

hereunto belonging.
The factory and bteamers are all in
running order
'lie former cost from fiity to sixty thousand dollars
j nd is mortgaged for fifteen.
The steamer L
Iriglitman cost $15,000 and is mortgaged for $10 000he steamer Grace cost $12,000 and is
mortgaged’ for
17,000. The sale is ordered to pay ott the mortgages
i possible, and will undoubtedly be made at a
great
acrifiee. To any one who understands the porgy
il business, this sale offers an excellent
opportunity
jr investment.
CHARLES O. CRANE,
1
CHARLES MCLAUGHLIN, J Assignees.

]

d3t2,6&!3

TOM B.

bo by
George M.
jfJ-^^Patcheu, Champion of the Turf, will
u\y\ 'make ihe season of 1877 at PlIJIMU
1
SIABIA, Portland,
lie. This horse has the fastest liv6 year-ohi record
u New England, 2.32, aud trotted live races last
fall,
•eating the best horses in the State, such as Phil
Iheridan, King William, Somerset Knox, and ajtield
f others without beiug lopped out in a single
heat,
nd is perfectly sound.
Season to end July 10th, 1877.

TERMS,

s. f. ki«jkbb,
Libby’s Corner, Beering

dtf

*

Vaults Cleaned
mylfJtf

notice, from $f to

§3 load, by addressing

A, LIBBY. I’ortland P. O.

PATCHEnT

By Tom Patelien,

Opportunity

\ ND taken outa at short
c\. cord or

CONSUMPTION
—

_

a
:

&25

lor the season, $50 to ensure

a

Foal.

All mares and colts held for service ol horse. All
narcs at tisk of owners. All mares
ol hoore the usual time of
will be considered with

oal.

iny30d2w

foaling

disposed

II. H.

OF THE

—

BLOOD.
FOB SALE BY DRUGGISTS.

Wholesale Agents,

FRIDAY,

For a man with $2,500, to make
I money, in a good paying business
j n this city. Address
“C.” THIS OFFICE.
dtf
my!9

Address

|

I

Juno 15 th, 1877, at 12 o’clock, noon, on
the premises, will be sold to the highest
bidder,
certain lot of land, with the factory anil
machinery
herein, and a wharf thereon standing, situated in
] Iristol in the county of Lincoln, and state ot
Maine,
nd near Broad Bay Sound, so called, bounded and
< escribed as follows, viz:
at the river on
Beginning
1 he northeast corner of land of Geo.
Fuller; thence
unning northwest one hundred and six rods to a
s tone wall; thence north 62 degs. eaBt, sixteen
rods;
i hence south 50 degs. east, eight rods, to a stone
tali; thence north £3 degs. east, twenty-three rods;
1 hence south 89 degs. east by a stoDe
wall, seventeen
] oils to the southeast corner of a stone
wall; thence
f outhC2 degs.
cast, forty-four rods to the river;
I hence southwesterly by the shore to the hounds
ilrst
uentioned, containing thirty acres and eighty rods,
uore or less.
Also, the right and title to the privi] ege or a road to team aud travel on from
said land
I y the house owned by Samuel Fuller, to the town
oad, to pass and repass, the said road to be where
t is now travelled.
Also, the steamer Leonard Briglitman, seventyf wo tons, with the masts,
sails, boats, anchors, ca1 lies, and all other necessaries thereunto
belonging
Also, the steamer Grace, sixty aud
. luudredths tons, together with the
masts, sails
ioats, anchors, cables, aud all other necessaries

my 22d3w&w6w21

4

I

Fort land., Mo,

;

the

—..

A Sure Cure lor

SALE,

AT AUCTION.

year
rith Books, Stationery and other supplies of the
:ind usually furnished by the city for School use, in< luding Writing and Drawing Paper, Pens aud Pen1 olders, Slate aud Lead Pencils, Crayons, Erasers,
1 laps, Ink, &c. All proposals will be contingent
ipon such appropriations as the City Council may
nake for the above supplies, and the right is reserved
o reject all such proposals as may be deemed conrary to the interests of the city.
J. W. COLCORD,

—

ASSIGNEE’S
i

by
undersigned
until WEDNESDAY, June Gth, for furnishing
PROPOSALS
he Public Schools of Portland for the cunent

■

ej i "n*' ie*

Partnership.

copartnership heretofore existing between the
subscribers is this day dissolved. Ail customowing bills are respectfully requested to make

4 N excellent onportunitv for anv one wishing to
engage in the Grocerygand Provision Business.
GEO H. WEEKS.
JOSEPH WEEKS.
Portland, May 19tb, 1877.
my2Id3w

JLICEKTSJES

receipt of price.

[ANCASTER

ljl.

City Clebk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Lav? in relation to

on

MRS. S. SPENCER,
20 Brown Nt., Portland, Me.
iny25dGm

Slock and Good Will of the Busincss For Sale.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

—

SHAW,

Proprietor.

Send lor Circular to

HOS. G. GERRISH, Proprietor,
my 14

LOWELL,

MASS.

d&wly

labels,
Caveats, Assign
ments, lnterierences, etc.
nventions that have been

to.

Boston to the Sonth. Only
Line.
ifuick Time, Tow Rate«,

&TONINGTON

HOUSE,

kuoouiuuoi

mrrnnrmnnTTin

iiuiuuunuui.

ocl

Denver, Han FraueiNco,

Northwest. West aua

FOR

Eastern
OCT.

Railroad,
9, 1S7G.

for the season

Southeily

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

AUBURN*
Elm House, Court. St. W. S. A A. Young

Kastport,
M

Proprietor.

Whit hd

Throngh Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
oc9dtf
A. P. ROCKWELL, President.
Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland
is called to the new arrangement of freight
trains on Maine Central R, R., to take eilect APRIL

THE

2d, 1877.

Freight lor Lewiston, Auburn,

Bangor,

and Belfast received at freight house before 5.30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be ready
lor early delivery at destination next morning

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent
March 31st, 1877.
ar>2dtf

PORTLAND {[WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R. R.
DECEMBER 5. 1870.
Ybi

iMTa

anoot

Trmlns will

rnn a»

fallows

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. m..
-*“4.30, 5.30 and 0.40 p. m.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At

Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
4,30 P. M. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Rover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua lor Lowell and
Boston, at Ayer .1 unction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Liue, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor New York, at Pntnam with
“Bostou
Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at G.00 a. m.
5.&0 P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
9.40 P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and $11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and
$5.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham G.00 a. m., arriving at Portland *>.40

$Mixed.
♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, Allred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains

nf Mainn

f!fintra1 and

(irarul

Trunk Rallrnnils.
J. M. LIINT, Sapt,

Maine

Gentral

course

during

the ice

*

season.

Calais and Ml. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

Dish,,

ARRANGEMENT.

TKIPS~PER

TWO

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

WEEK.

On and after Monday, March
26!h the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, and City
►of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
■>wii' leave Kaiiroad
Wharf, foot of
State Street,every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 P.
If., for Eaetrort and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John andEastport on the
ame days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
indrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapo1s, Windsor, Kentvilte, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amlerst, Pictou, Fredericktown, and all stations o
he Intercolonial Railway,
tSTFreight received oh day of sailing until
►’clock p. m.
mh21,‘QA. R. STUBBS, Agent.

BOLSTER’S MILLS,
nnncock House. M. Hancock, Proprietor.

BOSTON.
Parker Hoose, School St. H. D. Parker db

Co., Proprietors.

Hotel—J. B. Crocker, Proprl

St.-Cbapin,

NOTICE.

CORNISH.

Cornish House,M. B, Baris, Proprietor

Portland & Harpswell Steamboat Co’y.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway

Depot,

M. W.

Clark, Proprietor.

DEXTER,
Merchant*’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me#—
W. €i. Morrill, Proprietor.

»it—-t,

W

The HTKA.TIEK HE1VRIBT-

esSS=CTA will.reaume

her daily tiijw comroencing May lUlh, leaviug l*«rl] nnd nl 3 o clock.t*.
M., aud Harpawrll al
* I o’clock A. n.
myl6dtl
I

i

Uity Hotel.—IV. H. Higgins & Sons, Props

’ORTLiiND, BMOR&llAdiS

HAL liO WELL.
Honse. llnllowed, H, Q. Blake,
Proprietor.

] iOCKLAND, BELFAST AND BANGOR.

ELLSWORTH.

STEAMBOAT CO.,

Hallowed

Leave Boston at 7.30, 114.30 and at S.OO
p. in., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N, A. Railway lor St. John
und Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

..

SPRING

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Booms, W. R. Field,

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,

m

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Proprietors.

AtGtSTA.
Angusta House, State St.,

June 9, 2.00 p.

passage-$80 and $100, gold, according
iccommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN 6. HALE, Agent,
15 Broadway, New Yo^k.
Dr T. P. HIcGOWAN, 4 J2 Long
Portland.
ieblO
d4m

Proprietor.

for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.40 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a, m., every day (except

Richmond.

ind situated where there is least noise and motion,
jreatly lessening the liability to sea sickness. Suiokug rooms. Ladies' Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and
Libraries, Bath rooms. Barber's shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c., &c.

Embracing the leading Hotels tn the State, at which
the Dally Pkess mav always be found.

etor.

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kcnnebunk, Kittcry,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. m., in

Chester.Saturday,

Saturday, June 23,2.00 p. m
Berlin.Saturday, July 7, 2 00 p. m
Chester.Saturday, July 14, 8.00 a. m
Richmond. .Saturday, July 28.7.00 a. m
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted
in, and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilat;d. Tlio saloons are the entire width oi the vessel,
-'iTY of
of
Dity of
Jity of

HOTELS.

St. James

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebuub, %VelIs, North Berwick, Sontb
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittcry, Portsmouth, Newbury port,

AND LIVERPOOL,
Sailing from New York as follows:

Rates of

THE

LINE

STEAMERS

2ity

tdlut

J. O. FURNIYAL, Agt.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY ie in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
[^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attacked to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.U0 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaaer4
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16,1876.
ap29dtf

dtf

QUEENSTOWN

2ity of

THURSDAY, MAY 17th.
A. J. NICHOLS, Proprietor.

south west

ienye Dosion irom uoi-

trams

73

MAIL

ELIZABETH, MAINE.

myl5

points Id

liAjjioDB

IN MAN

HOUSE,

will open

T 11 K B *>.

Ihange St.,and W. D. Little.*Co.’s,49$ Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,

This Hotel, entirely remodelled and re-

furnished,

O

fcon & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
it 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the ele.
rant and popular steamer Stonington
every Tneslay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance •( nil other lines. Uuja»e checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Kx-

am pleased to announce that, since leasing this well known Hotel, I have re-furnishedit throughout with NEW FURNITURE, CARPETS and BEDDING, and
_shall hope by strict attention to the comfort
aud pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public
patronage.
One uf the best locations in the city, nenr
Banks. Post Office anti principal Wholesale Houses.
Electric
Bells, Pleasant
Booms, Comfortable Beds and Excellent
Table.
Carriages at all trains.
TERMS 9XOO PER DAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Proprietor,
Formerly Clerk at the “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”
»Pr25
dtl

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, 91ilwankee, Cincinnati, Hi. Coaii*, Omaha,
Hngiunw, Ht. Ponl, Halt Cake City,

OK ALL

the Only Inside Itouic
Avoiding Point Judith.

I

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates ?

and all

51 K A D

This is

PORTLAND, ME,

CAPE

TINT
YORK,

FOR NEW
A

OCEAN

De-

at

D. D. C. WINK.
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
1% Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
Janlltltf

dtjulyl

riTmiTmiTiTn
luiuuiuiuj

Fnquenl

*

to

SACO, MAINE.

huh

Tri-Weekly

New and Spacious Iron Freight
(louse, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
with
the
MictmerH, •ailin«
Clyde
connecting
rvery MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
lo Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsinoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoided.
Insuram e one-eighth of one per cent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply

J. O. CARR, Proprietor.
E, POST, Manager.
Is now open for the reception of guests. Special
terms made to lamilies through the month of June.

MPW

KAIL*

partures.

Freight received

(Near Old Orchard)

ADAMS

—

connection with OLD COLONY
ROAD.

n

HOUSeT

Jne5

FI50M

BOSTON,

its
at

_

THREE

HIRAM.
Mt. Under House,-Hiram Baston, Pro

prietor

PER

WEEK,

The Steamer CITY OF RICH
Capt. C. Kilby, will leave
_joMOND,
Port land every Monday, U>d.
■SBBHSSiineailay and Friday evell®g®» at IO o’clock, for Bancor, touching
t Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville Belfast, Searsort, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and
lampden, arriving in Bangor about 10 o’clock

IjRWINTON

BeVfili (louse, <}i.ioby Sc Nlurch, Proprietcr.
LINCOLNVILLE.

House, Eiucoluville, T. E. Phillips,
Proprietor.

Bench

LITTLETON, N H,
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

HILLBBIDEE.
Atlautle House, Geo. A. Hophius,

prietor,

ext
I ;or
8

morning. Returning, same day,
at tt o’clock, A. M.. arriving

t{5 P.M.

leave Banin Portland

FOR
] IT.

IdACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

DESERT AND

M A CHIAS.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
Pro-

<

NOBBIDGEWOCK.
Banlorth House, B. Danforth. Proprieto
NORTH STKATEOKD N. H.
Willard Douse, C* S. Bailey & To. P

prietor**.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Douse—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

Hubbard

TRIPS

AMwr

PARIS HILL.
Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

JPRING

ARRANGEMENT
The

■rii

Steamer

LEWISTON

ecCapt. Deering, will leave
road, Wharf, Portland,

Railevery

hi
IO
M^JKSanTharvday
! ’clock for Rockland, Castine, Evening
Deer isle, Sedgeick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
3 lillbridge, Jonesport and Tine bias port.
Returning, leaves Machinnport every H.n4 ny morning at 5 o’clock, arm ing iu Port* tnd same nigbt.
For further particulars enquire of
GEO. L. DAY,
Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager.
dtl
Portland, Apiil30t

PHILLIPS*
Barden
etor-

BO ST O 1ST

House, Samuel Farmer* Propri-

—

MKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. IS. Hescltou, Pioort-

Steamship Line,

VOKTLAND.
Adams House, Temple

St.

AND

PHILADELPHIA

etor,

A. N.

Alien

Proprietor.

I eave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

No

Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J.G. Perry

Proprietor.

Cite Hotel, Cor. Cougress and Green St.
J. Kt Jlartin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw A Son, pro-

prietors.

Preble House, Congress St.Gibson &Co«9

Proprietors.

Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

St.

Wharfage,
From Long Wharf,
From Pine Street

g

delphia, at 10
Insurance

d

BOSTON
MPRINU

having been appointed by

p.n.|

the rate ct

JSTEAMEBS.
AHIIA.MI E.TI L'VT.

David Moore’s Estate,
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
milE undersigned
X Hon. Judge of

Boston, 3

Wharf, Phila-

a. m.
one half

sailing vessels.
freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
b, r connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, SAMPSON* Agent
70 Long Wharf, Boston
Jn23-ly

West Newfield House, K.G. Holmes, Pro
prietor.

A*

the

Probate, of the county of Cumto receive and decide upon
all
those
of the Administratrix,
claims,
except
by the Patent Office may
I
in most cases, be
against the estate of David Moore, late of Gorham
still,
5
in
said
secured by us.
county, deceased, represented insolvent,
Being
f
opposite the Patent Ofi hereby give notice that six months from the third
S
! Tuesday of May, 1877. are allowed to the creditors of
fice, we can make closer
1877.
MONDAY, APRIL 16,
said estate in which to present and prove their
searches, and secure Patclaims; and that we shall be in session attbe office of
nts mora promptly and wifb broader claims than
John A. Waterman, in said Gorbam, on tbo LAST
41 ose who are remote from Washington.
Passenger Trains leave Portia ml for Ban
SATURDAYS of June, September and October, and
d us a model or
Ii
gor, Dexter, Belfast and tYaterville at
the third THURSDAY of November, 1877, at ten
sketch ot your de12.35 a. m. ami 12.40 p. m.
o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of receiving
vice ; we make examFor Nkowliegan at 12.35 p. in. and 12.40 p. ni.
such claims and acting thereupon,
inations free of charge
For Augusta, flallowell, l-Sardiner and
\
JOHN A. WATERMAN, 1 Comm is•*
and advise as to paBrunswick at 12.35 a. in., 6.15 a. m., 12.40 p. in.
HUGH D. McLELLAN. f sioners.
tentability. All cor- I undo.20 p. m.
Gorham,
May
19, 1877.
my23dlaw3wW
LinFor Rockland and all stations on Knox &
spondence strictly confidential. Prices low-, AND
coln R. It, and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
18
O C IIA It C» K UNIiCMS PATENT
is hereby given, that tbe subscriber lias
6 15 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
m KCUKED.
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
ADAMS MERRILL, late of Portland,
ir
For Farmington, Monmouth, Winilirop,
11 ventois in every State in the Union.
ICeadfirld, West %1'alerville ami %Vater>
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and has
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
ville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds
Opposite Patent Ojfice, Washington, J). C.
Ij as the law directs. All
>24
persons having demands up__dtt
on the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
tbe same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
CLAIRVOYANT.
called upon to make payment to
, f ADAME N. N, MADDOX,the celebrated
Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.05
JOSEPH M. PRINCE, Executor,
fJL Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
of Falmouth.
I>. m. The train leaving at 12.35 a. ui, also has a
n >w located at Market Square, rear of the Dollar
passenger car attached, connecting at Cural>erland
Portland,
my30dlaw3wW*
May
1st, 1877.
s
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston and
ore, owposite ohe Horse Car Depot, where she can
k s consulted by all who wish to make her a call.
Auburn. The 12.35 a. in. train is the Might ExNOTICE.
Madame M. has had large experience in tellTrain with Pullman Sleeping Car atpress
hidden
or
stolen
out
fortunes,
searching
Tost,
tached, which makes close connection at Bangor
g
lor all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis, and
ti easures. &c., and was never known to be at fault,
E. & N, A. Railway, and lor lloulton. Woodij o not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatns entering
«i t fortuneteller of the age. Per
stock, Sit A ndrews, flit, stfephen, Wt. John
intoany
my wife, Mary Ellen Frost, Las left
n jw business or profession, the con ueting ot which
and Halifax.
my bed and board without just cause, I hereby
t« ey do not understand, will find it to their advanPas-enger Trains arrive in Portland as
forbid
publicly
any person trusting or harboring her
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, GarJ. L. FROST.
ge to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
on my account.
01 friends in any part of the woi Id and describe them
diner, Bath, Bruuswick and Lewistou at 8.45 and
d3t#
jne5
8.50 a. m
The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
p irtectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
L.
R. R.,
iat flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same,
Belfast, Skowbegan, Farmington, K. &
J,1 le has given universal satisfaction to all who have
Vaults Cleaned and A sites Heand all intermediate stations at 2.44 and 2.50 p. m,
S
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
a nsulted her in her constant travels since she wag
moved.
old.
Pullman
veu
K.
K.
at
6.25
The
m.
Express
»
years
I
uiglit
p.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
Gain at 1.55 a. m.
I Good testimonials given il desired.
K. GlliSONt
or addn*M«'ni»
PATSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
I Terms, Gents $ 1.00; Ladies DO ceuts. Office hours
"
588 Cougress Street
an MU
no9dtl
ri m 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
apllldtf
Portland, April 16, 1877.

t omptly attended

—

for

To

Tk

•

PMMclpliia & New England Steamsliip Lice.

FERRY BEACH,

fckJEPOT AT FOOT OF 1AD8A ST.

deldtf

m A obtained for mechanical deI I |I m HIT
or
other
J V ll V vices, medical,ornamental
I f [I
\ompounds,
111
i
and
i
1
111
designs,
trade-marks,
1-1
1 fl
rJ

CLYDE’S

many at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent lor
New England, No 3. India Street, Portland, Me.
Nierling Checkn iiiNued in Mum*
lo auil, f«r 1£ and upwards.
myl6dtf

BAV VIEW

53 Central WTharf, Boston
H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K. I.

«.

no2dtf

lino

a. m.

1J

Through billa of lading given by the above named

lowest rates.
The Glaagow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

ajfi

dtf

mmediate payment at their former place
of business
1
<0. 74 FORE STREET.

"!1TY ADVERTISEMENTS

be received

orst Moth and Freckles if used according to my dictions. Price, 25 and 50 ccnl*.
Apply with a soft sponge three or four times a day
atii the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is genally accomplished in one week.

rHE

I. A. MERRILL A- CO., 139 Middle B

mhi5tf

case
where mv MOTH AND
any
FRECKLE LOTION will not remove the

Sent by mail

Central Wharf.

Dissolution of

W'atehes, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

’N

COPARTNERSHIP.

Street.

DOG

Trial Box.
We don’t want your money until you are perfectly
itislied of their curative powers.
It your life is
orth saving, don’t delay in giving these Powder*
tiial, as they will surly cure you.
Price, for large box, $3.00, sent to any part of the
nited States or Canada by mail on receipt of price.
ree

I will Forfeit Five Dollars

Jn_

Real Estate Agents,

Cured.

All sufferers from this disease that arc anxious to he
c iircd should try Dr.
Kissuer’* Celebrated
These powders are
!on*umptive Powder*.
t le only
known that) will cure Conpreparation
:
umption and all diseases of the Throat and
\ iungs—indeed, so strong is our faith in them, and
Iso to convince you that they are no humbug, we
ill forward to every sufferer, by mail, post paid, a

«! P9,n^8

Boston.

Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to Norfolk,Baltimore Washngton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,

equivalent; Intermediate—$40gold; Third-class

P. *• K. Dining

BRICK

IOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.s

FALLING SICKNESS

ASH & KOBRINS,
360 Fulton Street, Brooklyn N. IT.

To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222
Washington street, Boston.
itt fhe West
by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R.,M. W.Davison,
street,
Agent, 210 Wellington
"

Voyage.

Derry.

l

HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
all the modern improvements
rHEcontaining
In
at No. 10

[uir

Ocean

t

To Let.
I

Plumbers.

>

—

Address,

rHE

A. WHITNEY, No. 3« Exof all kinds

A.

or

Boston.

LINE.

Tremont House, Tremont
4-nrucy Jr Co. Proprietors.

t

To be Let,

Ml.
Upholstering
order.

MERRILL.

Epilepsy,

Permanent I y Cured—no humbug —by one
nonth’d uwage of Dr. Goulard’* Celebrnt« «l Infallible Fit Powder*.
To convince suffers that, these powders will do all we claim fur
them,
re will send them by mail, po*c
paid, a free
rrinl box. As Dr. Goulard is ihe only physician
liat has ever made this disease a special study, aud
s to our knowledge thousands have been perniannily cured by the use of these Powder*, we
rill guarantee a permanent cure in
every
ise, or refund you all money expended,
ill sufferers should give these powders an early
trial,
« nd be convinced of their curative powers.
Price, for large box, $3.C0, or 4 boxes for $10 00,
-nt by mail to any part of the United States or
( anada on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D.
i address,

to

Offices in Third Story Merchants* National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E. M. Rand: also
he front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
lave gas, water and fire proof vaults.
Possession
jiven Nov. 1st.
oct27dtf

1AMEB M1LI.BR, No. 91 Federal Street

J. A.

corner

x

—

rhe New Euxlaud House, Portland* Me,
Address
AUU. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

_

we

Fits

j

S. E. AUSTIN.

"V7" avilts Cleaned,

have tlie “Sole-Agency” of
entire
WE CAM
I' IKON WINK, to which
invite
the attention of all
The
is

uij22dlui

to

27 Cedar

Sebago.

MEDICAL.

J

m.

season

steam-heated Lodging
FURNISHED,
let, at No. 12 Temple street.
ma9tf

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
done

bouse

unifies,

{

--

SEORtiE

three

story
No,
street,
rHEof Lincoln
street, 16 rooms, arranged for
with
Lot about 50
112.

three
This
roper ty is offered at one-half its assessed value, and
rill positively be sold to satisfy mortgage. Title
f uaranteed. F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
1 Istate, 379} Congress street.
mylGdtf
f

dtf

Union House.

Carpenters and Builders.

BCOLLINS’S* I

proceeding from Hlaocka to the Nervous
System, Ruptures and Hiram*. Fracture*
Rruses, Contusions, Weak Muscle* and
Joint*, Nervous and Feeble Muscular
Action, Great Horeue** and Pain iu Any
Part of the Rody.

Mortgagee’s Sale of Real Estate.
4

;

AFTRST

WHITNElf A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

will

Paral}*!*,

LET.

To Let.
class Brick house, in the western part
oi the city, 13 rooms,
newly repaired through)ut, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars,
inquire of
B. 1>. YERRILL,
205 Middle Street.
aplOdtf

dly

Proposals for School Supplies.

Dance, (Sciatica, Hip

0. (J. TOLMAN.
dtf

From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Auburn at 5.15 p.

Express from Lewiston and

New IXousc lor Sale In Deering:.
A NEW. two story', Lip root bouse, 9 rooms, bath
riL room, water closet. Good drainage.
Corner
i )t 75x100, with stable. This property is situated
ear the bead of Pleasant street, close to the horse
ars.
Price only $3000. Apply to F. G. PATTERt ON, Dealer in Real Estate, 379} Congress street.
dtf
my23

Price
on
price 8
dollars. All in good repair. Apply to W. W. Carr,
apl9 dtf
197 Newbury Btreet.

Street.

Century.

Neuralgia,

j

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
240 Washington St.,
South, W. M. Clark,1 Agent,
e

Agents.

First class fortnightly mail steamers cf this
sail from Halifax every other Tueitday,
Liverpool, touching at QueeuMtown.
Passage: First-class—$70 and $80 gold, or

fl RA

To Let.,

Book Binders.
WM. A. OUINCV, Room 11, Printer.’
No.
ill Exchange Ht.
Exchange,
i IMALL A 8DACKFORD, No. 35 Plnm

The Most Important Medical Discovery of

chronic external muscular and nerve ailments, and
in diseases originating iu a disordered condition of
the electrical or vitalizing forces. It is unsurpassed
as a prompt and sure remedy in

J

tor Sale on Oxford Street.
CAMII, balance
payable in
[P lul/ mouthly innialmcut* of $'J5.0O.
rood location, 24 story bouse, 12 rooms, arranged for
unifies, gas and Seoago. Is now renting for $240,
Lpply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Esate, 3794 Congress Street.
my25dtf

11*

centrally located, gas, Sebago.
10 to 15 dollars, also 2
3 KENTS
Munjoy Hill,
to 10

SOVT A FOGQ, No. 91 Middle Street.

Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved
Inhaling Tube, will full direction s for its use in all
cases.
Price $1.00.
For sale by all Wholesale
and Retail Druggists throughout the United States.
WEEKS <fc POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.

ELECTRIC BATTERY
Closely and continuously applied by the adhesion of
the Plaster, and is capable of eflecting instant relief
and permanent cures iu the most distressing cases of

J'.lltJUUC

my 14

Booksellers and Stationers.

tbn

Horous Plaster, highly medicated, forming the grandest medical agent ot this century,
it is a gentle
and constant

UUU lUMldbC.

The Store, KO. 4 FREE ST. BLOCK,
lately occupied by Waterhouse & Co.
For fnrther particulars enquire at the
Dffice of B. J. LIBBY & CO., over First
National Bank.

DIRECTORY?

BUSINESS

utuuju

TO

hand.

JOBBER,

PORTLAND. MJE.

Jnl

Druggist,
purchased

THIS great remedy consists of Voltaic or Galvanic
plates carefully attached together and imbedded in a

1

my21dtf

half of house la Canton St., contains

No. 12 Exchange St.
myl8

BABCOCK.

MAKER

OWfit

it

Schumacher,

C. P.

C. H. LAWRENCE.

The above severe case was a combination of several
ailments, viz., bad cough, asthma, deafness, headache, etc., each of which might, by the most intelligent physician, be treated separately, whereas they
were but a variety of forms assumed by one terrible
disease—Catarh. “I could feel the effect of the Cure
in everv Dart of mv svst.em
This ftf atom ant. almwa
that this remedy acts upon the cause of Catarrh, viz.,
The acidified blood, a poison which attacks every
vital organ and is eliminated from the system only
by the Radical Cube.

1 [louse

No. IIS Spring Street,
d3w

—

Orders left with Schumacher Bros., or F. H. Fasiet, Architect, will receive prompt attention.
mb29
d3m

<

t ramp*, St. Yitu*’

Alder St.

To Let.

Fresco_Painter.

Radical Cure of me, and from time made to time
me familiar with his case.
I believe bis statement to
be true in every particular.
JAS. P, DERBY.
Fitchburg, Oct. 14.

Rheumati*m,

at

MAINE.

dement, Piaster, Mortar, &c., constantly

change

this

16

GEORGE A. HAK UON, Jeweler,
under the Hail.
myltdCm

Apparatus, dec.,

is briefly as follows; I have
Gentlemen.—My
had Catarrh for ten years, each year with increasing
For
nine
severity.
years I had not breathed through
one nostril.
I bad droppings in the throat, a very
bad cougb, asthma so bad as to be obliged to take a
remedy lor it at night before being able to lie down
and sleep, and a constant dull pain in my head. My
head was at times so full ot catarrhal matter as to injure my sense of hearing and compel me to get up
several times in the night to clear it and
my throat
before I could sleep. Every one of these distressing
symptoms has disappeared under the use ot not
quite three bottles of Sanford’s Radical Cure.
My hearing is fully restored. I have no asthmatic
symptoms, no cough, no droppings in the throat,
no headache, and in every way better than I have
been for years. I could feel the effects of the Cure
on my appetite, on
my kidneys and in fact every
part of my system. What has been done in my case
is wholly the effect of the Radical Cure.

that Mr. Lawrence

Enquire of
KIMBALL, No.

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,
as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express train at 12,25 p. m tor Anborn and Lewiston.
Mail train 2.00 p. m. (stopping at a!l stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.45 p. m.

—

the

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
••very Naturday
luorninjf,
for
Liverpool, touching at

SH^^Bltrains will run

AND

Mosely.

TEMPLE STREET,

ARRANGEMENT

jDeSdtf

street.

jne5dtf

SUMMER SERVICE.

ALTERATION OE TRAINS.
WINTER

No. 1

Piano to Let.

Wliitanina Whitdurafil>!"0, Oolnn'^ft and OpnJCntng done to order. Jobbing of ail kinds in my line
will receive prompt and personal attention.
All
;vork neatly done at low prices, and satisfaction
guaranteed. I have on hand- a new design of unlercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
bund elsewhere east of New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime,

tw a tr -«.v<

case

hereby certify

my23dtf

Avery
low.

SO Market Street, Printers Exchange,

I

rooms

desirable and convenient rent ot eight
rooms, in house No. 1 Anderson St.
Kent

Asthma, Bad Cough, etc., Cured.

Prominent

without

children—five
at NO.
TO 85family
NEW HIGH ST., with modern convenien-

To Let.

CATARRH.

a

& 10 Union street.

To Let.

HANUFAOTURER OF

Endorsed by

8

neighborhood,

Watch and Chronometer Marker*’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

Fitchburg. Cct. 14.

OALDERWOOD,

FEEAEY,
Mechanics’ Hall.
XIALM in Mechanic**’ I$uil«liin£«
PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER, TWO
TO LET; enquire of

had forty orders for more within the last three weeks,
but had none here to supply from.”
The Mr. Smith referred to is of the firm of Smith
& Doll, furniture dealers, Denver. When In Boston
about a year ago be purchased eleven bottles ofCatarrh Remedy, and one of Sanford’s Radical
Cure, the latter at the earnest request of a personal
acquaintance. He had seen the first named remedy
but had not heard of the latter. Shoitly after his
arrival in Denver we received an order for a dozen of
the Radical Cure, and soon another with the
pleasing intelligence that Mr. Smith was cured. The
prevalence of the disease, coupled with*the recommendations of Mr. Smith, soon created a lively
demand, and without advertising nearly three
hundred bottles were sent out. This is a striking
illustration of what is frequent done for this remedy
as a return for relief from long and painful
suffering.

Very respectfully,

re ss

NICE modern bouse with gas and Sebago
water, containing fourteen rooms; about five
minutes walk from City Hall; situated in an
txcelleut
and conveniently arranged
for two families or one; is now ready to
let; the
tight party or parties can have it immediately.
Apply on the premises 153 OXFORD STREET,
between the hours of 2 and 5.
mj23dtf

P.

country is afflicted with Catarrh. It seems to be
climatically epidemic out in this atmosphere. Mr.
Smith tells me that the three dozen bottles of Rad.«•

HOUSE

at 10.30
down and baek 25 cents.

Sundays, leaving

“ALLAN

Grand Trunk R, R. of Canada.

Monroe Place, 7 rooms, Sebago,
Cemented Cellar, &c
will be let to a small
imily. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 379} Con-

Middle St.

230

For Rent.

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,
luglJ

on

11.50 A. 91. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. 91. from Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, Jan. 8,1877.
iaSdtf

House To Let.

TENEMENT

HITCHCOCK,

Robes, Coffins and

Catarrh.

ro*4,

T,

dtf

IFEl ~\T to loan

No. 22 Anderson St. 7 rooms with
Sebago, also stable and shed, will accommodate
hree Horses. Kent low.
Inquire of

UNDERTAKER.

Prevalence of Catarrh and
the Popularity of Sanford’s Radical Cure for

■ ■

de27

To Let.

Successor to the late George Marston,

Denver, Colorado, showing the

—-*™

For Sale.
House and lot at mo. SI Newbury
! It. Apply at house,
K. ItlTBY,

Cottage-6 rooms and basement—situaled at
Old Orchard, Saco, Me.
NEW

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He ehall lay hand s on them and they shall be healtd
304 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
noc8dtt

Statement of 0. J. Goldricli, Esq.,
Editor Rocky Mountain Herald,

pTIOP

R

at

$100 down, the balance

!

SANFORD,

d&w3m

Or.

Terms

Mortgage two or three years, at seven
•ercent.
of L. E. WEYMOUTH, Centenj ial Block. Inquire
ap233m
on

first class Real Estate
3X.\Jiy X-J XL Security, in Portland, or vi< inity.
Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Com—---■——-] aission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
teal Estate, 370} Congress Street.no!8Jtf
To Let.

Square, PorUand, Me,

ap28

CATARRH.

m II

10 cents per foot.
S"* remain

A

desired tor building a line of
Horse Railroad irom the corner of Green and
Portland streets in Portland, to a point in Deering,
known as Bradley’s Corner.
Particulars will be
furnished on application.
PORTLAND & DEERING RAILROAD CO.,
By JNO. MARSHALL BROWN, Treasurer.

truuits

For Sale.
IX building lots, on Carter street, West End,

A

kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

Attorney and Counsellor at Caw,
33 School St., Boston, Hass.

are

iu

low and oil liberal terms, or leased to responsive parties with or without the furniture. For furher particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
my!8d3w93 Exchange atrect.

< an

To Let.

Portland and

uuuao

]
,

DESIRABLE Tenement; whole house on
Brown Street; rent $300 per
annum; possession
given early in June. Apply to
G. W.VERRILL,
my28dtf
Attomey-at.Law, 205 Middle Street.

ju2S&W2wCollector.

u,u

l old

C. T. MATTOCKS,
31J Exchange St.

my29dtt

COLLECTION

ui

A TWO story house, with French roof, containing
cA. 12 finished rooms besides hall, closets, bath room
L good stable, and about five acres ot land. Will be

-I

Office until 12 o’clock, noon, of WEDNESDAY,
June 20, 1877, for supplying rations and ship chandlery for the use of the crews and vessels of the United
of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a speciStates Revenue Marine Service in this Collection
alty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
District for the fiscal year ending June 30,1878.
I made. Also collects in England and foreign counSchedules of articles of ship chandlery to be bid for
tries claims of American heirs.
will be furnished on application to this office.
Bep29d&wlv
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids if
deemed lor the interest of the Government so to do.
^^G.B.MERRILLr*®5^
LOT M. MORRILL,

of

CAPE ELIZABETH,
Within Two Itlilet* of City Hall

—

BLACKSTONK.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
Prom Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

~

9.45 A. 91. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
4.45 P. 91. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland t

-in-

FlratCliM Nteaniibif
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
direct
Tl'EMIlAY
Prom Boston
every
and SATURDAY.

The Steamship Falmouth,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Grand Trunk Wharf
every
THURSDAY at 6 00 P. M. for
Halifax direct, making connection for all parts ot Nova Scotia. For freight or pasJ. I>. COYLE. Jit., Agent,
sage apply to
Franklin Wharf,
mh27dit

Shortest

LINK

week.

m

_____

For Halifax Direct.

Passenger Trains JLeare Portland.

Lease,

or

Four times

HOTELS.

cod 2m

For Sale

HOUSE

jan8dtf

Will make two trips on
A. M. and 2 P. M. Fare
Children half fare.
June 5, 1877.

W. H, STEPHENSON.

To Let.

HOUSE 33 PARK STREET.

Deering Railroad
Company.

LANDS.

aPll

No. 10 Brattle street. Sebago water, and
good stable. Apply to SAMUEL CHASE, No.
12 Treble street.
my30dlw*

to at all hours.

Time Jan. 8, IStf.

L>ICH Farming Lands in Harrison and Hancock
IA counties, Iowa, (near Railroads), for sale or
i xchange for property in Portland or vicinity.

on

1ST NEWBURY STREET.
dtf

OUnENSBURG RR.

Change

~IOWA

For Rent.
NICE Tenement, suitable for a small family at

A

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

J. B.

POKTL&N

Oliver,

commence

P. 31.

|

rHAT

Houses to Let.
tenement brick house, 4 stories, pleasantly
ONE
situated, rent low, gas and Sebago, good drainage. One wooden house, 24 stories, centrally located, Sebago and gas. Enquire of
8. W. ROBINSON,
my30dtf
205 Middle street.

AVD

a

oi

_

Refers to Strout Sc Rage, Portland.
iny8dlm&w3m

mh5

good

House to Let.
York Street, centaining eight rooms,
pleasantly situated, Sebago water, &c Apply
t<>
J. SWEETSER,
juldtf
6 Neal Street.

HOUSE

Passenger Trains

will leare Portland foi
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. in.,and 3.00 p. in., arrirat
Boston
at
iug
10.45,1.40, 7.30 p. in.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. mM
For Sale or Kent.
3
12.30, 30 p. iu.. arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p. ni.
two story Brick House. No. 58
i
Pleasant St.,
For Wells, North Berwick, .Salmon Fails,
second above High St. Ten rooms.
Sebago and
(•rent Falls, Borer, Newmarket. Kxeter,
;as. Possession June 1st. Apply to WM. H. JERHaverhill, North Andorrr, l.awi-eure,
i U», Real Estate Agent,
my25tt
Andover and IjOwcII at C.15, 9.00 a. m.,3.0C
p. in.
;
For Sale.
For Manchester and Concord, N. II., (via
rvN Peaks Island, a 1|
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 3.00 p. m. (via
i
story French roof House,
LT very pleasantly situated within two minutes
Lawrence,) at 9.00 a. m.
™k
For Rochester and Farmington, N. II., at
Terms cash. Apply to
sTKit
i. c. biE.KLiA(x,
41 Oxford St.
9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
6.15,
myl9dtf
For Ncarborough, Pine Point, Old OrFor Sale.
chard Beach, £aco, Biddeford and Keunehunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. ra., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
MODERN Brick House, located on one of the
Traius will leare Kennebnnk
Cm.
best streets in the
city with all modern im- Morning
for Portland at 7.20 *. ax.
.rovements—bath room, water
closets, gas and serooms, all in perfect order, lot
I OxlM, has the sun all day-will be sold at a
Through Tickets to all Points Nouth
bargain
.500 cash ami payments of §500
and West at lowest rates.
yearly, with interest
t the low rate ot 6 per cent. One of the best
chances
( btaiu a house ever offered in this
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
!
city.
GEORGE R. DAVIS,
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
oi
myJlcodtf
Mortgage and Real Estate Broker.
Rockland, Mt, Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halilax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
For Sale.
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg traius at
,
very desirable residence of Capt. L. F.
Transfer Station,
Johnson, near Cape Elizabeth Depot, coutainAll trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or refreshj ag a two storied frame house with nine rooms in
at tlrstclass dinning rooms.
ments
ood
f
condition, with stable attached. Lot contains
JAS. T. FCR1IER, Gen. Snpt.
I acre in good condition, a well of
pure water, spienS. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
oc7dt
id garden with cherry and plum
trees, currant and
ooseberry bushes, all in bearing condition
Title
erfect.
Possession given at any time. For price
]
V. &
( mjuire on the premises, or of GEO. R.
DAVIS,
my30eod3w Real Estate and Mortgage Broker,
of

TO LET.

and Counsellor at Law.
BRIDGTON, MAINE.

16 Market

St.

FEW boarders can find good
rooms, furnished
or unfurnished, with or without
board at
iebaitf416 CUMBERLAND STREET.

Attorney

Proposals for Furnishing Rations and
Ship Chandlery for Revenue Vessels.

Congress

corner

A

FRED’K S. STROUT,

All

FRANKLIN,

1877.

-_

Boarders Wanted.

Public and Private Dinners, Suppers,
Collation*, etc., gotten up in the best of style.
French and American Cooks furnished.
Wedding Cake of a quality and finish equal to
any in the couutry, and sent per order safely to any
distance,
ES^Public patronage respectfully solicited.
d3m
niyl6

Cumberland

FEW

A

STREET,

ness.

SI 1-3 EXCHANGE

board, to gentle**

Boarders Wanted.
men can find pleasant rooms with
board, at 30 BROWN ST.
“y24
dtf

turned to Portland ami is prepared to furnish families and parties with all articles in his line ot busi-

Coroner for

97

Commencing Monday, March 5,

STKA.TINHIK

A. S.

her regular
trips to Peak.’ lnlnud on
Thursday, June Jib, leaving
the end of Custom House Wharf at 9 and 10.30 A. M.
and 2 and 3.30 P. 31. for Jam', and Evrrgir.n
I. nuiliugs. Returning will leave Evergreeu at 9.30
and 11.30 P. 31. and 2.30 and 5.15 P. 31., and Jones’
Landing at 9.45 and 11.15 A. 31., and 2.45 and 5.30

\

corner room to let with
or two gentlemen.

FRONT and wife

SUCCESSOR TO C. R. SAUNDERS,

for

RAILROAD.

j A%ACvnta!5m®13

Board.

CATERER,

Constable

Street"

Inquire

Capt.

Steamer Gazelle,

Will

r'Tvr

BOARD.

d1y

IflATT

wo good first-class houses
on Congress
Street, with modern improvements: house on
dncoln Street; tlireo houses on Winter
biock °f tw° —«

rHE

ju5d3t*

G. D. ROBINSON,

UUlOlUb

my24_

■==

■

Lost.

takes pleasure to inform the public that he has

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

first
&c.
L. J. PERKINS,
ju-dlw___489 Congress Street.

--

PROPOSALS.

PROPOSALS

■

otUce.

at this

CARTER,

CONGRESS

FOll THE ISLANDS.

; pamte<1 and papered in
I^s nrde,h.e sifT8
also furnaces, marble fire
frames.

flnlil

a

ISO MIDDLE STREET.

619

Boston & Maine

Lots
Congress Street, Pine
DESIRABLE
Street, Spruce Street, and Vaughn Street.
Also—1

lass order,
j ,ot fenced.

ited.

NO.

For Sale.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Lost.

Pnicjtls and Mechanical Butt inter.
Assisiancc given to inventors in developing tlieir
inventions. Drawings and models properly prepared for the Patent Office. Correspondence solicanil

STEAMERS.

New Cottage House tor Sale.
r\N Lincoln street, Woodford's
I
Corner; nine

alternoon,
Eardrop; the
SATURDAY
tinder will he suitably rewarded hy leaving it

:pajlntitstg.

SEALED

■

■

—.-

Solicitor of

breadths where the wear will come most; it
looks and wears much better, Where stains
appear on paint, ammonia in water will generally remove them. Soap spoils paint, and
the less used, the longer the paint will keep
good. There is no necessity of scouring doors
or mop-boards; a solution of
ammonia and
water to wring the cloth from, and wipe it
a
over, with dry cloth to wipe off the dampness, is far better than strength, and soap and
sand, and experience will generally show a
mistress of a family that it is advisable to save
what strength she can. It is tested enough,
with unavoidable labors and pains, without
recklessly throwing it away .—Country Gentleman.

Custom House. Portland, Me., 1
Collector’s Office, June 1, 1877. f
PROPOSALS will be received at this

!

FOUND!

LOST AND

BERRY,
and (omd., ffiundfA,

^IlV T.

It

STEAMERS.

W A NT ED.

STEPHEN
No.

RAILROADS.

on

ALL

walls. Aside from the damp air, it is very
nice to sit by a cosy stove in the sitting-room,
instead of huddling around the kitchen stove
in order to keep comfortable.
All dust from carpets and rugs needs to be
well beaten out, and when a carpet is getting
partly worn it is a nice arrangement to rip it
wjeuu

■

persons who have served ten years or more
in the U. S. Navy and arc now disqualiUed for
sea service by reason of age or disability, to send
their address to EDGAR VANHORN, Box t>4 p.
0., Washington, D. 0.
Jnld6t

ofyook, Jv(>

REAL ESTATE.

Wanted.
CAPABLE Girl to go a short distance into the
N„ wa8bing
country to do plain cooking.
required. Apply at NO. 35 HIGH STREET, between
the hours of 2 and 5 p. m.
ju4d3t

A

STREET,

PORTLAND, MB.
Work Personally Attended

A1I

pure and sweet they keep the air. If you do
not fancy the gaudy flowers, you can cut off
the buds, and keep the plant in more perfect
vigor; but the seeds furnish a beneficial change
of diet lor hens during winter, and they are
fond of them.
All spots can be removed from carpets, by
putting ammonia in boiling water, and rubbing freely over the place. Fresh straw to put
under carpets, with a sprinkling of carbolic
acid over it, will keep moths from injuring
them, and purify the air. If stoves are to be
set away for the summer, a slight coating of
boiled linseed oil will keep both them and the
pipes from gathering rust; but it is not advisable to have all the stoves taken down, as
there are frequent damp, rainy days, that
leave a dampness in the house, and it is very
comfortable to have a little fire to warm the
rooms at such times, as well as to dry the

And I, too, languish for the light,
But not with breast o’ercharged with song,
Though something murmurs through the night,
And broken cries entreat the dawn.

WANTS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

berland, Commissioners

RAILROAD.

<

NOTICE

■

The Superior Sea Going Steamer*,
BROOKN
will, until further notice, run alternately as folp w*: Leaving
■ ORIENT CITY AND JOHN

FRANKLIN
■

FARE
c

ALL

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
night’s rest and avoid the ex.
of arriving in Boston late

ue a comfortable
:use and inconvenience

night.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
g rand Liues, for sale at very low rates.

Freight

For Lewiston and Auburn.

WHEREAS

WHARF, Portland,

laily, nt 1 o'clock P. M., nn<l INDIA
III.IKK. BONTON, daily al » P. ,11.,
,,
^ luaday cxccptcd.)

taken

de30-76dtf
n

lainc

as usual.
J. B. COYER,

,#r..

Geu’l Agt.

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

tine to Sew York,

g trainers Eleanora & Franconia
Will until further notice,
artland, every MONDAY

leave Franklin Wharf
ami THURSDAY, at
M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
c ery MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
itions for passengers, making this a very conveiiut an»l comfortable route lor traveller* between
ew
York and Maine. Passage, including Slate
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
>om, 15.
p >rtland or New York forwarded to destination at
01 ice.
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
*J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R.. New York.
Tickets and StatepKooms can bo obtained at 23
E uchange street.
decltitf
r
*

£

%

